
"WHITHER" 
INTRODUCTION 

It will be remembered that Mrs. Eddy says, "Spi1'itual evolu
tion alone is worthy of the exercise of divine power," S. & H. 
135:9. Nothing that Mrs. Eddy has written describes more suc
cinctly her own response to the onward demands of this trench
ant Truth than her description in Miscellaneous W1'itings of 
her progressive response to the changing demands of her three
fold mission as revelator, discoverer, and founder of Christian 
Science, which reads: " ... I stand with sandals on and staff in 
hand, waiting for the watchword and the revelation of what, 
how, whithe1'," Mis. 158:20-22. 

The "what" undoubtedly characterized her constant expec
tancy of the onflow of her revelation; the "how," the onward 
demands of her founding in response to the onward demands of 
her revelation to the point of her completed mission; and the 
"whithe1'," the spiritual trends of both the "what" and the 
lehow," 

The onward flow of her revelation resulted in the increase of 
Science and Health from eight chapters in her first edition to 
eighteen chapters in her last edition; her founding resulted in 
three distinct spiritual tabernacles - the first only of which she 
was a member as typing her subjective consciousness, the remain
ing two typing her objective consciousness, necessitated by the 
demands of others; and i\Irs. Eddy's response to the demands of 
the onward-moving "whither" resulted in the startling develop
ments of grave import for Christian Scientists which are the sub· 
ject of this pamphlet. 

To present the "whither" of her revelation, discovery, and 
founding, it seems necessary to review the "what" and the "how" 
as recorded in Mrs. Eddy's own words and acts, which, when 
thus co-ordinated, cannot fail to show this onward "whither." 
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N. B. - Italics which do not appear in the original are sometimes 
used in quotations - not for the purpose of implying undue emphasis, 
but for ready identification of the portion directly applicable to the 
point in hand. Also, citations of lines for references do not always 
start a sentence, for the saIne reason. 

The abbreviations for the titles of Mrs. Eddy's wntlllgs (other 
than Science and Health, for which "S. & H." is used) are those used 
in the Concordance to Miscellaneous Writings and Wor"s other 
than Science alld Health. 



SPIRITUAL TABERNACLES OF 
LIFE, TRUTH, AND LOVE 

,I/hen Jesus took Peter, James, and John up into the Mount of 
Ttallsl1guratioll Ivhere Moses and Elias appeared with him, Peter 
wished to build three tabenlacles - one for Elias (typing Life, 
S. &: H. 562:3: 569: I), one for Moses (typing Truth, or "moral law," 
S. & H. 592: 12, at this point evolved to spiritual law), and one fm 
Jesus (typing Love in this transfiguration), thus dividing the symbols 
of Life, Truth, and Love (which are fore\'er one) into three sepa
tate ex})ressions. Had Peter been able to see the oneness of these 
three-in-one qualities, it might have spared J estls' crucifixion, which 
forced him to prove that Life is inseparable from Truth and Love 
by separating these three qllalities in demonstration and limiting 
his mission to the demollstration of Life only, for Jesus said, "I am 
come that they might have life," John 10: 10, and IIIrs. Eddy says': 
ffJbhn sa"'" the hUfnan and divine coincidence, 8ho"wn in the mall 
Jesus, as divinity embracing humanity in Life and its demonstration, 
- reducing to human perception and understanding the Life which 
is God," S. & H. 56,:16-20, -leaving his demonstration as Truth to 
his second coming in Christian Science as woman's man child, Rev. 
12:5, and leaving Love to divine Science as typed by the womanhood 
of God, S. & H. 561 :22. 

Mrs. Eddy, likewise, in her fitSt revelation of CI11'istian Science 
as divine Science endeavored to build but one spil'itual tabernacle, 
and that o'ne Love ("the generic term for God," My. 185: '4) on the 
consciollsness of Jesus as the expression of Life and Truth, typing 
manhood, as one with Love, typed by Womanhood (as evidenced by 
her first definition of "the male idea" as "cteation, Life, and Truth," 
and "the female idea" as "Life, Truth, and Love," S. & H., 3rd ed., 
Vol. II, p. 118). But this tabernacle was purely spiritual as evidenced 
by her statement in the first edition of Science and Health, where 
she said: "No time waS lost by our Master in organizations, rites, and 
ceremonies, or in proselyting for certain forms of belief: members 
of his church must answer to themselve.s, in the secret sanctuary of 
Soul, questions of the inost solemn hnpDl't," pp. 166, 167. At the 
same time that she published this first edition of Science and Health, 



her students formed a church, contrary to its teachings. 'While this 
church was dissolved in rebellion, it taught her the same painful 
lesson which jesus was forced to learn on the lIIount of Transfigura· 
tion - that the human consciousness must build its three separate 
tabernacles as symbols of spiritual values, since "sjJiTitual teaching 
must always be by symbols," S. & H. 575: '3. 

Thus, in 1879, Mrs. Eddy built with her students the first sym
bolic church (without a material church structure), or first spiritual 
tabernacle, founded on Life, to "commemorate the word and works 
of our Master" and to "reinstate primitive Christianity and its lost 
element of healing" (Manual, p. '7) - hereinafter referred to as the 
First Organization of the Boston church, or the Branch-phase of the 
Boston church. Many other co-ordinate branch churches sprang up, 
each and all under the same privilege (but not necessity) of copying 
the Constitution and By-laws of this individual Boston Branch, 
August Journal, 188g, and each and all being founded on the 'Vord 
of Science and Health as Bride, My. 125:26. Hence the branches 
as growing fTom the spiritual vine of Life, in line with jesus' declara
tion, "I [Life] am the vine, ye are the branches," john 15:5, were 
made manifest in type. These branches were one with Love, inas· 
much as Mrs. Eddy (as typing "the spiritual idea of Love, in the 
womanhood of God," S. &: H., 16th ed., p. 459) was a charter member 
of this first form of church. 

Although this Boston Branch, Mrs. Eddy's own Branch, was dis
soh'ed in 188g (under the spiritual afllatus of the sixteenth edition 
of Science and Health, in 1886, which was continued in substance 
and form to the fiftieth edition, in 1891), the other branch churches 
continued to flourish and multiply from 1889 to 18g2, on which 
latter date the second spiritual tabernacle was formed as founded 
on "the Rock, Christ [Truth, for Mrs. Eddy interprets 'rock' as a 
symbol of 'Truth,' S. & H. 593: 18]," Manual, p. Ig, - hereinafter 
referred to as the Second Organization of the Boston church, or The 
lI-fother Church. While Mrs. Eddy named this second spiritual taber
nacle, "The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mass. [and 
not 'The Mother Church']," lHallual, p. '9, its medial mission was 
the fulfillment of the Motherhood phase of Revelation, twelfth 
chapter, as typifying "the divine method of warfm'e in Science," 
S. & H. 568:5, by the method of bringing forth Truth in the con
sciousness of her own students primarily, solely by whom it was 
formed and its structure built - in other words, its Motherhood 
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mISSIOn was to bring forth manhood as Truth (beyond "creation" 
as Life) in each and every consciousness of its members, thus waging 
"the divine method of warfare in Science" to the end of "healing 
and saving the world from sin and death ... ," Manual, p. Ig, rather 
than mere individuals, which was the work of the dissolved (in ,889) 
first phase of church, founded on Life, Alanual, p. '7. 

Note that contrary to the mission of the First Organization of 
the Boston church, which was "designed to ... reinstate primitive 
Christianity and its lost element of healing," Manual, p. '7, Mrs. 
Eddy docs not commission the Second Organization of the Boston 
church in its Motherhood phase to heal the world of sickness, of 
which she sa),s: "Healing physical sickness is the smallest part of 
Christian Science. It is only the bugle-call to thought and action, 
in the higher range of infinite goodness. The emphatic purpose of 
Christian Science is the healing of sin ... ," Rud. 2:23-27. This 
statement follows Mrs. Eddy's definition of Christian Science on the 
preceding page. "As the law of God. the law of good. interpreting 
and demonstrating the divine Principle and rule of universal har
mony," Rud. 1: 1~4. 

During the interim between 188g and 1892, the branches (other 
than the dissolved Boston Branch) were left to grow from the vine 
of the 'Word of Science and Health, which was rapidly changing its 
texts to confonn with the new necessities of the oncOlning second 
tabernacle as Truth. After its formation in ,8g2. this second spiritual 
tabernacle as Truth (the medial l'IIother Church) continued to 
progress heavenward in the 'Vord, in the same manner in which the 
woman in the twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse lifted up heaven
ward her "man child" as Truth to meet its Bride of Love - Bride 
being the final goal of Motherhood, Mrs. Eddy having defined 
"Mother" as "Life, Truth, and Love." S. &: H. 592:16. 

In Ig03. when Mrs. Eddy felt that Motherhood had performed 
its mission. she had the Extension built as the third spiritual taber
nacle, founded on Love. having placed on the great tenor bell of 
this church. "The First Church of Christ. Scientist. in Boston, 
Massachusetts. 1906, founded on Love," - not merely the previous 
foundation of "the Rock. Christ [Truth)," as was The Mother 
Church in ,892. 

But inasmuch as Mrs. Eddy was a charter member of the first 
non-structural organization. founded on Life. she was forced to 
build the symbolic Field Branch-idea. founded on Love (as the first 
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church [edifice] in which she had ever participated), as a s)~nbolic 
gift to the Field, for "the ideal woman corresponds to Life and to 
Love," S. & H. 517: 10. Her first Bl'anch construction at Concord, 
New Hampshire, in 1897 (under the shadow of The Mother Church), 
was a home which she alone remodelled (for Motherhood can only 
remodel Life to lift it to Truth) into a church by virtue of her daily 
supervision from top to bottom, My. 145:6.10; while the second 
Concord Branch, which was built upon the site of this first Concord 
Branch (embracing all of its thought-values as typed by the embraced 
Mother's Room in the second structure), was impersonally and col· 
lectively built with the whole Field as typing generic Love. 

The second Concord Branch was dedicated the day after the 
laying ofthe comer·stone of the Extension (extension of Motherhood 
(rom THlth to heavenly Love as Bride) and, therefore, became the 
keystone, as well as the key· tone (typed by the gTeat tenor bell), of 
the Extension's symbolic structure as "founded on Love." This 
keystone was not only recognized in the key-tone of the Extension's 
chimes but in its three agate windows facing the Readers' desks from 
the auditorilUll rear, in whose broad side borders in each window 
was an open book (the "angel had in his hand 'a little book,' ojlen 
for all to read and understand," typing S. & H. 559) festooned on 
each side by rich bunches of purple Concord grapes, with a Grecian 
lamp, symbolizing intelligence, or understanding, above, shedding 
light upon its pages. Beneath this open book in each border was a 
rolled scroll to which was ribbon-tied a quill pen, suggesting the 
vYoman's scroll (typing the original W'ord) in the tenth picture of 
Christ and Christmas, of which book the editor of the Journal at the 
time of its advent said: "It is truly a production 'vYhose noble praise, 
deserves a quill plucked from an angel's wing,''' January Journal, 
18% Pl" 466, 467. 

So was completed the symbolic edifices typing "the structure of 
Truth [The Mother Church] and Love [the Branch·idea as the 
expression of the Word as Bride]," S. & H. 583:12. The structure of 
Life was typed only by the individual, corporeal body as its temple, 
John 2:19-21; hence the mission of the first Boston Branch was that 
of "primitive Christianity and its lost element of [individual] heal
ing," Manual, p. '7. 

When the ascended Jesus appeared to John in his great Revela
tion, he stood in the midst of seven candlesticks and held seven stars 
in his right hand. He defined the stars as "the angels [the spiritual 
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ideas 1 of the. . . churches" and the candlesticks as the "chul'ches," 
Rev. I: 13, 16, 20. Thus the three tabernacles iuterpreted in the 
light of the angels of the churches as stars would correspond to 
Mrs. Eddy's initial revelation of generic \Vomanhood as typing Life, 
Truth, and Love in the third edition of Science alld Health, Vol. II, 
p. lIB; while the three tabernacles interpl'eted as the form, or candle· 
stick, of church would correspond to manhood as typing "creation," 
"intelligence," and "Truth" (our present S. & H. 517:8, 9), which, 
as detached from Love, must progTessively ascend to Mrs. Eddy's 
initial vision of vVomanhood. 

Thus the three spiTitual tabernacles of Life, Truth, and Love, 
respectively, do not follow the order of the symbolic edifices (The 
Mother Church, the Extension, and the Concord Branch), since, as 
before noted, the first spiritual tabernacle, founded on Life, cannot 
build any structure other than its own individual body as "temple" 
(as Jesus implied when he made his body symbolic of the temple, 

John 2: 19-21); therefore, the first symbolic structtlre to be built 
must be that of Truth as the only generically gathering quality. 
Hence the Second Organization of the Boston church (started in 
IB92) built the first symbolic edifice, and the Extension in its Branch 
expression (with the second Concord Branch as its keystone) became 
the second symbolic edifice. 

As a further confirmation of the fact that the Extension is identi
cal with the Branch-idea, lIIrs. Eddy never required that the readers 
of the branch churches be members of The Mother Church until 
after the Extension was built and dedicated (57th 1I1anual, in 1906, 
Sect. 6, p. 32, as in our present iVlanual, Sect. 6, p. 32:IB) as being 
founded on descending Love as Bride (and not on "the Rock, Christ 
[Truth)" as was The Mother Church) - the descending idea in the 
Extension being typed by the fact that its foundation is in the belfry, 
and all of the symbolic figures in the borders of its agate windows 
are attached to descending olive branches, fulfilling the Scriptural 
prophecy, "And I will make thy windows of agates ... and all thy 
borders of pleasant stones," Isa. 54:12. On the other hand, The 
Mother Church was never permitted the slightest touch with the 
branches at any time, being forbidden even "general" supervision 
thereof, l'1anual, p. 70, AI·t. XXIII, Sect. I. SO Motherhood had 
completed its medial mission in the Extension and had descendingly 
become one with Love as its bridal estate as Branch-idea, founded 
on Life and Love as embracing Truth. 
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Thus Mrs. Eddy built two symbols of her individual Branch-idea 
in her own gift churches in Concord, New Hampshire, each embrac
~ng a ]\Jother's Room - the first Concord Branch as the foundational 
site of the second, as previously mentioned. Although the second 
Concord Branch contained gifts from the Field, it became an indi
vidual expression of Mrs. Eddy's consciousness when she placed her 
name over its front entrance as its sole donor and referred to its 
"builder," rather than builders, My. ,62:20. Among the many 
symbolic riches of the second Concord Branch were an uncut door 
between the embraced Mother's Room and its Branch auditorium, 
and its three mottoes (instead of one, permitted all other branches) 
embracing the elements of the full trinity of Life, Truth, and Love, 
which were each and all impersonally signed "Science and Health" 
(the parent vine of the Branch-idea) instead of "Mary Baker Eddy" 
as is required of all the other branch churches (the Science and 
Health motto in the first Concord Branch and the three Science alld 
Health mottoes in the second Concord Branch were each and all 
different from those assigned to the other branch churches). 

As further evidence that the true Branch-idea embraces both The 
Mother Church, which Mrs. Eddy has called "the cross," and the 
Extension, which Mrs. Eddy has called "the crown," My. 6: ,8, 'g, 
the Second Reader's room, typing the Bible, in the second (and 
present) Concord Branch has in the middle of its first window, 
composed of small, h'osted, diamond-shaped panes (of which four, 
forming an elongated square in the center, have amber-colored 
pictorial insets), a sheaf of wheat in the lowest of its center diamond 
panes, and in its vertically upper small diamond pane a cross (with 
the Bible and Sciellce alld Health in the horizontal diamond panes 
on either side - the Bible on one side and Science alld Health on the 
other); while its second and only other window has in its centered, 
lowest small diamond pane a beehive and in its vertically upper-level 
pane a crown (with the Bible and Science alld Health in the same 
horizontal positions with reference to each other as in the first 
window) - both pictorial windows together typing the embraced 
work of The Mother Church as "the cross" and its Extension as "the 
crown," 

The First Reader's room, typing Science alld Health, has as its 
first symbol in the same order in its centered, lowest diamond pane 
a seven-pointed star upon which the true Branch-idea is figuratively 
based - does not this suggest the star of Bethlehem as the star of 
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Boston (J\Iis. 320:23), inasmuch as Mrs. Eddy was a charter member 
of the first Boston Branch-idea, founded on Jesus as typing Life? 
Above this star is an anchor, suggesting "the anchor of hope ... 
cast beyond the veil of matter into the Shekinah into which [the 
ascended] Jesus has passed before us," S. &: H. 40:32, for this window 
types the ascending idea. 

The second and only other window (typing descension) in the 
First Reader's room has as its upper symbol a large bunch of purple 
Concord grapes (typing the wine of Love) similar to those that festoon 
the "open book" in the Extension, and in the lower diamond pane 
a lighted Grecian lamp (similar to the one above the "open book" 
in the Extension window), typing earth's illumination after the 
descent of the Extension as Branch to earth consciousness. "Vhen 
this descent is discerned by earth consciousness, then the grapes 
(typing Love) become one with earth's spiritual illumination, typed 

by the lamp, as in the fourth side of the City fomsquare portrayed 
in the rose window called the "'Vindow of the Open Book" in the 
balcdllY of the original Mother Church, wherein the grapes become 
the last symbol of descended consciousness. 

The fourth side of the City in this ""Vindow of the Open Book" 
in its full symbolic expression is portrayed by a sheaf of wheat on 
one side of the "Golden Shore of Love" (5. &: H. 576:1) and the 
grapes on the other side - both of which symbols are found in the 
Concord Branch, in the sense that the first window of the Second 
Reader's room starts with a sheaf of wheat and the last window of 
the First Reader's room would end in complete descent with a bunch 
of grapes. (The/Bible and Science and Health in both windows of 
the First Reader's room are in the same positions as those described 
for these books in the windows of the Second Reader's room.) This 
ascending and descending idea is but a symbol of embracement, since 
the Branch-idea neither ascends nor descends, in line with Jesus' 
statement, "And no man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that 
calne down from heaven, even the Son of 111an which is in heaven," 
John 3: 13, for earth as "compound idea" ("to spiritual sense," S. &: 
H. 585:7, 8) embraces both heaven and earth. 

It is only by identifying the prophecies of the Apocalypse with 
the footsteps of chmch that the fulfillment of these prophecies can 
ever be realized. And they must be realized in church (to whom 
each and all the prophecies of the ascended Jesus, Rev, 1: 1, were 
directed, starting with the first chapter of Revelation, twentieth 
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verse, and ending with the last chapter, sixteenth verse) before they 
can be fulfilled in one's individual life. 

Great emphasis is placed upon Mrs. Eddy's statement that 
"spiritual teachiug must always be by symbols" (S. & H. 575: 13, 14) 
when she contrasts the teaching superiority of symbols over the letter 
teaching of the Word in her statement that "the art [italics in origi
nal] of Christian Science" has the "true hue and character of the 
living God," while "Science and Health [the letter] gives [only] 
scopes and shades to the shadows of divinity," Mis. 372:27-30. Thus 
are not these church symbols in the Concord Branch (and they are 
he!' very own symbols) most significant of higher spiTitual values 
than can be portrayed by mere words, which must travel through the 
wilderness vestibule of mind and be identified in one's life before 
reaching the realm of spirit? - whereas symbols immediately inter
pret spirit at the highest point of one's own life. Hence Mrs. Eddy 
said of this second Concord Branch at the laying of its corner-stone, 
" ... it points to the new birth, heaven here, the struggle over . .. ," 
My. 158: 12. 

As a further indication of spiritual symbolic values, was not the 
yielding of Motherhood to the Branch-idea prophesied by the out
going pictorial window (viewing the windows "from left to right" 
as directed by Joseph Armstrong's The Mother Church, p. 72) in the 
vestibule of the original l\-fother Church illustrating, "A little child 
shall lead them," Isa. II :6, as superseding personal leadership after 
it was relinquished by Mrs. Eddy, Manual, p. 72, lines 19-24. In this 
window there is pictured a sturdy lad having a very mature face 
(suggestive of woman's "man child," Rev. 12 :5), ,vith his left arm 
around the neck of a lion (typing the Manual as a moral code, for 
does not Mrs. Eddy interpret the lion as "moral courage," S. & H. 
514: 10), and over his right shoulder a grapevine ending in a cluster 
of Concord grapes held firmly in his right hand, typing the Scripture, 
"And the government shall be upon his [own] shoulder," Isa. 9:6. 
There are other animals behind him, the entire picture typing 
Isaiah's prophecy, "A little child shall lead them," Isa. II :6. That 
this "little child" types the Branch-idea, self-created, self-governed, 
and self-existent, is assured by the fact that this Scripture is the 
continuation of the first portion of the eleventh chapter of Isaiah, 
which begins, "And there shall come forth a rod [typing the Manual 
of colTection, for did not Mrs. Eddy weep, so to speak, over its neces
sity, lamentably saying, 'Heaps upon heaps of praise confront me, 
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and for what? That which I said in my heart would never be needed, 
-namely, laws of limitation for a Christian Scientist,' My. 229:24] 
out of the stem [The Mother Church] of Jesse, and a Branch shall 
grow out of his roots [the Boston church's First Organization as 
Branch.idea]," Isa. 11: I. In other words, the stem of Jesse which 
brings forth the rod is The Mother Church; while the roots are the 
Branch·idea. 

Thus can it not be plainly seen that in 1899, when Mrs. Eddy 
admonished the branches to turn their tendrils u!nva?'d towards the 
parent trunk, My. 125:6, that this "parent trunk" waS the ascending 
'Word (",s Bride) to heavenly Truth, Truth being the gift of The 
Mother Church to the (not its) branches, since the branches were 
founded on the 'Word as Bride in 1879 - many years before The 
Mother Church was established in 1892. 

Hence when AIrs. Eddy was preparing for the inevitable passing 
of Motherhood in its final "half a time," Rev. 12: 14, into the province 
of its last estate as Bride, typing Love, she made provision only fo!" 
the continuity of the Branch-idea, stating: "If the Pasta!" Emeritus, 
Mrs. Eddy. should relinquish her place as the head or Leader of The 
Mother Church of Christ, Scientist, each branch church shall can· 
tinue its present form of government in consonance with The Mother 
Church Manual," Manual, p. 72, lines 19-24, forbidding any even 
"general" supervision of it by The Mother Church, Manual, Art. 
XXIII, Sect. I, first paragraph. Likewise forbidden was interrelation· 
ship between the branches extept for conference on State laws, 
Manual, Art. XXIII, Sect. I, second paragraph; for the mission of 
the Branch-idea being earthly (in contrast with The Mother Church's 
ascending course), it must l"edeem human law to divine law through 
its collective processes. 

Also, about three years before her passing, Mrs. Eddy added to 
the 69th Manual, in 1908, Section 8, Article XXVIII (our present 
Manual, Art. XXIII, Sett. 7) requiring sixteen members to form a 
new church, four of whom must be members of The Mother Church. 
This By·law was forced to becoine an embraced spiritual demand 
when impossible of fulfillment, just as a "Mother's Room" was 
embraced in each of her own gift-Branches at Coucord, the second 
built upon the foundation of the first (as previously noted), even 
as The Mother Church was spiritually built upon the first Branch 
foundation. 

Thus Mrs. Eddy left world redemption to the Branch-idea in the 
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following spiritual manner: "The silent prayers of our churches, 
resounding through the dim corridors of time, go forth in waves of 
sound, a diapason of heart-beats, vibrating from one pulpit to another 
[not from one radio station to another in waves of audible sound] 
and from one heart to another, till truth and love, commingling in 
one righteous prayer, shall encircle and cement the human race," 
My. 189:9. Is not this world mission of the Branch-idea symbolized 
in the skeleton world which Mrs. Eddy placed on the spire of the 
present Concord Branch - the skeleton form symbolizing the spir
itual nature of its mission as without material density or weight? 
This is expressed elsewhere in Mrs. Eddy's statement that the 
spiritual idea "outweighs the material world," l\Hs. 167:11. 

It is significant to note that Mrs. Eddy designated the spiritual 
power that would, through the branches, engirdle the world as the 
spontaneous, silent prayers (that are offered exclusively for the 
congregations as typing all phases of thought, Manual, Art. VIII, 
Sect. 5) which would "go forth in waves of sound" (l\Iy. 1S-9: 10, II) 

to perform their world mission, and not the Lesson-Sermon nor the 
formulated audible repetition of the Lord's Prayer with its spiritual 
interpretation. Thus Mrs. Eddy presents in the eighth picture of 
Christ and Christmas the power of "Christ's silent healing, heaven 
heard" as healing the world symbohzed by the sleeping man on the 
huge, endless bed - its endlessness suggested by the incomplete head
board and footboard in the foreground. 

Mrs. Eddy also says of individual silent prayer: "The 'still, small 
voice' of scientific thought reaches over continent and ocean to the 
globe's remotest bound. The inaudible voice of Truth is, to the 
human mind, 'as when a lion roareth,''' S. & H. 559:8-11, and Mrs. 
Eddy says of the world's reception of these silent prayers, ". . . the 
world feels the alterative effect of truth through every pore," S. & H. 
224: 1-3' Thus the less organization of thought and action the better; 
hence Mrs. Eddy's unretracted thoughts: " ... material organiza-
tion ... wars with Love's spiritual compact ... ," and, II. 

Christian'Science shuns whatever involves material means for the 
promotion of spiritual ends," Ret. 47:2, 3, 10, II. 
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"OUR HIGHEST SENSE OF INFINITE GOOD," Un. 6r:I7 

Mrs. Eddy says: "Our highest sense of infinite good in this mortal 
sphere is but the sign and symbol, not the substance of good," Un. 
6" 17. Thus one must intelligently accept Mrs. Eddy's statement: 
"Spiritual teaching must always be by symbol •. Did not Jesus illus· 
trate the truths he taught by the mustard·seed and the prodigal?" 
S. &: H. 575: 13-16. Mrs. Eddy also says that Genesis and the Apoca
lypse "contain the deep divinity of the Bible" - her full statement 
reading: "Genesis and the Apocalypse seem more obscure than other 
portions of the Scripture, because they cannot possibly be inter
preted froin a l11aterial standpoint. To the author, they are trans
parent, for they contain the deep divinity of the Bible," S. & H. 
546: IS-22. And both Genesis and the Apocalypse are composed 
entirely of a succession of progressive symbols. In Genesis these 
symbols appertain to the spiritual evolution of Christian Science 
in the individual consciousness; in the Apocalypse they appertain 
to collective consciousnessJ or church, in line with Jesus' own state
lnent. 

In the first day of the first chapter of Genesis, "beginning" is 
interpreted by Mrs. Eddy as "the ollly"; and the symbols of "heaven," 
"earth," and Hlight') are interpreted as "a reve.fation instead of a 
creation," S. & H., Pl" 502, 503, 504. She also adds that the "evenings 
and mornings" as symbols of darkness ancllight throughout the first 
chapter of Genesis indicate "spiritually clearer views of Him" (S. &: 
H. 504: 17-19) - the days indicating increasing revelation, and the 
nights the demands for more progressive unfoldments. 

The symbol of the "firmament" in the second day is interpreted 
by IvIrs. Eddy as "spiritual understanding," which separates "human 
conception" (symbolized by "the waters which were under the 
firmament") from "Truth" (symbolized by "the waters . . . above 
the firmament," Gen. "7), S. &: H. 505:7, S. 

The symbols of the "land" and "water" in the third day are 
interpreted as: "In metaphor, the dry land illustrates the absolute 
formations instituted by Mind, while water symbolizes the elements 
of Mind," S. &: H. 507: 1-3. In this interpretation of the third clay, 
Mrs. Ecldy also says: "The third stage ill the order of Christian 
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Science [thus showing that each and every day is a 'stage in the order 
of Christian Science'] is an important one to the human thought 
['the waters which were under the firmament'], letting in the light 
of spiritual understanding. This period corresponds to the resur
rection ... ," S. &: H. 508:28-2. The human fruitage of the third 
day corresponds to this resurrection, for Jesus said: "Except a corn 
of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone: but if it die, 
it bringeth forth much fmit," John 12: 24. 

The symbols of light in the spiritual firmament of the heaven in 
the fourth day are interpreted by l\·Irs. Eddy as corresponding to 
"ascension," her statement reading: 14This text gives the idea of the 
rarefaction of thought as it ascends higher . . . The periods of spir
itual ascension are the days and seasons of Mind's creation . . . ," 
S. &: H. 509: 15-26. 

The symbols of "whales" and of other denizens of the sea in the 
fifth day are interpreted by l\Irs. Eddy as corresponding to "strength, 
presence, and power," S. &: H. 512:8; and the "fowls" of this day as 
"aspirations soaring beyond and above corporeality to the under
standing of the incorporeal and divine Principle, Love," S. &: H. 
51 1:29-3, and also as "angels of His presence," S. &: H. 512:9,10. Mrs. 
Eddy concludes this fifth day with, "Advancing spiritual steps in the 
teeming universe of Mind [as symbolized by water] lead on [further) 
to spiritual spheres and exalted beings," S. &: II. 5 13: 6, 7. 

The syulbols of the "lion," "cattle," "wonn," and "serpent" in 
the sixth day are interpreted by Mrs. Eddy as "moral courage," 
"diligence, pr0111ptness, and perseverance," "patience," and as "a 
wise idea [wisdom)," respectively, S. &: II., PI" 514, 515. The symbols 
of this sixth day progress to "man" as typing the "likeness" of God, 
l'vIrs. Eddy saying, "Man is the family name for all ideas, - the sons 
and daughters of God," S. &: H. 515:21, 22. The day ends with 
"W0111aU" as "ilnage," or IIgeneric" idea, for [vIrs. Eddy says in her 
interpretation of the "tuale and felnale" that "man" as "illlage" is 
"a generic tenn," S. &: 1-1. 516:29, 30, and elsewhere says that "wOlnan 
... symbolizes generic man," S. &: H. 561:22. 

Mrs. Eddy specifically defines the "male and female" of the sixth 
day as follows: "The ideal man corresponds to creation, to intelli
gence, and to Truth. The ideal woman corresponds to Life and to 
Love. In divine Science, we have not as lnuch authority for consider
ing God masculine, as we have for considering Him feminine, for 
Love imparts the clearest idea of Deity," S. &: H. 517:8-'4. And Mrs. 
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Eddy says that "Love is the generic term for God," My. 18S: 14. In 
line with this, in Unity of Good, the question is asked, "What say 
you of WOll1an?" ~{rs. Eddy's answer is in the following words: 
"Man is the generic term for all humanity. "Toman is the highest 
species of man, and this word is the generic tenn for all wmucn ... ," 
Un. 51: 13-16. This correlates the Biblical statement, " ... the Lord 
hath created a /leW thing in the earth, A woman shall compass a 
man," Jer. 31:22. 

Thus the order in the first chapter of Genesis is all-embracing 
in that each and every evolving and ascending footstep is ctnbraced 
in its successive step in the individual consciousness. 

Proceeding to the Apocalypse, which lIIIs. Eddy says contains, 
together with Genesis, "the deep divinity of the Bible," it is a succes
sion of progressive church symbols as revealed to John by the 
ascended Jesus. In the first chapter of the Apocalypse (collectively 
beyond the individual symbols of Genesis), the ascended Jesus 
appeared to John in the midst of seven candlesticks and holding seven 
stars in his right hanct Rev. 1: 13, 16, as previously stated. J eSllS 

called the seven candlesticks the "churches [institutional- the mere 
holders of idea]," and he called the stars "the angels [spiritual ideas] 
of the ... churches," Rev. 1:20. 

The symbols of church in the Apocalypse as applied to Christian 
Science are: the man angel which brought the "little book" (Science 
and Health, which in its first edition contained no ordered Genesis 
and no Apocalypse) in the tenth chapter; the '\'oman crowned with 
twelve stars, her l\lother phase that brought forth the man child, the 
resistance of the dragon, and the ascent of the man child in the twelfth 
chapter; the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in heaven in the 
nineteenth chapter; the descent of the Bride, or City foursquare, in 
the twenty-first chapter; "the tree of life," the leaves of which are 
"for the healing of the nations" beyond church, and "the city of 
God" (see Biblical chapter heading) in the twenty-second chapter. 

It will be noted that each and everyone of these symbols in the 
Apocalypse are symbolic expressions of church, for the ascended 
Jesus said in the very last chapter of his revelation to St. John, "I 
Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in the 
churches," Rev. 22: 16. 

This sense of church symbolism revealed by Jesus in the Apoca
lypse and accepted by Mrs. Eddy in word and practice in no sense 
conflicts with the words of the Christian Science H~·mn which reads,. 



"As we rise, the symbols disaflpea·r"; for in order to rise the symbols 
must ascendingly advance as in the first chapter of Genesis, each 
successive sytnbol disappearing in fortn in the elnbrace of a higher 
symbol, or form, until the heavenly ascent is complete and the 
prophesied demand for symbolic descent begins, continuing (embrac
ingly) to the point where heaven and earth become one on earth as 
"compound idea" (S. 8: H. 585:8), or 1m-manuel ("God with us"). 

Thus is fulfilled the dream-prophecy of Jacob's Ladder of Life, 
llpon' which the angels first ascended and then descended, Gen. 28: 12. 
And Mrs. Eddy defines Jacob as "the revelation of Science," S. 8: H. 
589:5, and his twelve sons, or the twelve tribes of Israel (proto typed 
by the ascending and descending angels), as "the stars in the crown 
of [',Voman's 1 rejoicing," "the lamps in the spiritual heavens of the 
age, which show the workings of the spiritual idea . .." (S. 8: H. 
562:11-18) - these tribes becoming in descent the twelve gates in the 
City foursquare, Rev. 21:12. 
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SPIRITUAL BASIS OF CHURCH ABOVE LEGAL 
AUTHORIZATION 

During the period that she dissolved the First Organization of the 
Boston church in 1889, l\Irs. Eddy made the following final state
ments: I' ••• l11aterialorganization ... wars with Love's spiritual 
COlnpact ... Christian Science shuns whatever involves lllaterial 
means for the promotion of spiritual ends," Ret. 47:2, also indi
cating in the following words that church organization must be 
laid off before the corporeal organization of the individual body: 
" ... organization is requisite only in the earliest periods in Chris
tian history. After this material form of cohesion and fellowship has 
accolllplished its end, continued organization retards spiritual growth, 
and should be laid off, - even as the corporeal organization deemed 
requisite in the first stages of mortal existence is {illally laid off [thus 
showing the vital relationship between organic church and individu
ally organic body], in order to gain spiritual freedom and suprem
acy," Ret. 45:7. These and man)' like statements were never modified 
or retracted, for they were broad enough to reach beyond the time 
of their immediate application to the full ends of all organizations. 

It was also during the nearly three years' period (1889-1892) of a 
dissolved Boston church that Mrs. Eddy said in Retmspection and 
IntmsjJection, 1St to 3rd ed. inclusive, 1891, p. 58, " ... this spir
ituall), organized Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, still goes 
on," our present Ret. 44:30-1, for was not the progressive vVord as 
the "parent trunk" of the branches still going on - a completely 
revised fiftieth edition of Science and Health having just been pub
lished, which added to its Apocalypse for the first time the descending 
Bride of the twenty-first chapter of Revelation, beyond the travailing 
Motherhood of the twelfth chapter? This implied characterization 
of the Word as the "spiritually organized Church" indicated a hope 
that the branches could find in the '\Tord as Bride their escape from 
the travailing labor of llUman Motherhood. This hope was evidenced 
by the fact that Mrs. Eddy said in RetmsjJection and Intmspection 
at the same time and on the same page (in refening to the possible 
necessity for re-forming the Boston church): "After this experience 
and the Divine purpose is fulfilled in these changing scenes, this 



Church mal' find it wisdOlll to oraanize a second time for the COln4 o 
pletion of its history. This however is left to the providence of God." 
This statement was dropped in 1892 after the decision had been made 
to re-form the Boston church in its Second Organization. 

In this fiftieth edition of Science alld Health, in 1891, when l\hs. 
Eddy added to the Apocalypse of Science alld Health (which had not 
previously been taken beyond the twelfth chapter of Revelation) the 
twenty-first chapter of Revelation to St. John embodying the Scrip
ture, "And I saw no temple therein: for the Lord God Almighty and 
the Lamb are the temple of it," Rev. 21: 22, she interpreted this 
Scripture in identical substance as presented in our present text
book, which reads: "There was no temple, - that is, no tnaterial 
structure in which to worship God, for He must be worshipped in 
spirit and in love [beyond Jesus' statement of 'in spirit and in trllth: 
John 4:23, - this latter the foundation of The Mother Church] ... 
The Lamb's wife presents the unit)' of male and female as no longer 
two wedded individuals, but as two individual natures in one [which, 
of course, closes the Adam-dream of division and ends the need for 
church]; ... This spiritual, holy habitation has no boundary nor 
limit" - thus even the walls of the City foursquare as a type of 
walled (or church) Bride expand to infinity, S. &: H., Pl'· 576, 577. 

Mrs. Eddy, however, in her addition of the City foursquare to 
the Apocalypse of the fiftieth edition had put an obstacle in the way 
of its subjective realization by her statement for the first time that 
"spiritual teaching must always be by symbols," our present S. &: H., 
p. 575. Therefore, the symbol of the City foursquare (which is typed 
by the Branch-idea) could not objectively reach the final symbol of 
the "structure of Truth and Love," S. &: H. 583: 12, from the initial 
point of Life as the basis of the First Organization of the Boston 
church (started in 1879) and the branches at that time until medial 
Truth had been added to its spiritual structure through the medial 
Motherhood of the Word as typing Truth. Thus in the fifty-eighth 
edition of Science alld Health, in 1891, i\Irs. Eddy changed the 
addressee of the spiritual interpretation of the Lord's Prayer from, 
"Our eternal supreme Being," to, "Our Father and Mother God 
[Father typing Life, S. &: H. 586:9, and Mother Truth as embracing 
Life, S. &: H. 592:16,17]," and subsequently sought some method of 
establishing a church built upon "the Rock [as a symbol of 'Truth,' 
S. &: H. 593: 18], Christ," Manual, p. 19. 
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So spiritually vital did Mrs. Eddy regard the necessity to keep 
the symbols of Life, Truth, and Love above the laws of matter thal 
she was unwilling to form another church under a legal charter 
(thus making it subject to the law) and sought the aid of lawyers to 
find a way by which she could establish the medial Mother Church 
as a voluntary association free from law. The October Joun/al of 
1892 expresses her jubilant triumph at the success of this undertaking 
in the following words: "Another cause of delay was alleged - the 
necessity of organizing a church, to which the land could be donated. 
About six weeks ago I called for legal counsel and engaged two able 
lawyers in my native state. Guided by the Divine Love they found 
in the laws of l\Iassachusetts the statute referred to in the following 
deed (and which is herewith published) for incorporating a body of 
donees, without organizing a clunch. (The deed referred to appears 
in the Appendix to the 1vlallual, starting on page 128.] Truly, God's 
ways are not luan's ways; and faith in the Divine Inethods are indeed 
the footsteps of the flock. 'What joy might now crown this faith had 
it taken firmly the first steps and held on, till it clasped God's right 
hand. All loyal Christian Scientists will be pleased to know, that 
we can have and hold church property without going back to out
grown forms of ch"rch organization," Pl" 275, 276. 

Thus Mrs. Eddy was able to place the finances of the church under 
a Deed of Trust entirely outside of the church and having no con
nection therewith, lest the Deed bring the church under its lawful 
fetters. Under the Deed of Trust, the Directors (or Trustees) were 
self-perpetuating without Mrs. Eddy's approval, but no provision 
for them under "Church Officers" was made in the Manual until 
seven years thereafter (the tenth Manual, in 1899), and then they 
were as church functionaries unable to perpetuate thelTISelves by 
replacement of a member or members without Mrs. Eddy's approval. 
So Mrs. Eddy prepared for their dissolution as church functionaries 
whenever she dissolved the church or passed beyond her ability to 
approve the replacement of a Director. 
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"GOD'S DISPOSAL OF EVENTS," Mf 28I:6 

BRANCH FORMATION PRECEDING AND SUCCEEDING THE 

MEDIAL MOTHER CHURCH 

That the Branch-idea initially expressed hy the First Organization 
of the Boston church in 1879 was founded on the 'Nord of "the 
heginning" as the Bride (My. 125:26) of heaven and earth on earth, 
in the first day of the first chapter of Genesis, about thirteen years 
before The Mother Church was formed in 1892; that The Mother 
Church was founded on an entirely different thought-basis of the 
'Vord - that of the Apocalyptic vision of the Motherhood phase of 
the God-crowned ~Woman as heavenly Bride in the twelfth chapter 
of Revelation; and that The Mother Church as the medial, or second, 
formation of the First Organization of the Boston church was an 
ascending idea which must reach its objective bridal estate as the 
marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in heaven, Rev. 19:7, and then 
descend to its initial estate of Branch-idea on earth: these foregoing 
spiritual facts are shown by the following presentations. 

Since Mrs. Eddy defines the Bride as the Word (My. 125:26), 
and St. John said that the 'Vord was "in the beginning ... with 
God, and the Word was God," John r: 1, the Bride as 'Vord must 
have been "in the beginning ... with God." Mrs. Eddy gave this 
Bride as ~Word its name when she said: "In the year 1866, I dis
covered the Christ Science or divine laws of Life, Truth, and Love 
[the fullness of the trinity], and named my discovery Christian 
Science ['Immanuel,' Isa. 7:14, meaning 'God with us' on earth]," 
S. & H. 107:1. 

Mrs. Eddy taught and practiced Christian Science for nine years 
before she was impelled to reveal her discovery through the written 
"lNord, for the Bride of earth as 'Vord must have an objective element 
of expression beyond the trinity of subjective forces of omnipotent 
Life, omniscient Truth, and omnipresent Love. This fourth ele-
111ent is "on1l1i~action" (the fourth ditnension of Good as God, S. & 
H. 587: 19), which, after being subjectively symbolized by the initial 
Bride of "the beginning" as "the only" (S. &: H. 502: 25), must be 
expressed collectively. And Mrs. Eddy's first step to this end was 
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the gathering of ideas as presented in the first edition of Science and 
Health, published in 1875. However, this edition was little other 
than a metaphysical expression of manhood, in fulfillment of the 
prophecy* that a man angel "clothed with a cloud [of obscurity): 
and a rainbow ... upon his head, and his face ... as it were the 
sun" would bring "a little book/' Rev. 10: I, 2. "His face ... as 
it were the sun" prophesied the God~crowned 'Voman "clothed with 
the sun," Rev. 12: I, expressed in the first edition of Sciwce and 
Health as, "'Voman was a higher idea of God than man, insomuch as 
she was the final one in the scale of being ... " (p. 249), of which 
manhood as separated from 'Vomanhood was but a "rainbow" 
promise. Hence this first edition denounced church on the basis 
of Jesus' (manhood's) non· participation thel"ein (pp. 166, 167), he 
having said as manhood, "I am the way, the truth, and the life," 
John q:6. Thus Mrs. Eddy began to inspirationally fulfill Jesus' 
Apocalyptic prophecy of the man ange!"s bringing the "little book" 
(this man angel being one with his message, S. & H. 558:9) many 
years before she introduced any of Jesus' Apocalyptic prophecies 
into the Word of Science and Health as foundations for church 
expressions, to which purpose the ascended Jesus dedicated all of 
his prophecies concerning the mission of 'Vomanhood, Rev. 22: 16. 

Inasmuch as Mrs. Eddy had revealed the Bride beyond its 
emhraced manhood elements of Life and Truth in 1866, at which 
time she says that she "discovered the ... divine laws of Life, 
Truth, and Love [as the fullness of the Branch·idea, typing Woman~ 
hood]," S. & H. 107: I, 2, this omnipresent Love beyond the Life 
and Truth of manhood demanded a further revelation of the 'Vord 
beyond its manhood expression in the [lISt edition of Science and 
Health. However, inasmuch as the second edition of Science and 
Health, published in 1878, contained no interpretation of Genesis 
(it being but an extractiont from the larg'er spiritual values of the 
third edition, which she was unable to release from the press until 
1881), it was not until the third edition of Science and Health that 
Mrs. Eddy interpreted in bridal fullness the 'Vord of Life, Truth, 
and Love as the Bride of "the begiuning," in the first day of the 
first chapter of Genesis. In this third edition of Science and Health, 
Mrs. Eddy interpreted the earth and heaven (the unified Bride of 
the first day) as, " ... and this earth and heaven are now and forever 

• And Jesus said that "the scripture [as prophecy] cannot be broken." John 10:85. 
t "Introductory." second edition of Scie11ce a~ld Health, page 5. 



the male and female of Spirit, alias the Elohim ... ," Vol. II, p. 120. 
In confirmation of the fact that "the male and female" of the first 
day are the all-embracing Bride as vVord, in this third edition "the 
male idea" was interpreted by Mrs. Eddy as corresponding "to crea
tion, Life, and Truth," while "the female idea" was interpreted by 
her as corresponding "to Life, Truth, and Love," Vol. II, p. 118. Thus 
"the male idea" was completely emcompassed by "the female idea" 
in the bridal of earth and heaven as "the male and female of Spirit" 
on earth (earth being "to spiritual sense ... a compound idea" of 
both earth and heaven, S. &: H. 585:7) in the first day of the first 
chapter of Genesis. 

It was upon this spiritual foundation of the original vVord as 
Bride in this third edition of Science and Health that Mrs. Eddy, in 
1879, as its basic member and Pastor established the First Organiza
tion of the Boston church as the initial church expression of the 
Branch-idea. Thus the Bride of earth and heaven in the first day of 
the first chapter of Genesis as the "forever ... male and female 
of Spirit" was the "roots" from which the Branch-idea grew, in line 
with Isaiah's prophecy that "a Branch shall grow out of his [Jesse's, 
meaning 'se]£-existent'] roots," Isa. 11: 1. 

During this period when the Fhst Organization of the Boston 
church and other branches were the sole expression of church, * 
Mrs. Eddy defined Christian Science "As the law of God, the law 
of good, interpreting and demonstrating the divine Principle and 
rule of universal harmony" (Rud. 1: 1-4), which identifies Christian 
Science with Mrs. Eddy's definition of the "New Jerusalem," S. &: H. 
592:18-20, or "adorned" Bride as 'Vord, l'vIy. 125:26 . 

• Altogether there were fifty·five organized and chartct'cd branch churches in cities 
of the United States and Canada before The Mother Church was formed in 1892. They 
were located in most of the large cities, such as Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, 
l\.Hlwaukee, Minneapolis. New York, Montreal, and Toronto; and in many smaller 
cities, such as Albany in New York State, Austill in Texas, Beatrice in Nebraska, and 
Oconto in Wisconsin. One of these branch churches had actually built and occupied 
its edifice six years before The Mother Church was even formed. In addition to these 
fifty-five chartered and organizcd branch churches, there were 120 unorganized churches 
which held regUlar services and were advertised in the Journal. All of these churches 
as expressions of the Branch·idea, whether organized or unorganized, were cstablished 
upon the basis of the Word, or Bride, and as stich were self-existent, self-creative, and 
self·governed. As an evidence that these branches had no relationship to the then dis
solved Boston Branch. out of this total of 175 organized and unorganized churches that 
existed before The ?o.Iother Church, 119 of them were formed during the interval 
between the dissolution of the First Organization of the Boston Branch, in 1889, and 
its Second Organization as The Mother Church, in 1892. 
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That to Mrs. Eddy's sense, as the revelator of the "Vomanhood of 
God as the Bride of heaven and earth, manhood had completed his 
mission as Christianity through Jesus as "the visible discoverer, 
founder, demonstrator, and great Teacher of Christianity" (My. 
338:25) is seen in the following three statements, characteristic of 
her bridal discernment of the 'Yord during this period when the 
Branch-idea was the sole expression of church: "'1 do not find my 
authority [or Christian Science in hislmy, but in ,·evelalion. If there 
had never existed such a person as the Galilean Prophet, it would 
make no difference to me. 1 should still know that God's spiritual 
ideal is the only real man in His image and likeness,' " My. 318:31; 
"Man is as perfect now, and henceforth, and forever, as when the 
stars ftrSt sang together, and creation joined in the grand chorus of 
harmonious being," Mis. 188: 3; and, "God never said that man would 
become better by learning to distinguish evil from good, - but the 
contrary, that by this knowledge ... came 'death into the world, 
and all our woe,''' Un. 14:27 . 

. Therefore, to Mrs. Eddy's absolute consciousness of Christian 
Science as expressed in these three just-quoted statelnents, the First 
Organization of the Boston church (of which she was a member) 
could do no other than "commemorate [as spiritual' history'] the 
word and works of our Master" (Manllal, p. 17) as Jesus in his first 
appearing as Life and (to his subjective consciousness) Truth, in 
line with his declaration, "I alll the way, the truth, and the life," 
John 14:6. Thus Jesus as Life and Truth became the embraced 
spiritual manhood values of "the female idea" as Bride, or the full 
trinity of Life, Truth, and Love, upon which the First Organization 
of the Boston church was founded as a branch of the living "Vord 
of "the beginning" as Bride, that was equally accessible to manhood 
as well as to 'Yomanhood, as evidenced by Jesus when he prayed, 
"0 Father, glorify Thou me with Thine own self with the glory 
which 1 had with Thee before the world was," John I'/:S, and by 
St. Paul at the highest point of vision when he said: "According as 
He hath chosen us ill Him [not as an outer projection] before the 
fOlindation of the world, that we should be holy and without blame 
before Him in love," Eph. 1 :4. Life and Truth as the spiritual 
values of "the male idea" continued in the embrace of "the female 
idea" in the Word as Bride, or the full trinity of Life, Truth, and 
Love, until the sixteenth edition of Science and Health, in 1886, as 
subsequently presented. 
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In 1886, seven years after the Branch-idea had been expl'essed in 
the First Organization of the Boston church in 1879 and subsequent 
to the latter date in lIIany other branches, - all growing frolll the 
sallie roots, the Bride of heaven and earth (on earth) as the light 
of the first day of the first chapter of Genesis, - Mrs. Eddy added to 
the Key to the Scriptures (consisting until then of the "Glossary" 
only, added to the sixth edition, in 1883) of Sciellce alld Health in its 
sixteenth edition a new chapter entitled, "The Apocalypse." This 
chapter, at that tillie, contained only her interpretation of the 
twelfth chapter of Revelation, in which the heavenly God-crowned 
vVolllan, crowned with twelve stars of bridal being, appeared (Rev. 
12: I), and later in her Mother phase "brought forth a man [not 
infant] child, who ... was caught up [through scientific Chris
tianity] unto God, and to His throne," Rev. 12:5, which interpreted 
by Mrs. Eddy reads, " ... to be found in its divine Principle," S. &: 
H. 565:27. In this same chapter, Mrs. Eddy interpreted (as now) 
this "man child" as Jesus in his prophesied second coming as Truth 
(S. &: H. 565:6-11) - Truth being the highest quality of manhood, 
as stated in her definition of "the male idea" (now called "the ideal 
man," S. &: H. 5 17: 8, 9). 

In this addition to Science and Health of her interpretation of 
the Mother phase of the God-crowned vVoman (of the twelfth 
chapter of Revelation) as bringing forth a "man child" as Truth, 
Mrs. Eddy Ulllvittillgiy established the future basis of The (ascend
lng) Mother Church (which was formed six years thereafter), but 
with no then contemplation by her of its possible necessity. This 
word "unwittingly" is used in line with the thought which Mrs. 
Eddy expressed of herself as revelator of the '·Vomanhood of God 
when she said: "As of old, I stand with sandals on and staff in hand, 
waiting for the watchword and the revelation of what, how, whither. 
Let us be faithful and obedient, and God will do the rest," Mis. 
158"9' It will be noted that Mrs. Eddy does not say either "why" 
or "when," for the revelator of the spiritual consciousness of th~ 
Womanhood of God could not say "why" or "when," which are the 
demands of manhood as separated from vVomanhood, as will be 
subsequently shown. 

In the same inspirational and timeless vein of revelation in 
which she introduced "The Apocalypse" (containing the heavenly 
God-crowned vVoman as the full trinity of Life, Truth, and Love, 
together with the Motherhood phase of this God·crowned Woman as 
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bringing forth its "man child" as Truth) into Science and Health 
in this sixteenth edition luore than six years before it was utilized 
as the basis for The (then future) Mother Church, IIIIs. Eddy in 
this same edition not only separated the qualities of "the male idea" 
from those of "the female idea," in which they had been unified in 
the third edition of Science and Health, but substituted for the 
quality of "Life" In "the male idea" the quality of "Intelligence" 
as a demand for the intelligent reascension of "the male idea" from 
the inspirational Life of Jesus' first coming through scientific Chris
tianity to Truth, which latter quality Mrs. Eddy removed from "the 
female idea," leaving it with only those of Life and Love ~ the defi
nitions then reading: "The male idea corresponds to creation, to 
Intelligence and Truth. The female idea corresponds to Life and 
Love," p. 444. 

As the inevitable result of this division of "the male idea" from 
"the female idea," typing earth's separation from heaven (thUS forc
ing "the male idea" to reach his heavenly Bride through demon
strable ascent), Mrs. Eddy (in answer to the question, "Are doctrines 
and creeds a benefit to man?") for the first time divided the 'Word of 
Science lind Health in this sixteenth edition into "divine Science" 
and "Christian Science," saying: "Since then [her discovery of Chris
tian Science 1 her highest creed has been divine Science, which, 
reduced to Inunan apprehension, she has named Christian Science," 
S. &: H. 471:29. 

That these divisions of "the male idea" and "the female idea" and 
of "divine Science" and "Christian Science" were also unwitting 
preparations by Mrs. Eddy for the work of The Mother Church, 
which was formed more than six years after the publication of this 
sixteenth edition, is seen in the fact that she then wittingly regarded 
the "man child" of the Mother phase of the God-crowned 'Woman 
as the completed history of Christianity as Truth beyond "the man 
Jesus" (S. &: H., 16th ed., p. 516) in his first coming as the individual 
expression of Life as the Son of the Father, 'Vhose only quality of 
the trinity is Life, S. &: H. 586:9. This is in the sense that Mrs. 
Eddy introduced into the heart of this same sixteenth editiol1 in a 
chapter entitled, "Wayside Hints" (and not in "The Apocalypse"), 
a description of the descending City foursqual'e, defining its third 
side as "Christianity," saying: "Though Jesus is the impetus and 
pulse of Christianity, yet Christianity is larger than its human 
founder, as the watch-wheels fill more space than the mainspring, 



as the body of a man, with its limbs and organs, is larger than the 
heart." She further went on to characterize the third side as past 
Christianity (inclusive of Jesus), saying: "Christianity is made up 
of 'the glorious company of the apostles' and 'the noble army 01 
martyrs.' Its history, now covering nineteen centuries) includes 
within its domain ll'lary, Paul, john, Athanasius, Origen, Luther, 
Zwingle, Calvin, and 111il1ions of other IHen and women," p. 229. 
Thus Christianity as the third side of the City foursquare was collec
tively presented as Truth, which is a step beyond Jesus as the 
expression of Life in his first cOIl1ing. 

An absolute assurance that Mrs. Eddy regarded Jesus as the 
individual expression of individual Life that had been expanded 
through "nineteen centuries" of Christianity to finished Truth is 
given in her answer to the question asked in one of her classes during 
that period. The question was, "'How do you know that there ever 
was such a l11an as Christ Jesus?' .. and her answer, previously quoted 
in full, was: "'I do not find my authority for Christian Science in 
histmy, but in revelatioll. If there had never existed such a person 
as the Galilean Prophet, it would make no difference to me,' " !lIy. 
318: 25,31. 

As a further evidence that "creation" in its second step as inspira
tional "Life" had been supplanted by "Intelligence" in the definition 
of "the male idea," in this sixteenth edition of Sciellce alld Health 
(in which the Mother phase of the God·crowned 'Voman was pre
sented as bringing forth the collective "man [not infant] child" as 
Truth), Mrs. Eddy detached her interpretation of the first chapter of 
Genesis from the chapter entitled, "Creation," and placed it in the 
Key to the ScrijJtllres under the chapter title of "Genesis," since 
Truth was never created but merely intelligently expanded from the 
individualized Jesus in his first (Gluing to a collective expression in 
his second coming, for who could bring forth a "man child" except 
in idea? 

In this sixteenth edition, Mrs. Eddy likewise detached the chap
ter "Prayer and Atonement" from its position in Sciellce alld Health 
and placed it between the chapters "Genesis" and "The Apocalypse" 
in the Key to the ScrijJtllres, as if to offer a constant prayer for the 
at-one-ment to the consciousness of others (as it was to her O'wn) of 
the earthly Bride of hea\'cn and earth, in the first day of the first 
chapter of Genesis, with the heavenly Bride symbolized by the 
God-crowned 'VOlnan cro'ivned with twelve stars of generic being: 
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for they were and are one, since Mrs. Eddy in the present edition of 
Science and Health defines the Bride of "the beginning" as "the 
only" (502:21,25), and the God-crowned ',Voman as "generic man" 
(561:22) - "generic man" having been substituted for the word 
"vignette" (in previous editions), which 11leanS "the only," in the 
sense that it is an idea expanded to boundlessness, or infinity. 

Not only was the Bride of heaven and earth as "the only" one 
with the heavenly God-crowned ''''oman as "the vignette," but to 
Mrs. Eddy's sense the ascending manhood of the Bride of heaven 
and earth, in the first day of the first chapter of Genesis, was one with 
the ascending "man child" of the i\Iotherhood phase of the God
crowned ''''oman in the twelfth chapter of Revelation, as evidenced 
by the fact that Mrs. Eddy in this sixteenth edition of Science and 
Health called the ascending "man child" of the Motherhood phase 
of the God-crowned ''''oman "the man Jesus" (as in our present 
edition, page 565). The ascension of the manhood of the first chapter 
of Genesis started at the point of the division of earth and heaven as 
"the male and female of Spirit" in the second day and continued up 
to and including the sixth day, typed by Jesus' ascension hom earth 
to heaven which certainly encompassed the full gamut of 'the first 
chapter of Genesis. 

The ,'eascension of the "man child" as Jesus was not only past 
history to Mrs. Eddy's consciousness at this stage, but the "man 
child's" subsequent descent (after the marriage of the Bride and 
the Lamb [the "man child") in heaven, Rev. 19:7, 9) to earth 
embosomed in the 'Vord' as Bride was also a fulfilled prophecy, as 
evidenced by the fact that she for the first time added to Science and 
Health (in the chapter "Wayside Hints," as previously presented) 
the descending City foursquare, saying, "The Holy City, described 
in the Apocalypse as coming down from God out of heaven, is Chris
tian Science," p. 225; and as an additional confirmation, she also 
added in this sixteenth edition for the first time the following state
ment regarding St. John'S vision: "He ['the Revelator') saw also the 
spiritual ideal- woman clothed in light [the God-crowned 'Woman 
'clothed with the sun'), a bride coming down hom heaven, grown 
impersonal and wedded to \Visdom," p. 512. 

Therefore, since to Mrs. Eddy's consciousness the Apocalyptic 
prophecies had been fulfilled in her l'evelation of Christian Science, 
which had brought "divine Science" to "human apprehension" on 
earth, her divisions of the Word in this sixteenth edition into "the 



male idea" and "the female idea" were merely the qualitative divi
sions of her own revelation, which must be approached by others 
through the ,"Vord of Science and Health. 

It was in her consciousness of the oneness of the Word as Bride 
as presented in the chapter "'Wayside Hints" in this sixteenth edition 
of Science and Health that 1\Irs. Eddy dissolved the First Organiza
tion of the Boston church in 1889 with such finality of expression 
as that which follows: "Despite the prosperity of my church, it was 
learned that material organization has its value and peril, and that 
organization is requisite only in the earliest periods in Christian 
history. After ,this material form of cohesion and fellowship has 
accolnplished its end, continued organization retards spiritual growth, 
and should be laid off ... ," Ret. 45:5. Thus the boundlessness of 
revelation is ahvays at war with Inaterial organization, which limits 
boundlessness. 

During the interim between the dissolution of the First Organi. 
zation of the Boston church in 1889 and the formation of the Second 
Organization of this church in 1892, l\Irs. Eddy's thought was very 
active in her concept of the 'Vord as the "spiritually organized 
Church ... in Boston," which she had said "still goes on," Ret. 
44:30, for the progressively changing 'Vorel of Science and Health 
with Key to the Script UTes as the "spiritually organized Church ... 
in Boston" continued to be published there. Such progressive activity 
of the ,"Vord was proved by the fact that during this period Mrs. Eddy 
constantly changed the texts of Science and Health, making a com
plete revision of her textbook in the fiftieth edi tion, in 1891. This 
fiftieth edition was drastically revised by the addition of several new 
chapters (some of which chapters incorporated textual material, 
though in changed forms of expression, from previous chapters), 
voluminous new additions to other chapters, and myriads of textual 
changes. The fifty-eighth edition, published in the same yea,-, bore 
exactly the same structural body as the fiftieth, but contained a most 
impelling change, as subsequently presented. 

In Mrs. Eddy's "Christmas Sermon" in 1888 (two years after the 
publication of the sixteenth edition, in 1886), she, without reference 
to church other than as the spiritual "structure of Truth and Love" 
(S. & H. 583: 12) in the Word as generic Bride, prophetically said: 
"Their ['the 'Visemen's'] highest human concept of the man Jesus, 
that portrayed him as the only Son of God will become so 
magnified to human sense, by means of the lens of Science, as to 



reveal man collectively, as individually, to be the son of God," !llis. 
164:23. It was not surprising, therefore, that one year after the 
foregoing prophecy was made and after three years of church activity 
under the regime of the sixteenth edition of Science and Health (as 
previously presented), Mrs. Eddy found that the Apocalyptic vision 
presented by the ascended Jesus (beyond Life to Truth) in his 
prophecy of the ascending "man child" could not be sustained by a 
church founded on the mere commemoration of Jesus as the expres
sion of Life in his first coming, for Life could not be magnified 
beyond its individual expression; hence her dissolution of its limit· 
ing bounds in 1889 in full assurance that her definition of Church 
as the spiritual "structure of Truth and Love" (S. & H. 583: 12) was 
wholly a consciousness of the 'Vord as Bride, and that the magnifying 
of Jesus through "the lens of Science" must be accomplished through 
the 'Vord alone in its progressive activity in the human consciolls· 
ness. But doubtless Mrs. Eddy's interim reflective view of the fact 
that all of the Apocalyptic prophecies of the ascended .T esus (particu
larly concerning '""oman as a generic idea, which lTIUst be approached 
collectively) had been directed to "the churches" as collective ideas, 
beyond individual expression, caused her to foresee the possible 
necessity for church to be founded on collective Truth as its ultimate 
goal, with its processes those of "intelligence" as "the lens of Science" 
in order to fulfill her own prophecy (as well as that of the ascended 
Jesus) concerning the magnifying of Jesus as Life in his first coming 
to the collective proportions of Truth in his second coming as the 
"man child" of the Motherhood phase of the God-crowned 'Voman. 

Thus in line with the thought that "coming events cast their 
shadows before" (and as a further evidence of her interim activity), 
at a meeting of the Massachusetts Metaphysical College Association, 
composed exclusively of her students, Mrs. Eddy had the Association 
resolve itself into an "assembly of Christians" and revise its Constitu
tion and By-laws so as to make each and all of her students "Iife
members" of a "parent Association." (See June jOllrnal, 1890, p. 
137, also Sect. 'I under "Membership" and Sect. 3 under "Fellowship" 
in the Revised Constitution and By-laws of the 'Massachusetts Meta
physical College Association.) The Association's new name and the 
revisions of its Constitution and By-laws certainly foretold the shadow 
of a possible future Mother Church, initially composed of Mrs. 
Eddy's students only, with a future demand that they lift their 
consciousnesses from an outer sense of Life to an inner sense of 



Truth. Contrastingly, at the regular meeting of the National Chris
tian Scientist Association as representing the field branches, in a 
manner later described, Mrs. Eddy had this Association permanently 
repeal its Constitution and By-laws and resolve itself into a "Universal 
Assembly" - the latter casting its shadow of world destiny over the 
Branch-idea. (See July Journal, 1890, Pl" 172, 175.) 

It was after almost twelve years of Branch-church activity that 
Mrs. Eddy published the fiftieth edition of Science and Health in 
18g1, which was over a year after the dissolution of the First Organi. 
zation of the Boston church in 188g, and over a year and a half 
before The Mother Church was formed in September, 1892. Inas
much as Mrs. Eddy's progressive revisions of Science and Health 
were always in response to collective church demand, extraneous to 
the needs of her own consciousness, this fiftieth edition came in 
response to the demand of the Branch-idea for a fuller expression in 
the Word of its own boundlessness to "the city of our God," S. &: H. 
577, beyond the walled City foursquare, S. &: H. 575. 

This demand was fulfilled in the fiftieth edition in the sense that 
Mrs. Eddy removed her interpretation of the descended City four
square (prophesied in the twenty-first chapter of Revelation) as 
Christian Science, an earthly idea, from the heart of Science alld 
Health (where it had first appeared in the sixteenth edition in the 
chapter entitled, "'Wayside Hints"), and after much revision placed 
it in "The Apocalypse," thus making its descent a future necessity 
of divine Science as a heavenly idea after the "man child" of the 
Motherhood phase of the God-crowned "Voman had reached and wed 
(Rev. 19:7, g) divine Science as its heavenly Bride. This descending 
City foursquare (now called by l\Irs. Eddy "the light and glory of 
divine Science," our present S. & H. 575:9, 10) was then called "the 
Alpha and Omega of Divine Science," S. &: H., 50th ed., p. 554, and 
she defined its fourth side in this same edition as "Science," S. &: H., 
soth ed., p. 555 (now "divine Science," our present S. &: H. 575"9), 
which definition she changed to "Christian Science" after the City 
foursquare had reached earth and had become expanded beyond its 
walls of limitation to the boundlessness of mere "cardinal points" 
in the "city of our God" in this same fiftieth edition, Pl" 556, 557 
(our present S. & H. 577: 13, 18, see marginal heading), - its bound

lessness being prophetic of the world mission of the Branch-idea. 
The naming of this fourth cardinal point "Christian Science" 
reassured the position of the Branch-idea in its initial bouudlessness 



as the "compound idea" of, both heaven and earth, that if seen by 
others as weJl as Mrs. Eddy would doubtless have precluded the 
necessity for either the ascension or descension of the lllunan con~ 
sciousness in church expression, inaStlluch as the Branch-idea "was 
founded on fler initial vision of the Bride of "the beginning" as "the 
only," which she had named "Christian Science" in 1866, thirteen 
years before the initial formation of the Branch-idea in Boston in 
1879. 

Thus the Branch-idea fulfiJled in Christian Science the prophecy 
of the Mary that sat at Jesus' feet in inner oneness with his teaching; 
for to the Branch as rooted in the impersonal vVord as Bride, the 
vVord ineant to it that to which its inner consciousness responded. 
Hence the Branch-idea received from i'vfrs. Eddy the commendation 
which Jesus gave to Mary when he said, despite Martha's charge of 
injustice (because she was left to serve alone), "Mary hath chosen 
that good part [predusive of travailing labor], which shaJl not be 
taken away from her," Luke 10:42. Thus when Mrs. Eddy resolved 
her students into an "assembly of Christians" and made each and 
everyone of them "life-members," her ","fartha" had been found 
upon which to lay the demand for travailing Motherhood, inasmuch 
as the "assembly of Christians" was the association upon which she 
afterwards founded The Mother Church. 

In confirmation of the fact that the chapters "Genesis" and "The 
Apocalypse" in the Key to the Scriptures had become one in the 
'Vord, in this fiftieth edition Mrs. Eddy removed the chapter "Prayer 
and Atonement" from its position in the Key to the Scril)tllres and 
restored it (divided into two chapters) to Science and Health, as if 
to offer a constant prayer that the continuaJly changing texts in 
Science mal Health in their ascending footsteps would reach ultimate 
oneness with the permanent and fixed goal of the Key to the Sail)
tw"es embracing its unified "Genesis" and "Apocalypse" as containing 
"the deep divinity of the Bible," S. & H. 546:21. 

Mrs. Eddy added to this fiftieth edition as its first chapter 
"Science, Theology, Medicine," saying: " ... Science, Theology, 
and Medicine are means of divine thought, which include spiritual 
laws enlanating from the invisible and infinite power and grace. 
The parable [of the woman who hid her leaven in three measures 
of meal, Matt. 13:33] may import that these spiritual laws, perverted 
by a perverse material sense of law, are metaphysicaJly presented as 
three measures of meal, - that is, three modes of mortal thought," 



our present edition of S. &: H. 118: '3-20. In this connection, IIhs. 
Eddy introduced into this newly added chapter "three modes" of 
divine thought under the caption "Scientific Definition of Immortal 
~'1indJ" "wherein she interpreted "God," "1\-1a11," and "Idea." IUlIne
diately thereafter in this chapter she also introduced the "three 
modes of mortal thought" under the caption of "Scientific Definition 
of nlortal1\Hnd," wherein the "Physical," "1\-1oral," and "Spiritual" 
were interpreted in an ascending order. 

The "Scielltific Definition of Immortal j'\'End" (now entitled, 
"Scientific Translatioll of Immortal Mind") contained the fixed 
values of her initial revelation (upon which the Branch-idea was 
founded) that were never changed in substance; whereas the 
"Scientific Definition of Mortal Mind" (now called, "Scientific 
Translation of Mortal Mind") was doubtless based upon her 
struggle with "Mortal Mind" (below her initially revealing vision) 
in her First Organization of the Boston church, which struggle she 
referred to later in the following words: ""Vhat, then, of continual 
recapitulation of tired aphorisms and disappointed ethics; of patch
ing breaches widened the next hour; of pounding wisdall1 and love 
into sounding brass; of warming marble and quenching volcanoes!" 
Mis. 316:20. 

Mrs. Eddy's "Definition of Mortal Mind" as based on her experi
ence with others, both before and after its introduction into Science 
and Health, was constantly changed in its ascending footsteps to her 
own initial vision, which when reached became its "Translation," 
as presented in its present form. Thus defining "Immortal Mind" 
in the light of her own vision and "Mortal Mind" as the result 
of her experience in vicariousl), mothering her students in the First 
Organization of the Boston church, Mrs. Edd), released herself from 
the travail of taking the footsteps with her students in their progres
sive ascension to her own vision in The ~1other Church, of which 
she was never a member (she having said eighteen days before the 
corner-stone of The Mother Church edifice was laid in May, 1894, 
"]\I), work for the Mother Church is done [the italics are hers]," 
June Journal, 189'1, p. 94), leaving them to the position of travailing 
self-motherhood, for motherhood never escapes either mental or 
physical travail. As an evidence of this withdrawal from further 
travail, except for what later proved to be an outer (listening) con
sciousness to the end of changing her "Definition of Mortal Mind" 
in line with the subsequent Mother Church's progress, Mrs. Eddy 



omitted the following statement from the fiftieth edition of Science 
and Health (which had appeared in the sixteenth to the fiftieth 
edition): "He ['the Revelator'] sees a great red Dragon at the couch 
of the ideal deliverer of this present age, causing her sore travail," 
forty-eighth edition, page 515 (there having been no forty-ninth 
edition). 

It is interesting to note that in this fiftieth edition, Mrs. Eddy 
for the first time defined "Mother" as "God; ... Life, Truth, and 
Love," p. 57 I. Thus she made a future demand in the Word for 
"1"10ther" to rise to her initial bridal estate of "Love" as "God" 
before she founded The lIIother Church on the medial quality of 
"Mother" as "the Rock [defined as 'Truth' in the 'Glossary'], Christ," 
Manual, p. 19. 

Another illustration of Mrs. Eddy's continued preparation for an 
ascending Mother Church was that in addition to her previous divi
sion of the 'Vord into "divine Science" and "Christian Science," in 
this fiftieth edition she placed each and every promise of absolute 
Christian Science (upon which the branches were founded) in 
"divine Science" (thus turning "the tendrils" of the branches upward 
"towards the parent trunk" of divine Science to await divine Science' 
descent to oneness as absolute Christian Science on earth, My. 125:7), 
and placed each and every promise demanding ascension through 
exhortations, rebukes, denials, and instructions tending to righteous
ness, as adapted to hU111an needs, in "Christian Science," for the 
ascending "man child" as scientific Christianity typed the ascension 
of the human consciousness to the divine through Christian Science 
as an intermediate estate until it reached its heavenly Bride in 
divine Science. 

In line with the medial, provisional position of Christian Science 
at this stage, the following three significant statements were added to 
the fiftieth edition of Science and Health: The first was, "I therefore 
plant myself unreservedly on the teachings of Jesus, of his apostles, 
of the prophets, and on the testimony of the Science of Mind [the 
premise for the medial step of 'intelligence' in 'the male idea,' called 
in this edition and ever afterwards, 'the ideal man,' S. & H. 5'7:8, 9]. 
Other foundations there are none," S. & H. 269:22. This change of 
position is in contrast with I\Irs. Eddy's previous position when she 
said, " 'I do not find my authority for Christian Science in history, 
but in revelation. If there had never existed such a person as the 
Galilean Prophet, it would make no difference to me,' " My. 318:3 I. 
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The second statement waS, "The thunder ['voices' in 5bth cd.) of 
Sinai and the Sermon on the Mount are pursuing lind will overtake 
the ages, rebuking in their course all errol' and proclaiming the 
kingdom of heaven on earth," S. & H. 174"7, ill contrast with her 
previous statement that "God never said that man would become 
better by learning to distinguish evil from good ... ," Un. 14:27, 
which the law of Sinai demands. The third statement iva., " "-Vork 
out your own salvation ··with fear and trenlbling,' Says the apostle. 
and he straightway adds: 'for it is God which worketh in you bbth 
to will and to do of His good pleasure,' " S. & H. 99:5, Ivhlch !III'S. 
Eddy later made her own when she said, "The song of Chl'istian 
Science is, 'Work - work - work - watch and pray,''' Messdge tm 
I9DD) p. 2:7. 8, in contrast 'with her previolls statcmelH, "n'Iail is as 
perfect now, and henceforth. and foreverJ as when the stars first sang 
together ... ," Mis. 188:3. 

Thus in this fiftieth edition of Seiellee and Health the founda· 
tion was clearly laid in the 'Vord for Mothet's ascending "man child" 
as "the Science of Mind," or "intelligence," to reach its objective 
heavenly Bride; but Mrs. Eddy hesitated for over a year and a half 
thereafter before deciding to change what was still history to her to 
a "eascending church necessity. Her hesitation to re-form the Boston 
chUl'ch "for the completion of its history" (Ret., p. 58, in editions 
of 1891) was due to her hope that the Bride of heavell crowned with 
twelve stars of generic being (which stars iVIrs. Eddy says stand 
for the twelve tribes of Israel, S, & H. 562: II, 12) and the City 
foursquare with its twelve gates (Rev. 21:12) would yet be Seen by 
her students, as by herself, as the same bridal consciousness that 
descends frolll heaven to earth (stars being but heavenly prophecy 
and gates their earthly fulfillment), 01' else her hesitation was due to 
the fact that she was trying to find a way by which she could estab
lish a church as a voluntary association without legal authorization. 

Even though Mrs. Eddy's expressed hesitation as to Whether it 
would be necessary for the Boston chuI'ch "to organize a second tillle 
for the completion of its history" appeared in RetrosjJectioll and 
Introspection very late in 1891 (see notices of RetrosjJeetion and 
Introspection in November jOllmal, 1891, p. 354, and December 
jOllmal, 1891, p. 394), Mrs. Eddy had pTeviously prepared Science 
alld Health for the future Mother Church in the sense that in the 
fifty-eighth edition, in 1891, which edition was published before 
September of that year (for Mrs. Eddy says in Retrospection alld 
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Introspection that there were sixty-two editions of Science and 
Health published before September, ,89', p. 37:9, 10), Mrs. Eddy 
changed the addressee of her spiritual interpretation of the Lord's 
Prayer from, "Our eternal supreme Being," to, "Our Father and 
Mother God." So the pressure of the "Vord of Science and Health 
added its weight to her final decision to authorize the organization 
of The Mother Church on September 23rd, 1892. 

Although the bridal elements of the Word were complete and 
fixed in the Key to the ScrijJ/ures in this fiftieth edition, the manhood 
of the "Vord of Science and Health continued to constantly change 
in its ascending values to the point of being "caught up unto God 
[becoming one with its heavenly Bride], and to His throne," thence 
to descend to earth in order that "divine Science" might become one 
with "Christian Science." So when l\-Irs. Eddy said in 1899, seven 
years after The Mother Church was founded on the basis of this 
fiftieth edition as the outstanding revision immediately preceding 
its formation, " ... the bride (Word) is adorned, and 10, the bride
groom [still] cometh," !vIy. 125:26, she clearly indicated that the 
ascending manhood ("man child") of Science and Health had not 
yet reached oneness with the demands of its heavenly Bride, who waS 
ever "adorned for her husband," Rev. 21: 2. This is in line with the 
Bible prophecy of the marriage of the heavenly Bride and Lamb 
(symbolized by the ascended, purified human consciousness - its 
collectivity evidenced by the armies of heaven, clothed in white, 
following the "man child" of "The Word of God," Rev. '9:13, 14), 
for the Bride was "arrayed in fine linen, clean and white," Rev. 19:8, 
and the bridegl'Oom's garments (as the manhood of "The Word of 
God") were "a vesture dipped in blood" (Rev. 19: 13) - the "blood" 
of the sacrifice of "earth" as "matter" (S. & H. 585:7), from which 
concept manhood had fled to heaven, thereby necessitating his return 
to earth embosomed in the heavenly Bride, which descendingly 
became "compound idea" of both heaven and earth on earth, S. & H. 
585: 8. 

This sacrifice of earth for heaven is illustrated in Mrs. Eddy's two 
definitions of God - the first in the chapter "Recapitulation" (S. &: 
H. 165:9, 10) where God alone (without His expression, man, 
S. & H. 477:29-31) is abstractly defined in His me~1physical phase 
(in the words of St. Paul, "I will put my laws into their mind"), and 
the other definition of God in the "Glossary" (S. & H. 587:5-8) where 
the arms of humanity embrace the abstract definition of God as 
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.tated in "Recapitulation" and draw it to the heart of humanity, 
in line with St. Paul's prophecy, "1 will put my laws into their mind, 
and (also] write them in their hem-Is," Hebr. 8: 10. This definition 
in the "Glossary" writes God's laws in the heart of man in the sense 
that the definition starts with human qualities and ends with human 
qualities which embrace the medial abstract synonyms of God as 
found in "Recapitulation." 

This warmth of human love in the heart of man also transposes 
the positions of Soul and Spirit as two of tile abstract definitions of 
God in "Recapitulation," in line with Mrs. Eddy's definition of 
"heaven," which she concludes with "the atmosphere of Soul," S. 8: 
H. 587: 26, 27, whereas her definition of the "kingdom of heaven" 
on earth concludes with "the atmosphere of Spirit, where Soul is 
supreme," S. 8: H. 590:3, - Spirit thus embracing Soul in its descent 
to earth. As further showing the oneness of God and man in the 
definition of God in the "Glossary," the dual quality of hearing is 
not included in this definition, which would end even prayer from 
man to God. 

The same distinction is made in Mrs. Eddy's definition of "good" 
in the "Glossary" of Science alld Health as, "God; Spirit; omnipo
tence [as all-power corresponding to Life, S. 8: H. 507: 15, 16]; 
omniscience [corresponding to Truth as all 'true knowledge,' S. 8: H. 
466:3, 4J; Oll1nipresence [as corresponding to Love, IvIis. 8:15]," after 
which this definition adds "omni-action" as a fourth dimension of 
good beyond the trinity of heavenly forces of abstract Life, Truth, 
and Love. This fourth dimension of omni-action brings heaven 
down to earth as the City foursquare beyond heaven's trinity of Life, 
Truth, and Love. Thus omni-action embraces both heaven and 
earth as the Immanuel, or God dwelling with men on earth, as 
prophesied in the City foursquare, Rev. 21 :3. It is most interesting 
to note in this connection that The Mother Church and its Exten
sion occupy a triangular plot (to the fullness of the capacity of the 
triangle) as typing the trinity of forces, in the sense that they are 
bounded by the intersection of three streets - perhaps the only 
instance of this kind in the world, and a perfect symbol of the 
limitation of even divine Motherhood as but a heavenly idea minus 
its fourth side needful to reach its bridal estate of fourth-dimensional 
goodl 

Hence Mrs. Eddy decapitalizes "good" (as heaven come down to 
earth) whenever it appears after God throughout her textbook in 
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such relationship as "God. or good" and "God. good." because 
"good" is a whole sense of God in omni-action beyond God as a 
heavenly abstraction. In this sense. she also defines Love ("the 
generic term for God." My. IS5: 14) as "omnipresent good." Mis. 
S: 15. So Mrs. Eddy says. "God is natural good." S. & H. 119:~ I. bnt 
that "goodness" is merely an attribute of God. S. & H. 465: 15. 

] esus. in speaking of the "latter days" (all of which prophecies 
are now being fulfilled). said: "And woe unto them that are with 
child. and to them that give suck in those days I" Matt. ~4: 19. showing 
that the limitation of motherhood is not equal to the bridal demands 
of these "latter days"; hence Mrs. Eddy's limitation of the mission 
of The Mother Church to "reflect [only] in some degree the Church 
Universal and Triumphant." Man"al, p. 19:5. 6. - and these are the 
"latter days." for l\Irs. Eddy says in No and Yes, "The spiritual 
status is urging its highest demands on mortals. and material history 
is drawing to a close." p. 45: ~ 5-~7. 

The ascent of the bridegroom in the -Word was accomplished 
at the point where the "Scientific Definition of Mortal Mind" was 
changed to "Translation." and the bridal return was subsequently 
expressed in such textual additions to Science and Health as: "Thy 
kingdom is come [on earth]." permanently added to the spiritual 
interpretation of the Lord's Prayer in 1907; also Science and Health. 
page 442. lines 25-29. added in 1907; and on page 200. lines 25-~9. 
added in 1905. However. the most important textual addition show
ing the bridal return was the last one that Mrs. Eddy ever made to 
Science and Health. This was added in 1909 (one year before she 
left us in person). and reads: "Christian Science teaches only that 
which is spiritual and divine. and not human. Christian Science is 
unerring and Divine ...... S. & H. 99: 14. 

After this short pre-view of the yielding of the Motherhood phase 
of the Wonl to its bridal expression. many years beyond the publica
tion of the fiftieth edition of Science and Health, in IS91. it is 
necessary to return to its preparation for the Second Organization of 
the Boston church. which Mrs. Eddy named. "The First Church at 
Christ. Scientist. in Boston. Mass .... medially calling it "The Mother 
Church." and at the same time demanding of it the future "under
standing and demonstration of divine Tr.,th. Life. and Love." as 
expressed in the statement of its mission. iIIa",,,,l, p. 19. 

Inasmuch as all branches other than the First Organization of 
the Boston church (composed of Mrs. Eddy's own students) were 
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founded on the impersonal ~Word as Bride, and the membership of 
the First Organization of the Boston church (of which Mrs. Eddy was 
a basic member and Pastor) had, contrastingl)" more or less personal
ized the Bride by leaning on Mrs. Eddy for outer light (whereas the 
impersonal ~Nord demands inner light), and inasmuch as the First 
Organization of the Boston church's mission was lllere C01nmenl0ra~ 
tion of Jesus as past history, lIJm11lal, p. 17, - :Mrs. Eddy, in line with 
her purpose, chose twelve of her students who had been members 
of the First OTganization of the Boston ChUTCh to form a church, 
not in commemoration of Jesus as past history but in line with heT 
students' own necessity to intelligently found theiT consciousnesses 
upon "the teachings of Jesus, of his apostles, of the prophets," and 
more paTticularly on "the Science of Mind" beyond Jesus, the 
apostles, and prophets, S. 8: H. 269:23-25. 

This "Science of Mind" types Jesus as the reascending "man 
child" of the Motherhood phase of the God-crowned Vvoman, faT 
Mrs. Eddy implies that Jesus in his fiTst coming, the prophets, and 
the "ancient woTthies" had only the spirit of Christian Science and 
not its absolute letter, S. 8: H. 483: 19-21; 144:30-7. This "Science 
of Mind" was certainly the reascension of the "man child," typing 
Truth, as the foundation for The Mother Church - Truth being 
the medial quality of Mother as God (S. 8: H. 592:J 6, 17), which 
was necessary to intelligently lift the consciousnesses of its members 
fTOm an outer ChTistianly scientific process to a scientifically Chris
tian process to the end of reaching its ultimate bridal goal of Love. 

Thns The l\JotheT Church as the second, or medial, orgnnization 
of the First Organization of the Boston church as Branch-idea was 
"the stem of Jesse" (ant of which could come the "TOd" as the 

~ Manual, Temembering that the "man child" was prophesied "to mle 
.. . with a rod of iron," Rev. 12:5), but its rnore basic idea gre,v out 
of its "roots," to which self-existence it must objectively Teturn, "And 
theTe shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse [meaning 'self
existence'], and a Branch shall grow out of his roots," Isa. II: 1,

Motherhoodallvays being a coexistent idea contemplating twoness, 
S. & H. 516:21-23, rather than oneness, or self-existence, S. & H. 
555: 16-18. 

So after symholically choosing twelve of her own students to 
reorganize the Boston church on September 23rd, 1892, Mrs. Eddy 
placed a star by each of their names in the back of the Manual when 
it was first published in 1895 in order to show that The Mother 
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Church Was the symbolic embodiment of her own prophesied 
wilderness-l\Iother phase of the God-crowned Woman crowned with 
twelve stars, as set forth in the twelfth chaptet' of the Apocalypse.* 
As a further evidence of the symbolic nature of these twelve (set
apart) star members, they, in turn, at their fll'st meeting accepted into 
Mother Church membership twenty other of Mrs. Eddy's own 
students as the then waiting applicauts. The Board of Directors 
(then [our in number) were among these basic members. These 
thirty-two basic Inelnbers were known as "First ~,felnbers" and were 
empowered to elect others sufficient to make their number forty, 
as recorded on pages ISO and '51 in the first edition of the Manual. 
Their number was never to fall below farly, typing the forty years' 
wilderness-necessity of the children of Israel, to which might be 
added the fact that Mrs. Eddy chose but forty of her students from 
whom she requested and received a donation of One Thousand 
Dollars each with which to build The Mother Church - both facts 
pointing to the symbolism of forty as typing the wilderness-Mother 
of the twelfth chapter of Revelation, Rev. 12: 14. Thus Mrs. Eddy 
says of the twelfth chapter of Revelation: "The twelfth chapter of 
the Apocalypse, or Revelation of St. John, has a special suggestive
ness in connection with the nineteenth century," S. & H. 559:32. 

In line with this thought, it is significant that only during the 
nineteenth century these "First Members" (still retaining their 
basic minimum of forty) were the voting body of the church - their 
voting po'wer being taken away from thelll in 1901, the first year of 
the twentieth century. Also, as indicating the changed mission of the 
twentieth century to that of the God-crowned "Woman (in contra
distinction to her Motherhood phase in the nineteenth century), 
Mrs. Eddy in Ig01 greeted the ushering in of this new century with 
a poem dedicated thereto, beginning, "Thou God-crowned, patient 
century, thine hour hath comel" and continuing with: "New themes 
seraphic, Life divine, and bliss that wipes the tears of time away, 
will enter, when they may [be permitted by the church], and bask 
in one eternal day." The last stanza of this twentieth-century pro
phetic commission reads in part: "'Tis writ on earth [the domain 
of the God-crowned \Voman as descended Bride], on leaf and flower: 
Love hath one ,-ace, one realm, one power . . . The dark domain of 

.. The identity of Mrs. Eddy with the Motherhood phase of the Woman in the 
Apocalypse was accepted by the TIoard of Directors in the Christian Scietrce Sentinel 
of June 5th, 1943· 
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pain and sin surrenders - Love doth en ter in, and peace is won, and 
lost is vice: right reigns, and blood ['sacrifice,' S. & H. 25:3] was not 
its price," Poems, p. 22. 

Thns the God·crowned 'Woman subjectively denies the objective 
travail of nineteenth-century Motherhood with its sacrifice, since 
the Bride-consciousness is defined by Mrs. Eddy as " ... a sense of 
Soul, which has spiritual bliss and enjoys but cannot suffer," S. & H. 
582: 15· 

PREPARATION FOR THE MOTHERHOOD RESUMPTION OF 

HER BRIDAL ESTATE 

At the very beginning of the twentieth century, freighted with 
its bridal promises, Mrs. Eddy simultaneously took two startlingly 
significant footsteps: she for the first time in 190 I made her own per
sonal Last 'Will and Testament, and at the same time completely 
changed the form of government of The Mother Church by taking 
its reins into her own hands. 

The first step in taking the reins into her own hands, as recorded 
in the first Mallllal of the twentieth century (the twentieth Mallllal, 
in Ig01), was the abolishment of the executive powers of the "First 
Members"* by transferring their previous powers to the Board of 
Directors, subject however to Mrs. Eddy's requirement of her previ
ous "approval" for the performance of any and all vital functions of 
The Mother Church, as subsequently shown. In other words, i\Jrs. 
Eddy drew the powers which had previously been held by the "First 
Members" into her own hands by making the Board of Directors 
her direct agents for the performance of all the vital activities that 
had been executed by the "First Members," but the Directors were 
so hedged about by her Mallual provisions in the performance of 
their new duties that no major functions could be carried out by 
them without her "approval," just as it had been from the tenth 
Mallual, in 18gg, in which provision for the Board of Directors of 

• These "First Members" were to "convene annually at the Communion season" 
but were not to "be present at the business meetings" of the Board of Directors, 20th 
Ma7itlOl~ p. 30. In the 29th Manllal, in 1903. the title of the "First Members" was 
changed to "Executive Members," but they were still left with no assignment of duties 
under the Manual, which Icaves the implication that they held only positions of 
spiritual relationship to The :Mother Church (whereas the Board of Directors was 
placed in a position of business relationship), p. 33. The ''Execlitive Members" con· 
tinued thus until their complete abolishment (seventy·third iUmlllol, in 1908) after the 
dedication of the Extension, typing the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in heaven 
as the heavenly phase of the God-crowned Woman. 



The Mother Church was made for the first time under the heading 
of "Church Officers," this By-law reading in both the tenth and 
twentieth Manllals as follows: "The Christian Science Board of 
Directors of this Church, shall not fill a vacancy occurring on that 
Board, except the candidate is approved by the Pastor Emeritus and 
the Temaining membeTs of the BoaTd. This By-Law can neither 
be amended nor annulled, except by consent of lIIrs. Eddy, the 
Pastor Emeritus," Art. I, Sect. 4, in both eds. 'Whereas contrary to 
this Manual By-law, under their own financial and property Deed 
of Trust executed before there was a Manual, the Board of Directors 
was self-perpetuating without Mrs. Eddy's approval, as stated in the 
Appendix to the Mallilal. ,"Vherever the Directors of The Mother 
Church were mentioned previously to the tenth Mallual, therefore, 
they were referred to as officers under their legal Deed of Trust in 
the Appendix to the Mallilal. 

This protection of Mrs. Eddy's authority over all the vital func
tions of The Mother Church to be performed by the Board of 
Directors as her direct agent was strikingly emphasized in the twenty
fourth Mallllal, of the same year (of Ig01), when she for the first 
time required her "consent ... given in her own handwriting" 
for the election of each and every officer of The Mother Church 
(except President) listed therein, in the following order: the Readers, 
the editors, the publisher (later called "manager") of The Christian 
Science Publishing Society, the Clerk, the Treasurer, and manager 
of the general Publication Committee. All of these officers were 
elected at that time for the term of three years, 24th Manual, Sect. 3, 
p. 23. As previously and subsequently, the President in a separate 
By-law of this twenty-fourth Manual was to be elected for a term 
of one year, subject to Mrs. Eddy's "approval," 24th Manllal, Sect. 2, 
p. 23. In the twenty-second lHanllal, in Ig01 (remembering this 
was the same year in which lIIrs. Eddy made her personal Last '~'iIl 
and Testament), l\IIs. Eddy required her "written consent" for the 
first time in order to amend or annul the By-law making provision 
for the filling of a vacancy on the Board of Directors (Sect. 4, p. 2'1) -
the main body of the By-law reading the Same as previously quoted 
from the twentieth Manual. 

In the twenty-sixth Manllal, in 1902, the terms of all officers of 
The Mother Church (with the exception of the Readers) were 
limited to one year, and the requirement that Mrs. Eddy's "consent 
... in her own handwriting" must be had for their election and 
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re-election was continued, Sect. 3, p. 23 (as in our present Manllal, 
Sect. 3, p. 25; Sect. 4, p. 80; Sect. 1, p. 97); while the Readers in other 
provisions of this twenty-sixth Manual were assigned a three years' 
term, and their election made subject to Mrs. Eddy's approval, Sects. 
I and 3, pp. 25, 26 (as in our present Manual, Sect. 4, p. 26). 

The general prohibitory provision as to the Board of Directors' 
authority to elect any of the officers of The Mother Church in the 
previous general listing in the twenty-fourth Manual without Mrs. 
Eddy's "consent ... given in her own handwriting" was continued 
up to the twenty·ninth M~antlal, in 1903, when it was even strength
ened by not only making it binding upon the Board of Directors but 
upon the church officers involved as well, in the sense that this 
prohibitory provision, which had previously been given under a 
single heading, was reiterated under three separate headings, as fol· 
lows: the first heading. was called, "Clerk and Treasurer," Sect. 3, 
p. 25 (as in ouy present Mantlal, Sect. 3, p. 25), thus making not only 
the Board of Directors but the Clerk and Treasurer responsible for 
obedience to this prohibitory requirement; under the second heading 
entitled, "Editors and Manager," presented under the general head
ing of "The Christian Science Publishing Society," lIII-s. Eddy bound 
even the Trustees of the Publishing Society by making the election 
or re-election of the editors and manager of the periodicals by the 
Board of Directors impossible without her "consent ... given in 
her own handwriting," Sect. 4, p. 77 (as in our present Manual, Sect. 
4, p. 80), thus making not only the Board of Directors but the 
Trustees, editors, and manager of the periodicals responsible for 
obedience to this prohibitory requirement; and again, the third 
heading entitled, "In Mother Church," under the general heading 
of "Publication Committees," re-emphasized that the election of a 
general Publication Committee was made impossible by the Board 
of Directors without her "consent ... given in her 0'\'11 handwrit. 
ing." Sect. 1, p. 91 (as in our present i'l1anual, Sect. 1, p. 97), thus 
making not only the Board of Directors but the general Publication 
Committee responsible for obedience to this prohibitory require
ment. The appointment of the local Publication Committees was 
left to the branch churches as always, for these Committees did not 
need to have Mrs. Eddy's approval or that of the general Publication 
Committee for their appointment, Sect. 3, p. 92 (as in our present 
Manual, Sect. 3, p. 98). 

Hence in these prohibitory provisions (together with the other 



important provisions requiring her consent in her o\vn handwriting), 
every vital function of The Mothel' Chmch waS voided by Mrs. 
Eddy's passing - the initial prohibitory p1'Ovision of each and all 
having been made in the twenty-fourth Manual, in IgOl, the same 
year as the making of l'vIrs. Eddy's personal Last ~Vill and Testament, 

Inasmuch as the Extension (of ascending Motherhood to its final 
estate of heavenly Bride) Was under course of construction in 'g03, 
it was most fitting (even demanding) that Mrs. Eddy should renounce 
the title of "Mother" in this tweuty-ninth Manual, Sect. " p. 6, 
(present Manual, Sect. " pp. 64, 65). This .title she had previously 
defended to herself exclusively (except to "kindred according to the 
flesh"), and at one time this defence of the title of "Mother" to 
herself carried the penalty of excommunication of anyone who 
should use it other than with reference to Mrs. Eddy (with the 
exception mentioned). This renunciation in 'g03 was needful to 
make way for her progress to her initial bridal revelation, typed by 
the Extension as a symbol of the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb 
in heaven, Rev. 'g:7-9. TInts the way was cleared for rhe passing of 
The l\{other Chmch simultaneously with the passing of Mrs. Eddy, 
as p1'Ophesied in Revelation t 2: 14, in the inevitable final "half a 
time" of Motherhood - The 1\-1other Chmch having been built by 
her students solely as a testimonia! to her church l\{otherhood. This 
inescapable conclusion is borne out by the fact that in the sixtieth 
]\,[anllal, in '906, ]lIrs. Eddy made provision only for "each branch 
church" in the event of her relinquishment of her Leadership, p. 
77:21-26 (as in our present Manual, p. 72: 19-24). 

In addition to these important provisions in the twenty-ninth 
Manual, in 1903, Mrs. Eddy for the first time in this edition copy
righted the Manual in her own name, to the end that her right tu 
annul its p1:ovisions at the time of her passing would be unques
tioned; and thus she continued to copyright the Manual in her own 
Jlallle up to the time of her passing. 

While retaining the demand for her approval for the filling of a 
vacancy on the Board of Directors, Mrs. Eddy in the twenty-ninth 
Manual dropped the provision that this By-law pertaining to the 
Directors could not be amended or amlulled without her "writtert 
consent." There is no doubt but that she dropped this p1'ovision 
because she had placed a sweeping By-law in this twenty-ninth 
Manual for the first time which stated that no By-law could be 
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amended or annulled without her "written consent," Sect. 3, p. 98 
(as in our present Manual, Sect. 3, p. 105)' 

Just as a candidate to fill a vacancy on the Board of Directors 
continued subject to Mrs. Eddy's approval, her approval continued 
to be required for the election of the President, Readers, and lec
turers of The Mother Church, also of the teacher of the Massachu
setts Metaphysical College (as in our present Manual under the 
general headings of "Church Officers," p. 25; "Board of Lectureship," 
p. 93; and "Board of Education," p. 88). Also, in the present Manual, 
her approval is required for the succession of the vice· president of 
the Massachusetts Metaphysical College to its presidency (which she 
had filled from first to last) in the event of her resignation over her 
own signature or her vacation of this office. This requirement of her 
approval of her successor to the presidency appeared for the first 
time in the twenty-second Manual, in IgOl (Sect. 4, pp. 70, 71; our 
present j\;[anual, Sect. 4, p. 8g), the year she made her 'Will contem
plating the possibility of her passing. Also in this same twenty-second 
Manual, in 1901, for the first time her signature as President was 
required on all college certificates, Sect. 6, p. 74 (as in our present 
Manual, Sect. 3, p. gl). Thus her approval being required for the 
succession of the vice-president to the presidency, as well as for the 
teacher of the College, and her signature as the President on all 
certificates being also required would preclude the continuance of 
the College after her passing. 

That Mrs. Eddy placed the written Word as a self-teacher above 
personal teaching is seen in the fact that as early as 1897, Mrs. Eddy 
wrote the following "Notice" in the lViarch fonnIal, page 575' "The 
Christian Scientists in the United States and Canada are hereby 
enjoined not to teach a student Christian Science for one year, 
commencing on j'\'farch 14th, 1897. 'Miscellaneous vVritings' is 
calculated to prepare the minds of all true thinkers to understand 
the Christian Science Text-book more correctly than a student can. 
The Bible, Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, and my 
other published works, are the only proper instructors for this hour. 
It shall be the duty of all Christian Scientists to circulate and to sell 
as many of these books as they can. If a member of The First Church 
of Christ, Scientist, shall fail to obey this injunction, it will render 
him liable to lose his membership in this Church." And from the 
tenth iHaJ1ual, in 18gg (under the By-law "Eligible for Examination," 
Sect. 1, Pl'. 44, 45), to the twenty-sixth Manual, in Ig02, Mrs. Eddy 



forbade any teacher to instruct a student of her books. Also in the 
same tenth Mmllwl (under the By-law "Students of the Books," 
Sect. 3, Pl'. 67, 68), and to the twenty-sixth Manual, she permitted 
such student the privilege of direct examination by the Board of 
Education should he desire to teach Cluistian Science, but made 
this examination entirely optional in the furtherance of this end. 
Thus a student of all of l\Irs. Eddy's writings was especially set apan 
for both healing and teaching Christian Science without the aid of 
a personal teacher. 

The By-law in the tenth Manual bearing the title "Eligible for 
Examination" read: "A student of the books of Il'lary Baker G. Eddy 
shall no! take lessons of another student, but is eligible to examina
tion by th~ Christian Science Board of Education"; and the other 
By-law in this same tenth Manual bearing the title of "Students of 
the Books" read: "A person not having had class instruction from a 
teacher of Christian Science, but who is a thorough student of 
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, and of all its author's 
writings on Christian Science, - who also has proven by his acts 
that he possesses good morals, and ability to heal the sick according 
to the Principle and rules therein stated, - mayor may not apply 
for examination to the Board of Education. After careful examina
tion, if he is found qualified to practise and teach Christian Science, 
he shall receive a certifIcate to this effect. No Christian Scientist, 
apart from this Board, shall teach a student who is prepared as 
aforesaid." These two By-laws remained for three years and provided 
a nucleus for the higher teaching of the ,"Vord alone after Mrs. Eddy's 
passing. 

Still again, Mrs. Eddy showed that her complete written '""ord 
was a Inuch better teacher than any personal teaching, in the sense 
that from the forty-first Manual, in 1904, she made the following 
By-law provision limiting the scope in her written ,"Vord for personal 
teaching: "The teachers of the Normal class shall teach from the 
chapter 'Recapitulation' in Science and Health with Key to the 
Scri/Jl1lTes, and from the Christian Science Platform, beginning on 
page 330 of the revised editions since 1902 .•. The teachers of the 
Primary class shall instruct their pupils from the said chapter on 
'Recapitulation' only," Sect. 4, Pl" 54, 55 (present Manual, Sect. 3. 
p.86). 

Thus from the previous illustrations it is clear that Mrs. Eddy 
not only stressed reliance upon her complete written ,"Vord as a 
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self-teacher, but made Manllal provlSlon so that after her passing 
only those teachers could continue instruction who had been 
appointed with her approval over her own signature, permitting 
them to continue their teaching until they too could rise to a higher 
position as presented by Mrs. Eddy in the artiele in Miscellaneous 
fV1-itings entitled, "The "Vay," page 358, lines 30-4' 

Each and all of the provisions of the klanual which emphasized 
the demand for the passing of The ]'1'10ther Church with the passing 
of Mrs. Eddy were fixed and permanent for nine years (from the 
twenty-fourth Manual, in Ig01, to the eighty-eighth, in 1910, inclu
sive) before Mrs. Eddy's passing, during which time she made 
countless changes and vital additions to Science and Health. "Vhy 
should :Mrs. Eddy's changes in ScieHce and Health be accepted 
without question, while her Afallual prohibitions during the same 
period of time are rejected in toto, in spite of the fact that she stated 
that her teachings in both the Manual and Science alld Health were 
equally inspired. 

It is most interesting to note that lVIrs. Eddy's personal LaSt "Vill 
and Testall1eut was executed in 1901, its first codicil in 1903, and its 
second codicil in 1904, for these years more than covered the period 
ill which all of the iVIannal provisions for the simultaneous passing 
of The Mother Church with her own passing were made, and they 
were never changed. In other ,vords, her own passing and the passing 
of The l\'lother Church were co-ordinate in her own consciousness. 

That Mrs. Eddy was of "sound and disposing mind" (a legal 
requirement for the execution of a Last \Vill and Testament) when 
she made her personal 'Vill and codicils between the years of 1901 
and 1904 was accepted by the Court and the Directors when her 
personal \Vill was probated. Yet both a Court and the Directors 
legally rejected this fact when they came to the consideration of her 
"Last 'Vill and Testament" for her church in the Manual, whielr she 
had attributed to divine inspiration, despite the equal fact, as pre
viously shown, that both her personal and impersonal \Vills were 
made at identically the same time and equally sustained for nine 
years thereafter. 

Furthermore, the "sonnd and disposing mind" of Mrs. Eddy had 
been fully tried and sustained legally by a Coul't in 1907 (three 
years before her passing and six years after the making of her personal 
and impersonal "VilIs) when a suit was brought by her natural and 
adopted sons [or the custody of her fortune and person to the alleged 
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end of the protection of both hom her chosen custodians of her 
l1Hlndane affairs. In this court procedure, an alienist was sent to her 
hOlne 'who declared his previous antagonislu to both her and her 
religion, but who, after exalnining her and a large nUll1ber of docu
ments and letters pertaining to her affairs (this examination having 
taken longer than a month), declared her to be a woman of not only 
sound but brilliant mentality, saying: "The idea that this strong
luinded WDInan is ever a victiln of coercion is lnanifestly absurd ... 
For a W0111an of her age I do not hesitate to say that she is physically 
and mentally phenomenal ... I fancy that the belief among some 
of her followers involving the indefinite continuance oE her earthly 
life arises purely hom the visible evidence of l\hs. Eddy's gTcat 
vitality and the absence of any of the usual tokens of mental break
down natural to one of her great age," Christian Science Sentinel, 
September 7, 190 7, p. 7, 

PERIODICALS NEVER THE PROPERT't' OF CHURCH 

While honoring "the laws of the land" (My. 219:22) within the 
moral domain of their influence, Mrs. Eddy from first to last made 
them the servant and not the maSter of her spiritual purpose, as 
will be presently seen by her changing processes, which were in line 
with spiritual law, even when they conflicted with legal limitations. 

As the basis of a future Publishing Society, l\hs. Eddy staned 
The Christian Science JOllrnal as a publication owned solely by her 
(entirely outside of church organization), which she copyrighted in 
1885. In 1886, she chose thirteen students of Christian Science to 
form the National Christian Scientist Association, composed of three 
reptesentatives of all teachers' Associations having a membership of 
as many as twenty students, together with as many represcntati'X7es 
from her own Metaphysical College Association as she chose to send. 
To this Association she later gave The Christian Sciel1ce JOllmal 
(the only periodical at the time), and permitted the Association to 
copyright the .Tollrl1al in its own name. In 1887, the name "The 
Christian Science Publishing Society" appeared upon the front cover 
of the .Tollnwl as its publisher and copyrighter; and the December 
.Tollmal of 1889 announced on its front cover that the .Tolln/1l1 was 
the official publication of the National Christian Scientists' Associa
tion ~the inside of the front Cover stating that it was copyrighted by 
this Association. 

In April, 1890, The Christian Science Publishing Society pnb-
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lished for the first time the Christiall Science Quarterly to be used 
by the branch churches for their services in addition to their then 
preachers' sermons. This Quarterly was composed of the Inter
national Bible Lessons, spiritually interpreted by references from 
Science and Health. This Quarterly continued to so function for 
the branches between the dissolution of the First Organization of 
the Boston church in 188g and the formation of The Mother Church 
in 18g2, for even as late as 18g8 the International Series continued 
to provide the text for the evening services of all branch churches 
(while the morning services as provided in the same Quarterly con
sisted of the Lesson-Sermons as we now have them). The :Mother 
Church also had preachers in addition to the Quarterly Lessons until 
the end of 18g4, at which time personal preaching yielded to the 
impersonal preaching of the Bible and Science and Health, as shortly 
thereafter demanded by the Manual, which was given to the Field 
in August, 1895. 

As recorded in the July j01lTllal of 18go, the National Christian 
Scientist Association at its regular meeting, by request of Mrs. Eddy, 
repealed its Constitution and By-laws, resolved itself into a "Universal 
Assembly," and adjourned [or three years. Its next meeting was as a 
participant in the 'liorld's Parliament of Religions at the 'Vorld's 
Fair in Chicago in 18g3, as fully recorded in the November journal 
of that year. As stated in this 'jou1'llal, at the conclusion of this 
meeting, Mrs. Eddy requested that the National Christian Scientist 
Association determine whether she was the owner of The Christian 
Sciente journal, which she had given to the Association (her request 
having been made necessary by reason of the fact that this Association 
had repealed its Constitution and By-laws in 18go), adding that she 
saw "the wisdOll1 of again o'wning this Christian Science waif," In 
response to this request, the Association unanitnously carried the 
motion that it be declared "to be its understanding that the Gh,-istian 
Science jou1'l1al is now owned by Rev. Mary B. G. Eddy, its donor 
and original proprietor." Further quoting from the November 
jou1'l1al: "There was then read an instrument signed by l\Iary B. G. 
Eddy in which she redonated to this Association the Ghristian Science 
journal," which offer was "unanimously ... accepted with grati
tude and thanks subject to all the conditions contained therein," 
November journal, 18g3, p. 346. These conditions must have con
templated a more businesslike formation of The Christian Science 
Publishing Society, for a motion was carried that "a business and 



publication committee ... be appointed, to act in a business capac
ity for this Association," also on page 346, November jOllnlal, 18g3. 

This Publishing Society so re·formed continued until January 
21st, 18g8, when it sold and conveyed to i'vIrs. Eddy all of its "personal 
property, goods, and chattels," together with The Christian Science 
jOllnlal- exclusive of its copyrights, which were retained by her 
until the time of her passing, when they were to become the property 
of the Trustees (see the January jounlal of 18g8 in which the 
copyrights were recorded in the name of the "National Christian 
Scientist Association" and the February joltmal of 18g8 in which the 
copyrights were recorded in the name of "Mary Baker G. Eddy"). 
On January 25th, 18g8, all of the properties so conveyed to IIhs. 
Eddy were sold and conveyed by her to the Trustees of The Christian 
Science Publishing Society by an irrevocable legal Deed of Trust, 
which transferred to them the Christian Science Quarterly, hymnal, 
all pamphlets, tracts, and other literature, and empowered them to 
perform their duties of the Publishing Society "upon their own 
l'esponsibility," subject only to her supervision should she at any 
time elect to advise or direct them. The three Trustees of this Deed 
of Trust were made self-perpetuating unless Mrs. Eddy should choose 
to fill a vacancy by appointment - to use her words, "so long as I 
may live." 

From all of the foregoing, it will be seen that the jou,."al was 
never legally owned by the Christian Science Church during Mrs. 
Eddy's presence with us; nor did it legally belong to the church after 
her passing, for Mrs. Eddy left the jounlal and its copyrights to the 
Publishing Society under its Deed of Trust executed under law 
outside of church. Furthermore, the method of handling the jounlal 
became the pattern for all subsequent periodicals, Manual, Sect. 6, 
p. 81. 

INTERLOCKING PROVISIONS OF THE DEEDS OF TRUST AND THE MANUAL 

As showing Mrs. Eddy's initial intention that the word "help" in 
stipulation six of the Deed of Trust to the Publishing Society should 
not include the editors of the periodicals and in utter disregard 01 . 
the provision in the Deed of Trust to the Publishing Society (wherein 
the Trustees were to publish the literature "upon their own responsi
bility"), Mrs. Eddy simultaneously with the execution of this Deed 
of Trust dated January 25th, 18g8, placed in the eighth Manual, in 
18g8, under the general heading, "The Christian Science Publishing 
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Society," a By-law which required her "knowledge and consent" for 
the election and removal of the editors of the jounlal, which was 
then the only periodical, Sect. 3, 1'_ 29. (All of the other periodicals 
were later placed under the same demands as those for the journal, 
present IHallual, Sect. 6, p. 81.) This also shows her initial intention 
of forbidding the continuance of the periodicals after her passing 
when her "consent . . . in her own handwriting" could not be 
obtained for the election of the editors, Manual, Sect. 4, Pl" 80, 81. 
Thus her initial foresight seemed to say to us, in the words of Jesus, 
"'What I do thou knowest not now; but thou shalt know hereafter," 
John 13:7. 

Again, Mrs. Eddy in the twenty-fourth Manual, of 1901, under 
the general heading, "Church Officers," provided for the election of 
the editors and publisher of the Publishing Society by the Board of 
Directors as an entirely outside element in this phase of the Deed 
of Trust of the Publishing Society, but only with her "consent ... 
given in her own handwriting," Sect. 3, Pl" 23, 24 (present Manual, 
Sect. 3, Pl" 25, 26); and later in the twenty-ninth IH(lIlual Mrs. Eddy 
changed the By-law previously mentioned in the first paragraph of 
this subheading (pertaining to her direct control of the election of 
the editors and manager of the Publishing Society) to conform to this 
provision (which gave the Board of Directors the right which she 
had previously directly claimed, but still only with her "consent ... 
given in her own handwriting," Sect. 4, p. 77; present Manual, SeCl. 
4, Pl" 80, 81), thus more pointedly emphasizing the initial conflict 
between the Deed of Trust and the Man ual in regard to the election 
of the editors and manager (previously called "publisher") of the 
Puhlishing Society. 

Mrs. Eddy placed the following By-law in the tenth Manual, of 
1899 (one year after the Deed of Trust was given to the Trustees of 
the Publishing Society): "If a weekly newspaper shall be at any time 
published by the Christian Science Publishing Society, it shall be 
owned by The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, and shall 
be copyrighted and conducted according to the By-Law relating to 
The Christian Science journal," Sect. 6, p. 63. Mrs. Eddy dropped 
this By-law in the twenty-ninth Manual, in 1903, and substituted 
therefor the following By-law: "Periodicals which shall at any time 
be published by the Christian Science Publishing Society, shall be 
copyrighted and conducted according to the provisions in the Deed 



of Trust relating to The Chistian Science Journal," Sect. 6, p. 77 
(present Manual, Sect. 6, p. 81). 

It will be noted by a comparison of these two By-laws that NITs. 
Eddy's reference to the ownership of a prospective newspaper by the 
church was permanently dropped in the twenty-ninth Manual, of 
1903 - five years before the Monitor was published. Inasmuch <IS 
the twenty-ninth Manual, in 1903, was issued seven years before her 
passing, this substituted new By-law is further evidence that Mr&
Eddy at the time of her passing, and for seven years theretofore, did 
not intend that the church should ever own any of the periodicals. 
It also shows that Mrs. Eddy must have seen more latterly the danger 
of even an "authorized" newspaper being used as a means to influence 
the thought of the Field contrary to her own teachings. Thus the 
Mouitor, which was published for the first time in 1908, passed with 
the other periodicals when its editors could not be approved by Mn. 
Eddy "in her own handwriting," as demanded for all the periodicals. 

So Mrs. Eddy undoubtedly placed progressive spiritual purpose 
above irrevocable legal law by demanding that her "consent ... iu 
her own handwriting" was necessary for the election of the editors 
and manager of the periodicals to the end of prohibiting their 
publication after her passing, hence defeating the entire purpose of 
the irrevocable Deed of Trust for the publication of the periodicals 
with the exception that the Trustees could continue to publish the 
Christian Science Quarterly. This they were empowered to do "upon 
their own responsibility," they selecting suitable persous for its 
prepar-ation without any outside approval (as stated in the Deed of 
Trust), inasmuch as the Quarterly represented the "uncontaminated 
and unfettered by human hypotheses" '·Von) of the Bible and Science 
and Health, which needed no editors for its publication, as did the 
other periodicals. 

Thus Mrs. Eddy by prohibiti)lg the publication of the periodicals 
after her passing (by her own Manllal provision as offsetting the 
irrevocable Deed of Trust to the Trustees) also obviated the pO$si
bility that their continuance would pull down her revelation of 
Christian Science to the level of Field-consciousness instead of lHting 
the Field-consciousness up to her revealed Word. As all evidence 
of Mrs. Eddy's recognition of this dang-er, even while shew«s present 
with us, the writer was personally told, in 1902, by a retiring'edilor
in-chief of the periodicals, who had' served in this capacity fOl' a 
period of ten years, that not a word ever went into the periodicals 
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without Mrs. Eddy's personal approval, adding that the road between 
Pleasant View and the Concord Railroad Station was kept hot with 
couriers taking copy back and forth to Mrs. Eddy for the purpose 
of securing her approval, and that it would be worth any man's job 
to publish one word in the periodicals that had not been previously 
approved by her. 

The copyrights of the four periodicals which the Trustees of the 
Publishing Society owned at the time of Mrs. Eddy's passing were 
those of the JOllmal, the Sentinel, Del' Herold, and the MOllitor
all of which could be republished after her passing as single copies 
and bound volumes, or used as tracts and pamphlets for sale and 
free distribution. It will be remembered that Mrs. Eddy says that 
the JOllrnal was "designed to put on record the divine Science of 
Truth," that the Sentinel was "intended to hold guard over Truth, 
Life, and Love [typed by the Branch-idea)," that Del" Hemld was 
"to proclaim thellniversal activity and availability of Truth [the 
'kingdom of heaven' being synonymous with 'the spiritual facts and 
harmony of the tl1liveTSe: S. & H. 592 :IS)," and that the Monitor 
was "to spread undivided the Science that operates unspent," My., 

1'·353· 
Besides the provision already described, which interlocked the 

power of the Trustees of the Publishing Society with that of the 
Board of Directors and made it impossible for the periodicals to be 
published after l\Irs. Eddy's passing (inasmuch as the Board of 
Directors could not elect a manager or editors of the periodicals 
without her "consent ... in her own handwriting"), there were 
also two provisions in the Deed of Trust of the Publishing Society 
which interlocked the powers of the Trustees with that of other 
agencies: the first waS the ability of the Board of Directors together 
with the "First Members" to remove a Trustee of the Publishing 
Society for cause; and the second was that the "net profits" of the 
Publishing Society should be turned over to the Treasurer of The 
Mother Church, he holding such profits subject to the order of the 
"First Members." 

Both of these provisions were voided by Manllal provision in 
ultel' disregard of the irrevocable Deed of Trust of the Publishing 
Society as will be shown by the following facts: When Mrs. Eddy 
abolished the function of the "First Members" in the twentieth 
Mantlal, this removed them from the interlocking provision that they 
together with the Board of Directors could replace a Trustee for 



cause and likewise removed them from the second interlocking pro
vision that the "net profits" of the Publishing Society should be 
turned over to the Treasurer of The IVlother Church subject to their 
order. 'Further, when i\Irs. Eddy in a By-law in the Manual trans
ferred to the Board of Directors alone the power which had belonged 
jointly to the "First lVIembers" and the Board of Directors, as well 
as the power which had belonged exclusively to the "First Members," 
and had previously made provision that no member of the Board of 
Directors could be elected without her approval, it annulled under 
the Manual both interlocking provisions concerning even the Board 
of Directors as church functionaries after the first Director (Stephen 
A. Chase, who was both Director and Treasurer) passed on in 
June, 1912, which was eighteen months subsequent to Mrs. Eddy's 
passing in 1910. The requirement of Mrs. Eddy's approval for the 
replacement of a Director was always in utter disregard of the self
perpetuation of the Board of Directors under its financial Deed of 
Trust. 

The second provision, which interlocked the powers of the 
Trustees with the "First Members," was doubly voided after Mrs. 
Eddy's passing by reason of the fact that Mrs. Eddy made it impos
sible' in the twenty-fourth !Vfanual (up to our present Manual 
inclusive) for a Treasurer to be elected without her "consent ... in 
her own handwriting"; therefore, under the Manual no Treasurer 
of The Mother Church was left to l'eceive the "net profits" of the 
Publishing Society after the time for the annual election of officers 
in June, 1911, which was six months subsequent to Mrs. Eddy's 
passing. The "net profits" of the Publishing Society after Mrs. Eddy's 
passing, therefore, would naturally be temporarily turned over to 
the four-member Board of Directors under its original financial 
Deed of Trust as the legal custodian of all church properties to be 
held by it for the church "beneficially," Manual, Sect. 2, p. 75. 

To epitomize, after l\Irs. Eddy's passing, there were in reality no 
interlocking provisions left standing in the Deed of Trust of the 
Publishing Society in view of her annulling provisions in the 
Manual which resulted in the passing of the functions of, first, the 
"First Members"; then, the office of Treasurer of The Mother 
Church; and, shortly thereafter, the Directors themselves as church 
officials under the MmlUal, leaving nothing intact in the Deed of the 
Publishing Society except the Trustees' unqualified ownership of all 
of the past periodicals and their copyrights, together with their 



exclusive responsibility for the preparation of the Quarl~rly Lesson
Sermons (as well as the general aims of the Publishing Sodety and 
the properties and appu.rtenances belonging thereto). 

Thus the evidence is conclusive that Mrs. Eddy by her MaHual 
provision that no member of the BOal'd of Directors could be ekcted 
witho\lt her approval annulled all of the provisions for the activities 
of the Board of Directors llllder the lVJalHtal after her passing and 
threw its members back to their own fillancial and property-holdi1lg 
Deed of Trust (as published in the Appendix of the M4m/a/), whleh 
required but four Directors as financial Trustees. Under this finan
cial Deed, they were self-perpetuating; but the Deed, being a legal 
instrument outside of chlll'ch, was always subject to COUI'! jllrisdk
lion. Likewise the Board of Trustees of the Publishi'lg Society after 
the removal of the interlocking provisions was self-perpetuating 
under its Deed outside of chunh, and also subject to court jll)'is
diction. 

Did not Mrs. Eddy's addition of a fifth Director to the Board of 
Directors under !v[anual provision in 'g03 (shortly after making for 
the first time her Last 'Will and Testament) suggest that she foresaw 
the necessity for terminating the Manual activities of the Board of 
Directors after her passing without disturbing their prerogatives 
under their financial and property-holding Deed of Trust, wherein 
they were self-perpetuating both before and after her passing? For 
when the Board of Directors lost its fifth member, under the 
A1anual provision no one could take his place, inasmuch as Mrs. 
Eddy's approval was required for his replacement, and the Manual 
demanded five Directors for the performance of each and every 
function of The Mother Church - she, however, leaving this time 
for the transition from five Directors to four after her passing to 
"God's disposal of events." And may not the period of eighteen 
months from the time of 'Mrs. Eddy's passing to the time of the 
first Director's passing have been Providential to the end of giving 
the Directors under the Manual time to resolve The Mother Church 
as a voluntary organization without legal responsibility into a 
Branch-idea, as fulfilling the prophecy of the Extension, on whose 
key-tone bell of the chime had been placed this inscription by Mrs. 
Eddy: 

"The First Church of Christ, Scientist 
in Boston, Massachusetts 

'g06 
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Founded on Love"* 
This "Love" is beyond the foundation of the original Mother Church. 
which was founded on "the Rock. Christ [Truth]." Manual. p. 19. 

LlMITATION OF THE MOTHER CHURCH FOR THE WORLD ACTIVITY 

OF THE nRANCH~IDEA 

Mrs. Eddy says: "The Magna Charta of Christian Science ... 
[is] essentially democratic. its government is administered by the 
common consent of the governed ...... My. 254:21-25. T'he local 
members of The l\Iother Church have not now and never did have 
any participation in their own governlnent, with the exception of 
those who bore the title of "First Members" during the period when 
they bore this title. and even they could l)ever exceed one hundred 
in nU111ber, and of that number seven was a quonllll. Thus the local 
members of The Mother Church knew nothing of democratic govern
ment. Inasmuch as Motherhood is not aud could not be democratic. 
could the "Magna Charta of Christian Science" be forever denied to 
its local members with any hope of their ever rcaching world heal
ing through basic Branch-idea? - remembering that The (medial) 
Mother Church was limited in its scope "to reflect [only] in some 
degree the Church Universal and Triumphant." Manual. p. 19. and 
that this limitation was placed upon its previous Inission of 'world 
healing in 1903 during the preparations for the building of the 
Extension. 

Hence the Branch-idea as typing the City foursquare as the 
"adorned" Bride is defined by Mrs. Eddy (under "New Jerusalem" 
in the "Glossary") as "the spiritual facts and harmony of the uni
verse." S. &: H. 592: 18. which. as previously presented. is lVhs. Eddy's 
definition of Christian Science "as the law of God. the law of good. 
interpreting and demonstrating the divine Principle <\nd rule of 
universal harmony," Rud. I: 1. 

At the San Francisco Security Conference. the whole world has 
by-passed The Mother Churdl in the sense that jt repudiated in its 
charter two outstanding features of The Mother Church government 
- that of permitting its general asseinbiy no right of discussion. and 
also permitting no amendment of its Constitution (the Manual) and 
thus rendering its Constitution static. The natural resuh of a static 
Constitution would be a dead body as pertains to The Mother 

.. The ~fother Church Extension, by Margaret \Villiamson. page 66. 
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Church - the "eternity [which] awaits our Church Manual" (1'1'11" 
230:2) lying in l\Irs. Eddy's provision for the continuance of the 
Branch-idea. But can this democratic position be sustained by the 
world if the highest concept of church on earth does not rise to its 
privilege of sustaining such position by obeying its l'lanllal) which 
relinquished its needful temporary autocracy to democratic self· 
government of the Branch-idea? Mrs. Eddy says: "Adhere to the 
teachings of the Bible, Science and Health, and our Manual, and 
you will obey the law and gospel," My. 251:29-2. 

Again, since the Bible says, "Judgment must begin at the house 
of God [the church]," I Pet. 4: 17, may not the lawlessness of the 
world be due to the fact that the Christian Science Church has 
repudiated the laws of God upon which it was founded and thus 
released upon the world an opened Pandora's box of "spiritual wick
edness in high places," with which Mrs. Eddy interprets the dragon, 
who casts down to earth the very stars of heaven? S. & H. 563:30. 

No institution, or church, that cannot amend its constitution and 
by· laws (which is forbidden for The Mother Church's local memo 
bers) can fail to become static and void of vitality. And it is worse 
still if it continues to try to quicken itself into life with activities 
beyond the limits of its by-laws. The Mother Church must as 
embraced in the Branch-idea bear its fruit through its bridal activi
ties. This was startlingly prophesied in the changes in the tenth and 
eleventh pictures of Christ alld Christmas which were made by Mrs. 
Eddy in 1897 during her supervision of the construction of the first 
Concord Branch as her personal gift to the Field (the second Concord 
Branch being the expression of the entire Field together with Mrs. 
Eddy, in the name of Mrs. Eddy). 

These tenth and eleventh pictures were presented in the follow
ing form before the withdrawal of Christ alld Christmas in 1893: 
In the tenth picture, the 'Woman, knocking at the door, held in her 
hand the same form of scroll as now, but there was printed thereon 
in bold letters the word "TRUTH." The door at which she was 
knocking had six deep panels (suggestive of the six days of Mother
hood creation), and on its doorplate were in large letters the words 
"MORTAL MIND." There were no squares on the porch floor, 
only the individual square mat upon which the 'Woman was standing, 
as now. The entire eleventh picture was framed in an inverted 
pear-shaped enclosure as if to suggest the heavenward-tul'lled womb 
of Motherhood. There was but one cross (its now first C1:0SS), and 
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on it were birds and garlands of flowers. In the center of the picture 
was a large double·trunked tree, above which a figure of a strong 
man was ascending (as shown by the swirl below him), his head and 
the upper part of his body surrounded by hosts of angelic faces. 
This man was sending back to earth a white dove but with no olive 
branch in its bill (as the descending dove now brings). 

In 1897, during her building of the first Concord Branch, Mrs. 
Eddy changed these tenth and eleventh pictures in the following 
manner: In the tenth picture, she removed the word "TRUTH'" 
(the foundation of The Mother Church) from the scroll in the 
'''oman's hand, and completely changed the door at which she was 
knocking by removing the six panels and placing in their stead three 
detached branches (suggesting the three branch mottoes from 
Science and Health typing Love, Truth, and Life, respectively, My. 
213:28.14). Mrs. Eddy also completely effaced the words "l\IORTAL 
MIND'" from the doorplate, and added the individual squares to 
the porch floor as suggesting in this connection the individuality of 
the branches. In the eleventh picture, she removed the double· 
trunked tree, the man, and the angel.faces, substituting therefor a 
second ascending cross, the crown, and the descending light, respec
tively. Upon this second ascending cross were placed both the birds 
(as animate life) and the flowers (as typing the blossoming of The 
IvIother Church "into spiritual beauty, COlnnluuion universal and 
divine," ~-Iy. 141 :28, 29, through its basic Branch-idea, as expressed 
in its First Organization) which she had removed from the first cross, 
leaving it bleak as now, typing The Mother Church, l\Iy. 6: 18, 19. 
The detached olive branch was placed in the bill of the descending 
dove. 

This changing of the birds from the first cross, typing The Mother 
Church, to the second cross, typing the branches, in the eleventh 
picture of Christ (Ind Christmas also prophesied the time when Mrs. 
Eddy forbade all communion between The Mother Church and the 
branches, as expressed by her in 1908, when she said: "The branch 
churches continue their communion seasons, but there shall be no 
more communion season in The Mother Church that has blossomed 
into spiritual beauty, comll1union universal and divine," ~'Iy. 141:26. 
That the animate mission of The Mother Church would pass to the 
Branch·idea for full completion was implied in that its design 
limited it "to reflect [only] in some degree the Church Universal 
and Triumphant,'" Manual, p. 19. At the same time that Mrs. Eddy 



forbade all communion between The Mother Church and the 
branches, she also forbade even the Field's visiting The Mother 
Church - her message on abolishing the annual communion (but 
not. debarring distant members from "occasionally" attending The 
Mother Church) reading: "Relinquishing a material form of com
munion advances its spiritually. The material form is a 'Suffer it 
to be so no-w,' and is abandoned so soon as God's vVay-shower, Christ, 
points the advanced step," My. 140: 19. In addition thereto, even 
conference between the branches was (and is) forbidden with one 
exception, as stated in the Manual, Article XXIII, Section I, second 
paragraph. 

To epitomize, since Mrs. Eddy says, "Spiritual teaching must 
always be by symbols," S. & H. 575: 13, do not the changes which 
]\1rs. Eddy made in the tenth and eleventh pictures of Christ and 
Chtistrnas and her abolishment of communion between the branches 
and The Mother Church with the statement that The Mother 
Church had "blossomed into spiritual beauty, communion universal 
and divine" show a demand to rise from the regime of l\-Iotherhood, 
typed by The Mother Church, to that of the Bride, typed by the 
branches? 

The Mother Church (as distinguished from the Extension) had 
always prophesied its rising above its liluited foundation of Truth as 
detached from its heavenly Bride as Love. It basically portrayed 
the lnuuan consciousness in that its auditoritlln was symbolically 
approached through the vestibule characterized by its pictorial 
window of the mlm angel bringing the "little book" to earth, Rev. 
10:2, and that the windows in the auditol'iulll (reading the pictorial 
"windo-ws 1'1'0111 left to right, as Joseph AnusLrong's book, The lHother 
ChUl-eh, directs, p. 72) began with the portrayal of the Madonna 
with the babe Jesus and ended with the portrayal of Jesus' raising 
Lazarus from the dead - the auditoriulll's pictorial windows extend
ing from womb to tomb. \Vhereas the rising of The Mother Church 
above its limited foundation as Truth was portrayed by its upper 
balcony windows, starting with the window in the upper vestibule 
portraying the ascended Jesus' great Revelation to St. John on the 
Isle of Patmos; by the auditorium rose window portraying the City 
foursquare, the first of its four segments presenting the God-crowned 
'Woman p-owned with twelve stars as typing the original 'Word; and 
by the fact that the entire church auditorium was lighted by a 
sunburst in the shape of a seven-pointed star, typing manhood (the 



seven points of the star corresponding to the seven stars that Jesus 
held in his right hand, Rev. 1: 16), through which shone one hundred 
and forty-four electric lights as a symbol of the measure of the City 
foursquare as Bride - the pressure of the one hundred and forty
foul' lights symbolically forcing The Mother Church's ascension to 
the twelve stars on the crown of the heavenly God-crowned vVoman 
as Bride, typed by the Extension. 

VOIDING CLAUSE IN DEEDS OF TRUST FOR EXTENSION BUILDING PROPERTY 

Thus after the medial Motherhood of church had passed objec
tively to its original Branch expression, coincident with the passing 
of Mrs. Eddy, there were left to the field branches their reading 
rooms and their privilege of electing their own Readers and Publi
cation Committees. And in addition thereto there were three legal 
Deeds of Trust - two recOl-ded in the Manual, pp. 128-135; 136-138, 
and the third being the legal Deed of Trust to the Publishing Society. 

The first is the Deed of Trust of the self-perpetuating Board of 
Directors as the financial and property-holding agency (Manual, pp. 
128-135) fOl' The' Mother Church, temporarily prepared to receive 
the bequests of l\hs. Eddy's legal, personal Last vVill and Testament. 
If desired by them (within the period of their legal jurisdiction), 
these bequests could be used for building benevolent homes," "old" 
people's homes, and as gifts to charity or any other Christian benevo
lence - all wholly outside 'Of chm-ch, thus avoiding the pulling of 
church back to the level of "primitive Christianity," which would 
force paHicipation in such extraneOus demands to Manual activities, 
in consonance with 'which the branches were left, as always, to theil" 
self-government and self-sustenance . 

• In the Christian Science Sentinel of October 7th, 1916 (about six years after Mrs. 
Eddy left us ill person), the first mention of the prospective Benevolent Association 
appeared in an announcetnent by the Board of Directors. This announcement included 
-portions of two letters b)' Mrs. Eddy to i\bs. Mar)' Beecher Longyear in regard to the 
latter's interest in building a sanatorium. In the first letter, dated Jannary 15th, 1905. 
Mrs. Eddy said: "I propose that the institution you found be called Sanatorium . .. 
that it be a resort [or invalids without homes or relatives available in time of need; 
where they can go and recruit." In the second letter, dated January 21st, 1906, Mrs. 
Eddy said: "Since I"eading your letters ... and studying OUT Manual, I see it is not 
best for you to take the iniliative in the matter. It properly belongs to The Christian 
Science Board of Directors to do that. .. So please drop tbe matter." 

As further I"ecorded in this announcement, all July 27th, 1909, Mrs. Eddy presented 
the follOWing B)'~law to the Board of Directors for their ndoption: ''The Mother Church 
shall establish and maintain a Christian Science resort for the so-called sick." On 

(Continued on page 58) 
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This original Deed of Trust of September 1st," 1892, Manual, 
p. 128, was given to the Board of four Directors as a financial Tmst, 
upon the "conditions" that the Directors "when said church build· 
ing is completed ... shall elect a pastor, reader or speaker" (for 
which the then church form provided) and "make any and all 
necessary rules and regulations" for the maintenance of public 
worship, condition NO.3; that the Directors "shall maintain" public 
worship "in said church on each Sabbath, and an omission" of such 
worship "for one year in succession shall be deemed a breach of this 
condition," condition No. 9, in which case the title "shall revert" 
to IvIrs. Eddy, "her heirs and assigns forever, upon her entry upon 
said land and taking possession thereof for such breach," condition 
No. II; and that the Directors reconvey tl}e land and church to 
l\Irs. Eddy, "her heirs and assigns," if at any time" the Directors 
"shall determine that it is inexpedient" to maintain public worship 
in the church, condition No. 10. 

Condition No. 3 was annulled by kIGllIlal provisions shortly 
'If tel' the church was "completed"; for the Manual (which demanded 
Mrs. Eddy's approval of Readers, 1st ed., Sect. 2, p. 18; present ed., 
Sect. 4, p. 26, and whose each and every "rule and regulation" 
originated with her) was copyrighted in August, 1895, and the church 
was not completed until December 30th, 1894, when the first service 
was held (one week before the church was dedicated on January 
6th, 1895). Conditions Nos. 9 and 10 were never enforced by Mrs. 
Eddy during the four years after the transfer of services to the 
Extension in June, 1906, and her passing in December, 1910. May 
this not have been because Mrs. Eddy had already made provision 
in the main body of her Last "Will and Testament" in 1901 that the 
residue of her estate (including her prospective equity in the original 

(Collti,wed from page 57) 
August llth, 1909. r..lrs. Eddy requested the Board of Directors through her secretary 
to repeal the By-law (which the), hau adopted, but doubtless had not yet placed in the 
Manual). stating that "if The Mother Church is not read)' to establish and maintain 
a Christian Science resort for the sick, she [Mrs. Eddy] is willing to let this matter rest 
for the present and suggests that you vote on the repeal of the by-law providing for 
the same." Although this request for the repeal of the By·law was about a year and a 
half before Mrs. Eddy's passing. "the present" proved to be for all time, since no further 
mention was ever made of the matter during her presence with us. Thus a "resort for 
the so·called sick" was never authorized by God, J..[rs. Eddy, or the Manual, the latter 
of which Mrs. Eddy had declared a neCeSSal"y basis Cor its establishment; and as the 
Manual could Bot be amended after Mrs. Eddy's passing, her demand WaS a prohibition 
to its ever being established as a church activity. Therefore, this project rested under 
the higher prh'i1ege of ~frs. Eddy's elsewhere admonition which reads, " ... our present 
need [is] faith in God's disposal of events," My. 281:6. 



Mother Church after it was abandoned as a church) should be given 
to The l\'fother Church as "The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in 
Boston, Massachusetts"? 

Thus it can be seen why the second (financial) Deed of Trust, 
pertaining to the property of the Extension, given to the four 
Directors in 1903, Manual, p. 136, conveyed the Trust of ownership 
of the Extension with the expressed statement that the Trust was 
conveyed "not subject to the conditions" named in the first (finan. 
cial) Deed of Trust given to the four Directors in 1892. And it will 
also be seen by reference to the second Deed of Trust (Manual, 
p. 136) that the power of the Board of Directors to close the original 
Mother Church (as stated in condition No. 10 in the first Deed of 
Trust, Manual, p. 133) was never renewed in the second Deed o[ 
Trust, conveying property upon which the Extension was built. 
Hence the Board of Directors has no power to close the Extension 
under any conditions. 

A most vital point will be recog11ized in the fact that the second 
Deed of Trust, carrying financial responsibility for the property on 
which the Extension was built (Manual, p. 136), has but one all
important condition (called a "trust" in the Deed), entirely unlike 
any of the "conditions" in the first Deed of Trust, and that all
important condition is that the Deed of Trust ~vould be entirely 
voided if the By-laws of the iHallual were ever amended or annulled 
by the grantees, the Directors (to "annul" is "to destroy the force 
of"). This fact receives added importance in the Jiimlllal By-law 
entitled, "Designation of Deeds," Sect. 2, p. 102, which demanded 
that this voiding clause be placed in the several other Deeds (exe
cuted about the same time) conveying in trust to the four-member 
Board of Directors the remaining parcels of the property upon which 
the Extension was huilt. As also required in this By-law, these Deeds 
contained the following phrase at Mrs. Eddy's demand: "Mary Baker 
Eddy's Church, The Mother Church or The First Church of Christ, 
Scientist, in Boston, Mass.," thereby giving Mrs. Eddy the exclusive 
disposing right of the Extension property in her Last 'Will and 
Testanlent. 

It might be claimed that the Mallual has not been textually 
amended by the Board of Directors since fvhs. Eddy's passing, but no 
one could possibly claim that its most vital By-laws have not all been 
annulled ever since the Board of Directors, six months after Mrs. 
Eddy's passing, elected all of the officers of The Mother Church in 
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direct violation of the Manllal's emphatic provision that the Clerk 
and Treasurer of The Mother Church (together with extratleous 
officers, such as editors and manager of the Publishing Society, and 
the. general Publication Committee) could not be elected without 
"the consent of the Pastor Emeritlls given in her own handwriting," 
and that the President and Readers could not be elected witholil 
her approval (which also applied to the Christian Science lecturers). 
Thus the Board of Direttors perpetuated The Mother Church, 
despite the fact that Mrs. Eddy had dissolved it by her prohibitive 
By·laws in fulfillment of the prophecy of the "half a time" of medial 
j\Jotherhood, Rev. 12: '4. Mrs. Eddy's dissolution was to the end 
that Motherhood, Revelation twelfth chapter, might reach her 
bridal estate in fulfillment of Revelation twenty·first chapter, 

'When Jesus reached the position of fulfilling the prophecies of 
his crucifixion, he said to one of his disciples: "Thinkest thou that 
I cannot now pray to my Father, and He shall presently give me 
more than twelve legions of angels [beyond the number of the twelve 
angels at the gates of the City foursquare, thus beyond walled 
church)? But how then shall the scriptures be fulfilled, that thus 
it must be?" Matt. 26:53, M. So Mrs. Eddy undoubtedly realized 
that the prophecies between the twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse 
(The Mother Church) and the nineteenth chapter of the Apocalypse 
(typed by the Extension) must be fulfilled, which intervening chap
ters she characterized as "the fatal effects of trying to meet error 
with error [confusion with disobedience)," S. & H. 568:8, nntil the 
voice hom heaven should be heard saying, "Come out of her, my 
people, that ye be not partakers of her sins [of protracted disobedience 
under the guise of abject obedience to the parting commands of 
Motherhood in the Man1lal)," Rev. 18:'1, - the commands in the 
Manual having becl\ given to the end that the true nature of the 
Extension (Rev. 19:7-9) might be realized. 

In view of the prophesied disobedience of her church by the 
annil1ment of her By-laws, did not Ml'S. Eddy make such an annul
ment a condition for the voiding of the Deeds conveying property 
on which the Extension was built (Manllal, p. 137; Sect. 2, p. 102) 

with a full realization that the violation of this condition of the 
Deeds would release the property legally to "The First Church of 
ehtist, Scientist, in Boston, Mass." as her residuary legatee (or heir)? 
In othel' words, may not the inevitable (in fulfillment of prophecy) 
violation of the condition of the Deeds pertaining to the property 
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of the Extension have been foreseen by lvhs. Eddy as the means by 
which the Extension's church property would be freed from even 
the financial responsibility of legal ownership by the Board of 
Directors (Manual, Sect. 2, p. 75) after her passing, thus leaving it 
to "The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mass." for 
branch occupancy under the law of the State when that church should 
self-see its spiritual necessity to revert to its original Branch-idea? 

This church was her natural church heir, inasllluch as HThe First 
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, lI,oIass." in its First Organization 
founded on Jesus as Life, iVlalltwl, p. 17, was the only Christian 
Science church of which she was ever a member. And since her 
discovery of Christian Science was as the "divine laws of Life, Tn,lh, 
and Love," S. & H. 107:2,3, was she not necessarily forced to dissolve 
the church founded on Life in order to progressively found a church 
on Truth (The Mother Church), and likewise was she not forced 
to dissolve the church founded on Truth (in her Manual By-laws 
at the time of her passing) in order to progressively found a church 
on Love, as was the Extension - the Extension thus elubracing the 
full measure of her revelation of Life, Truth, and Love as her initial 
revelation of Science in her own consciousness even ,vhen she was a 
basic ll1clnber of this church in its First Organization? 

In connection with this line of thought, it is interesting that 
Mrs. Eddy's second Deed of Trust (recorded in the Manual, pp. 
136-138) conveying its portion of the property of the Extension to 
the Board of Directors was to the original four in number and not 
five Directors, despite the fact that the fifth Director was added in 
the very first Manual of 1903 (the 28th ed.) and her Deed of Trust 
was not given until March, 1903. Inasmuch as the Mall/lals were 
published about the first of each year, it would naturally follow that 
she had already appointed the fifth Director before giving her Deed 
of Trust to the four in number. 'Vas not this in line with uniting 
the two Deeds of Trust in their financial or property phases only 
ulltil the Directors' legal ownership was fulfilled (Mallual, Sect. 2, 

1'·75)1 
In view of these facts which reveal The Mother Church as "The 

First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mass." to be Mrs. Eddy's 
legal church heir, as residuary legatee under the ''''ill of Mary Baker 
Eddy this church also should legally inherit the original Mother 
Church as an embraced Mother's Room, in line with Mrs. Eddy'S 
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significant pattern in the first and second Concord Branches, each 
embracing a l'viother's Room. 

Also as the residuary legatee under l'vIrs. Eddy's Will, "The First 
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, l'I'Iass." should inherit under 
her Will all of l\Irs. Eddy's copyrights to her writings until they 
respectively expire, the publication of which writings it could place 
with any agency of its choice - perhaps the Publishing Society as its 
direct agent. The copyrights of all of the early editions of Sciellce 
alld Health have expired without being renewable, including that 
of the fiftieth edition, which expires this year, 19'16, thus auto
matically becoming the property of the world as are all the former 
editions, to be published by anyone who should care to do so. 

In fact, the renewal of the copyright on the 1906 edition of 
Sciellce and Health, which was obtained in 193'1 by Josiah E. Fernald, 
is highly questionable. A written opinion has been secured from a 
most reputable legal authority on copyrights to the effect that no 
copyrights on Sciellce alld Health could be renewed after the passing 
of Dr. Ebenezer J. Foster-Eddy, Mrs. Eddy's adopted son, who passed 
on before the 1934 "renewal" was obtained for the copyright on the 
1906 edition of Sciellce alld Health; for the reason that if a 'Vill 
exists, no one but the surviving husband (or wife), the children, 
or the Executor named under the 'Vill could legally renew a copy
right, and both of Mrs. Eddy's children (one "natural" and the 
other adopted) had passed on, as well as her Executor, Honorable 
Henry M. Baker. The Court appointed an Administrator, Josiah E. 
Fernald, to succeed the deceased Executor, but an Administrator has 
not the rights of an Executor (who is chosen by the devisor of a 'Vill). 

An investigation of the Court's construction of the right of an 
Administrator to renew copyrights when he has been appointed by 
the Court to take the place of an Executor who had passed on before 
his executorship in the disposition of the estate had been completed 
shows that it has never been definitely decided by a Court. However, 
it is said to be a legal fact that an Administrator so appointed could 
not renew copyrights after he had completed the administration of 
the estate. Josiah E. Fernald "closed his final account [as Adminis
trator] March 26, 191<1," according to the Register of the Court of 
Probate for the County of Merrimack in New Hampshire. Despite 
this fact, as previously stated, past Administrator Josiah E. Fernald 
renewed the copyright on the 1906 edition of Science alld Health 
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in 1934 - twenty years after his discharge by the Court from further 
duties as an Administrator. 

To quote from the written opinion by the copyright expert: 
"'\ihen the time came to apply for l'enewal of the 1906 copyright 
there was really no one legally entitled to renew. The fact is, how
ever, that 1\-11'. Fernald went through the form of renewing and 
assigning to the trustees [under the "Will]. He was the only one who 
had any pretense of right. vVhile he was not executor under the 
will of MaIY Baker Eddy, the author, he was appointed in lieu of 
the executor and in a sense is a substitute executor. The controlling 
fact, however, is that he was appointed by the court and not by Mary 
Baker Eddy, and the statute does not authorize such a person to 
renew ... It is my very definite opinion that the 1906 renewal of 
copyright was invalid and that that copyright has legally terminated." 

In this connection, it might be added that the copyrights of 1894 
and 1901 were properly renewed by Dr. Ebenezer J . Foster-Eddy, 
who, however, passed on shortly before the time to renew the 1906 
copyright, which expired in 193'1. The renewals for the copyrights 
of 1894 and 1901 expire in 1950 and 1957, respectively, at which 
time these editions also will become the property of the world, since 
copyrights can be renewed only once. (The expiration of the copy
rights of all of Mrs. Eddy's other writings than Science and Health, 
including the Manual, fall into the same category in regard to the 
impossibility of their renewals, with the possible exception of The 
First Chm"ch of Christ, Scientist, and Miscellany, initially published 
in 1913 by the Trustees under the Will of Mary Baker G. Eddy.) 

Inasmuch as Mrs. Eddy previously had always copyrighted her 
editions at the time any extensive changes were made, irrespective 
of the date of her last copyright (as for instance her copyrights taken 
out on Science and Health in 1875, 1878, 1881, 1883, 1885, 1890, 
1894, 1901, and 1906, despite the fact that copyrights run for 28 
years), does not the fact that she did not copyright her Science and 
Health after 1906 show that her last great illuminations lifted her 
textbook beyond the power of law or chtll"ch to bind? This circum
stance is particularly noteworthy because Mrs. Eddy'S changes in 
Science and Health after 1906, during a period of four years before 
her passing, included additions of great spiritual import and myriads 
of progressive changes of text covering the whole range of her text
book. In other words, did not her last illuminations in Science and 
Health beyond the limits of church universalize Science and Health? 
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It is interesting to note in this connection that all of her last 
and highest statements (other than those in Science and Health) 
were directed to the world through its own channels and not to 
church, as evidenced by the headings of her articles in Miscellany, 
notably: "The Significance of Christmas," New York World (P.259); 
"What Christmas Means to Me," The Ladies' Home Journal (p. 
261); "A Word in Defence," Boston Hemld, i\Jay 5, Ig00 (p. 264); 
"Christian Science Thanks," Boston Globe, November 2g, 1900 (p. 
264); "Insnfficient Freedom," New York World, December, Ig00 
(p, 266); "Christian Science and the Times," Concord (N. H.) 
Mrnitrr, lIlly, Ig02 (p. 266); "Heaven," New York American, 
Febrnary, 1905 (p. 267); "prevention and Cure of Divorce," Boston 
Herald, M'lrch 5, 1905 (p. 268); "Harvest," The IndejJendent, 
November, Ig06 (p. 269); "Mrs. Eddy Describes her Human Ideal," 
The EWlling hess, Grand Rapids, Mich., August, Ig07 (p. 271); 
"Youth and Young Manhood," CosmojJolitan, November, 1907 (p. 
272); "Mrs. Eddy Sends Thanks," Boston Herald, April, Ig08 
(p. 274); "Universal Fellowship," MilllleajJolis (Minn.) News (p. 
275); "Mrs. Eddy's Own Denial that She is Ill," New York Herald 
(p. 275); "Politics," Boston Post, November, 1908 (p. 276); "Other 
Ways than by War," Boston Herald, :March, 18g8 (p. 277); "How 
Strife may be Stilled," Boston Globe, December, 1904 (p. 278); 
"Practise the Golden Rule," Boston Globe, August, 1905 (p. 281). 

Returning to the main subject of the three Deeds of Trust, the 
third Deed of Twst th'lt was left after Mrs. Eddy's passing is the 
irrevocable Deed of Trust to the Trustees of the Publishing Society, 
which (as previously presented) was bereft on her passing of its 
ability to p\lblish anything but the Christian Science Q lIarterly, 
together with past volumes of the Sentinel, the JOllrnnl, J)er Herold, 
and the Monitor, either bound or in single copies, froill which tracts 
and pamphlets could be published or distributed. As a practical 
expansion of the authority conveyed in this Deed, the Publishing 
Society could have published Science and Health and all of Mrs. 
Eddy's other writings by agreement with the Board of Directors as 
Trustees under the Will of Mary Bake\" G. Eddy. This statement is 
based on the fact that such a contract between the Trustees of the 
Publishing Sodety and the Board of Directors was in existence 
shOl·tly before 'Iud during the Litigation, as will be seen by the title 
page in Mrs. Eddy's books published during that time. These title 
pages read, "Published by The Christian Science Publishing Society 
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for th~ Trustees under the Will of 'Mary Bak,er G .. EddY," \\I)d 1100t 
mereLy "Publ~shed by the Tr\lstees u\Hkl' the Will of Mary lMke.r 
C. Eddy" as at p\'eseqt. li W<lS said til'lt this. Co!1tQCt wa~ of tw"nty 
y,,'!l:S,' d\lra(ion. ~t wal terminated O\\\y Q.Xthe, ~dhl.~\nl"\1\s i\\~i,de\\t 
llpon th~ conclusion of the Litiga\iol1. Thu,s it i,1 seen that S,UC\l 
a.n 'lna,nge\nent, by the Board of Directors, Was. dee1l1ed cOl11Patible, b;y 
thew with their responsibilities as TruSt~"s. WIde, tlW Will of M'I\"Y 
Baker G, Eddy .. 

Had the Board of Directors and the Trustees of the P11blishing 
Society immediately after J'vIrs. Eddy's passing gon,G b.efo)ie, <\ Court 
of Equity, \mder whose ju6sdiction their Deed~ of Tru~t solely 
rested, and (in loyalty to Mrs, Eddy and the !I;f(\!l1/IlI) pJe"de,d tile 
cause of M'rs. Eddy's prohibitions of the .(\1amwl pro"iding for t.l,w 
dissolution of The Mother Clwrch after her passing, and Hke"'\sf' 
the dissolution of the amendrnents of the lI;fa/ltwl which interlocked 
their Deeds of TnlSt, thel'e is no dOl\bt b\lt th"t the, COUl't w011\(1 
have decided in favor of the release Of these Deeds of Tnls\ h:om 
their subs.ervience to the Manual i\l fulfilment of Mts. Eddy's ll:!{W.II~1 
provisions for such release after her passing. Th us. the Collrt ,~ould 
doubtless have permitted the continw\Uce of their resp.ectiv~legal 
Deeds of Trust within the limits of their then leg~1 ~O)lfines (a~ the 
Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts did without tlwlimits o,f 
their legal confines), which would have precl\lded any in\!olvement 
of the church with these Deeds, as. ill the subsequent Litigation 
several years therealter. However, beca\lSe both the 130{\\'d of l,)ile" 
tors and the Trus.tees of the Publishi1lg Socit'M \!iolated the Mm1llql 
after 1111'S. Eddy's passing and in th~ sl\Psequeut Litigation pleaded 
to be allowed discretion to continue t.o violate the M~nual, the 
prophecy of Isaiah W<lS rcnewedly fulfilled: "Alld judgll1el1t is turned 
away backward, and justice standeth "fin off, for truth is fallen in 
the street, and equity cannot enter," Isa. 50: \4. 

Tl'llly it can be said that the present situation typifies the "false" 
warfare of disobedience exhibited by the Revelator in the thirteenth 
through the eighteenth chapters of Revelation, S. & H. 568:5-12. The 
Litigation itself was a proof of the painful necessity of righting this 
wrong, and each subsequent day has added its complexities to the 
inevit"ble demand for the triumph of right over wrong; for Supreme 
Court decisions (either State or Federal) are subject to reversal, 
even by the Courts themselves. 

As a further evidence of "God's disposal of events" in the OJ'derly 
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relinquishment of Motherhood, although the Readers of The Mother 
Church were elected for three years (and could not be elected with
out l\Irs. Eddy's approval), and all the other officers were elected 
for one year only, the expiration of each and all of their respective 
terms occurred simultaneously in June, 1911, six months after Mrs. 
Eddy's passing,O thus indicating the spiritual nature of the Manual 
in its provision for the harmonious dissolution of The Mother 
Church. This provision needed no aid of human adjustment to 
accomplish the divine disposal of The Mother Church in its reversion 
to its basic Branch-idea. 

In line with the "glorious results" of the "true warfare" typified 
in the twelfth chapter of Revelation, S. & H. 568:5-12, Mrs. Eddy 
spiritually relinquished Motherhood in the Word of Science and 
Health and Motherhood in the church at the same time in 1903 
when she forbade the future use of the word "Mother" in the 
Manual (Art. XXII, Sect. I), which she had previously defended to 
herself solely, making its use a cause for extreme discipline when 
used as an appellation for anyone else except where the human tie 
warranted it. She shortly followed this by removing the name 
"Mother" in large mosaics at the door of the Mother's Room in The 
Mother Church and substituting her name as Leader therefor, and 
at the dedication of the Extension calling the church's attention to 
the fact that, "The room of your Leader remains in the beginning 
of this edifice ... ," My. 6: 19. These removals of Motherhood in 
the Word of Science and Health and the Church Manual took place 
before the laying of the corner-stone of the Extension on Mrs. Eddy's 
birthday, July 16th (in 1904). Motherhood commands obedience 
before the child understands the reasons for such command; while 
leadership demands co-operative understanding of its followers, as 
evidenced by Mrs. Eddy's injunction, " ... follow your Leader only 
so far as she follows Christ" (Message 1901, p. 34:25), thus implying 
intelligent understanding on the part of her following. But her 
students called her "Mother" to the time of her passing, showing a 
lack of understanding of her spiritual meanings. 

In 1909 (one year before her passing), in a controversy between 
a branch church and the Board of Directors (as recorded in Miscel-

• That the Readers' term of office expired in June, 1911, can be proved by the 
change of the Readers' names in the second issue of the 1911 Manual: likewise that the 
first member of the Board of Directors passed on in 1912 can be proved by the elimina· 
tion of the name of Stephen A. Chase (both Treasurer and Director) in the 1913 
Manual. 
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lany, pp. 358-360), Mrs. Eddy publicly relinquished her Leadership 
to her "written and published rules" (which meant her Afanual) 
when she said: " ... I hereby publicly declare that I am not per
sonally involved in the affairs of the church in any other way than 
through my written and published rules ... ," :My. 359:8-11. But 
the controversy afterwards forced her personal Leadership into its 
settlement (My. 360:7-27), and this action, perhaps, was a great 
factor in the necessity for her passing, in the sense of showing that 
despite the fact that the Board of Directms were then (contrary to 
their position after her passing) duly qualified under the Manual to 
receive and ,-eject applicants for membership in The Mother Church 
~nd eject members therefrom (hence her "Notice," lVly. 358:29-15), 
the church refused to accept the relinquishment of her personal 
Leadership (Manual, p. 72: 19-24) so long as she was with us. This 
was prophesied in principle by Jesus' statement concerning the need 
of his own passing: "It is expedient for you that I go away: for if I 
go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you" (John 16:7)
this Comforter being the power the written '-Vord above the spoken 
'-Vord, for he immediately defined the Comforter as "the Spirit of 
truth" that would "guide [lead] you into all truth" as an inner 
consciousness, beyond his personal leadership, John 16: 13. 



]'\'fOTHER-IN-LAW VERSUS SPIRITUAL MOTHER 

The pamphlet entitled, "Permanency of The Mother Church" 
(later revised and reissued under the title, "Permanency of The 
Mother Church and Its Manual"), shows how despairingly the Board 
of Directors recognized at the time of Mrs. Eddy's passing the fact 
that they had no further authority under the Mallual, as evidenced 
by the opinions of the law firms which sought to legally solve a 
spiritual problem. This booklet also incorporates a most imploring 
letter from Mrs. Eddy urging the Directors never to abandon the 
By-laws of The Mother Church, which she had so arranged that 
not a wheel of its institutional functions could turn without her 
approval or her approval "in her own handwriting." In the same 
letter, she made an uninterpreted statement to the effect that "the 
teachings of St. Paul are as useful today as when they were first 
written," leaving the Directors to interpret this warning in the light 
of their own knowledge of St.Paul's statements applicable to any 
alternative to her importunate plea for obedience to the By·laws. 

Do not St. Paul's state111ents: "Dare any of you, having a I1latter 
against another, go to law before the unjust [the uninitiate in 
Christian Science), and not before the saints?" (I Cor. 6: 1), and, 
"For "the law luade nothing perfect, but the bringing in of a better 
hope did; by the which we draw nigh unto God" (Hebr. 7: 19), show 
clearly that spiritual problems must be solved through spiritual 
means, to which spiritual problems material laws could never do 
justice, as evidenced by !lIIs. Eddy's presentation of the superiority 
of spiritual law over material law in a sinlilar church situation: 
"The land, and the church standing on it, must be conveyed through 
a type representing the true nature of the gift; a type morally and 
spiritually inalienable, but materially questionable - even after the 
manner that all spiritual good comes to Christian Scientists, to the 
end of taxing their faith in God, and their adherence to the superior
ity of the claims of Spirit over matter or merely legal titles," Mis. 
140 :3. 

Mrs. Eddy says, "Science renders 'unto C",sar the things which 
are C",sar's; and unto God the things that are God's: "S. & H . .')40: 17. 
Mrs. Eddy certainly did this when she established the church and its 
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Manual upon a wholly spiritual basis, placing each footstep of 
church upon its particular (progressive) phase of the trinity of Life, 
Truth, and Love, and each and every Deed of Trust and her personal 
Last 'Vill and Testament under the "laws of the land," which laws 
she says that "Christian Science cannot annul nor make void," My. 
219:21. These Deeds included the financial Deed of Trust to the 
Board of Directors, the commercial Deed of Trust to the Trustees of 
the Publishing Society, and the Deed conveying to the Board of 
Directors real estate for the use of the FiTSt Reader of The ~<fother 
Church, - each and all featured in "Permanency of The Mother 
Church and Its Manual." The word "commercial" is used in can· 
nection with the Deed of Trust to the Publishing Society upon Mrs. 
Eddy's own authority when she refused (0 allow the publishing 
house to be built next to the then prospective original Mother 
Church edifice, even though it was to be a different style of archi· 
tecture, under a different roof, and whose only shared facility with 
the prospective church was to be the heating system, stating that, 
"I am confident that all loyal Christian Scientists will gladly con· 
secrate our church to a nl0re dignified end, than an exchange, or a 
place for business bickerings, bag and baggagel" October Journal, 
1892, p. 274. A picture of this then proposed church and Publishing 
Society edifice appeal's in the March, 1892, Journal, and also an 
article entitled, "Description of Church Edifice and Publishing 
Bouse," Pl" 514, 515. 

It is this intermixture of Cresar (the laws of the land) and God 
(the divinely inspired By.laws of the Manllal) which has caused all 
the prophesied "sea" of confusion out of which the "seat" of "great 
authority" was prophesied to be established after Mrs. Eddy's passing 
in the final "half a time" of Motherhood, Rev. 12: 14; 13: 1,2. In the 
booklet, "Permanency of The Mother Church and Its Manual," 
Deeds of Trust, Mrs'. Eddy's Will, Deed to property, and so on, with 
their own particular phraseology of "perpetual," "forever," and so 
on, have been injected into church when each and everyone of these 
legal instruments was executed and placed under the law outside of 
chllr~h so as to be subject entirely to legal jurisdiction. Such legal 
jurisdiction certainly is below the Spirit which motivated an un· 
chartered church founded upon spiritual values of Truth and Love, 
as well as Manual provisions whidl were given by divine guidance 
and thus in no sense are subject to the laws and decisions of men, 
~orning, therefore, solely under St. Paul's saying: "Dare any of you, 
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having a matter against another, go to law before the unjust [the 
uninitiate in Christian Science], and not before the saints?" I Cor. 
6: I. It is the attempted intermixture of such formal words as "per
petual" and "forever," which appear in all legal deeds of conveyance 
and deeds of trust, with the Mallual's spiritual provisions that cre
ated the "sea" of confusion. 

As self-evidence that the words "forever" and "perpetual" used 
in all deeds of trust are merely intended as legal bindings and have 
no reference whatsoever to time, the financial Deed of Trust given 
the Bom·d of Directors made provision for its own dissolution in the 
event that the church property was not occupied "each Sabbath ... 
for one year in succession," whereupon the property was to revert 
to Mrs. Eddy, her heirs and assigns "forever," Manual, p. '33. Also 
the irrevocable Deed of Trust given to the Trustees of the Publish
ing Society, demanding that they would perform their duties on 
their own responsibility, was amended and made possible of annul
ment by a superimposed J'rIanual provision which empowered the 
Board of Directors as an outside (of the Deed) agency to elect (with 
the consent of Mrs. Eddy "given in her own handwriting," Manual, 
Sect. 4, p. 80) the editors for the periodicals published by the Pub· 
lishing Society. vVhen the Board of Directors refused to elect the 
editors during the Litigation, it was held by the Board of Directors 
that the Trustees could not function because of the Trustees' power
lessness to elect editors, despite the "perpetual" Deed of Trust of the 
Publishing Society; and the majority of the Christian Scientists re
fused to support the periodicals, while those who did were charac
terized as disloyal Christian Scientists. 

In any ordinary property deed, such as the one conveying to the 
Board of Directors the property for the home of the First Reader of 
The lIIother Church "forever," all deeds guarantee their title to 
their beneficiaries, their heirs, executors, admi'nistrators, or assigns 
"forever," despite the fact that such beneficiaries may convey the 
property the same day to someone else "forever." Thus "forever" 
is not used as a time element but is merely a legal term for binding 
"hard and fast" the heirs, executors, et cetera, lest the deed might 
legally be construed as conveying merely the grantor's life interest 
only. 

"Forever'· and "perpetual" were utterly inconsistent with the 
sph·itual provisions of the Manual, that established the limits of The 
Mother Church and all of its activities in the yielding of Motherhood 



to the exclusive reign of the '~Iord as Bride, My. 125:26, upon which 
the branches were founded and allowed to progress through the 
vVord's ascending and descending footsteps, untrammeled by The 
Mother Church necessities in fulfilling its medial mission as founded 
on "the Rock [symbol of 'Truth: S. & H. 593: 18], Christ:' Manual, 
p. 19. So the permanency of spiritual Motherhood as embraced idea 
has been turned to the impermanency of law and has thus become a 
"mother-in-law" only, whose officers are all under law and not Spirit. 

The booklet in its first issue entitled, "Permanency of The 
Mother Church:' was not published until several years after the 
Litigation, whose legal decision has been used to perpetuate the 
violation of each and every By-law of the Mallual pertaining to The 
Mother Church - resulting not only in a worse state than their mere 
abandonment (contrary to Mrs. Eddy's importunate plea) would 
occasion, but in the dishonest position of claiming to obey these 
By-laws in spite of their violation under the Mallual. If it could be 
realized by the church that each and every function of The lI-Iother 
Church is being performed under the authority of the law in viola
tion of the provisions of the Mallual and contrary to Mrs. Eddy's 
spiritual demands upon church, it would be clearly seen that such a 
course of action charges Mrs. Eddy with a colossal mistake and dis
honors not only her leadership, but God, upon vVhom Mrs. Eddy 
constantly relied for spiritual guidance, for she says on a flyleaf of 
the Mallual: "The Rules and By-Laws in the Manual ... were im
pelled by a power not one's own .... " Thus the Mallual was in 
reality her spiritual "Last \Vill and Testament" for her church. 

The booklet, "Permanency of The Mother Church and Its 
Manual," has partaken of the confusion which has arisen from the 
mixture of outer legal documents with the spiritual provision of the 
l'tJanual in the sense that it has in one instance, on the inside of its 
front cover, declared that The Mother Church was founded by 
Mary Baker Eddy in 1879, and in another instance has stated, on 
page 27, that The lI-Iother Church was instituted by the Deed of 
Trust dated September 1st, 1892. This statement in the latter in
stance was made despite the fact that this Deed of Trust ullder the 
law was given to the Board of Directors for the express purpose of 
keeping the church intact from the law, under which the Deed 
rested, as previously presented. 

\·Vhen pictures are drawn of The Mother Church as being essen
tial to the growth and even the mere existence of the branches (as 



in the latest edition of the booklet just mentioned), epitomized by 
the question often asked, "How could there be a branch without a 
parent vine or treer" - it can be stated with every opportunity of 
proof from the listings of the chutches at the back of the old journals 
(for instance, see August journal, 188g) that there were many, many 
inCOl"porated and unincotporated branch churches during the First 
Organization of the Boston church which had no connection what
soever with the Boston church other than through the Word of 
Science and Health, and these branches continued to multiply in 
number after the Boston church had ceased to exist between the 
years 188g and 18gu ~ its legal charter never again having been 
utilized after its dissolution. 

During the First Organization of the Boston church, when there 
were many other branches, all churches were on an equal footing 
with the Boston Branch; but none were required or even expected 
to adopt its limitations (as being formed merely to "comrnemorate 
the word and works of onr Master, which should reinstate primitive 
Christianity and its lost element of healing," Manual, p. 17), for it 
was Ilot until the Boston church was I-eady to dissolve its organiza
tion in the period of the dissolution of the Massachusetts J\{eta
physical College in October, 188g, that its Constitution and By-laws 
were published in the jOllmal (August, 188g) with the statement 
that any branch which desired to follow its pattern was permitted 
to do so (thus expressing its own limits if accepting this privilege). 
Compare this fact with the branches' being refused this permission 
uuder the Second Organization of the Boston church as being 
"disastrous to Christian Science," ..I'ia.nualJ p. 71, since it would have 
caused the branches to share the mission of travailing Motherhood 
a'nd thus the ,Vord as Bride would have had no earthly expression, 
even iE potential only, for Mrs. Eddy limited The Mother Church 
only "in some degree" to reflect "the Church Universal and Tri
um\)hant," jv[anual, p. Ig. 

\Vhile The Mother Church was always forbidden to touch the 
branches in any way, the Manllal at one time admonished the 
bt'anches to be "united in wo\'(l and in deed to help one another." 
This Christian provision (68th 1I1ml"al, p. 7g) was removed from 
the sixty-ninth Manllal, in Ig08, and the branches went on to the 
more scientific position of individual self-unity as expressed in the 
By-law which forbade their having any contact or cOlntllunication 
,,,lith each other, except on Inatters pertaining to State laws, not 



church, as in our present Manllal, Art. XXIII, Sect. 1, second para
graph. Therefore, neither The Mother Church, the Directors 
(nnder their financial Deed of Trust, which survived the demanded 
dissolution of The Mother Chutch ~ not under the Manual, but 
under their own legal Deed of Trust), nor any branch church or 
churches has or have any right to help bl-anch churches financially 
Or Otherwise (other than each branch sustaining itself) under the 
present Manual. 

By this (subsequently removed) Christian provision in the 
Manual for uniting "in word and in deed to help one another," the 
branches were shown at that time to be like ideas in a family inter
relationship; and so Mrs. Eddy permitted them collective church 
expression. for it then took all three of their allotted mottoes (only 
one being allowed each branch, :My. 213:27'2) to expre$s the Bride
idea collectively. As an instance, under this regime the first church 
in Chicago built itself by its own innet resources, and after its dedica· 
tion financially helped the second church there to build and dedicate 
its church, thereafter the first and second churches helped the third, 
and so on (branch church members being forced to transfer their 
membership to, anel new applicants being forced to join, the 
churches in their respective residential disu-icts), but The Mother 
Church, never! for it waS set apart under the "'Iuullal as "unique." 
Under the present provision of the Manllal forbidding branch 
association, however, each branch church is "supreme within its 
own domain" objectively as well as subjectively and tints llnwonhy 
of a church edifice which its own thought--structure could not build 
and dedicate. 

The entire thought·sttucture of the Christian Science Manllal 
has been changed since Mrs. Eddy's passing and its thought"values 
entirely lost in these changes. So it will be found that branch church 
members, even though literally put "out of the synagogues," cannot 
solve their problem individually until collectivity becomes llnivel-
sally individual. Hence continued efforts are increasingly essential 
to awaken the church to the richness of its prophetic and fulfilled 
(by Mrs. Eddy) divine heritage for these branch church members' 
own release from responsibility. as well as such release for the branch 
church itself. The world will never reach peace except tIltough 
church fulfillmeIlt. In other words, until church is completed both 
spiritually and edificially in collective consciousness. no one can take 
to the world that which meets its needs beyond chUl'Ch. Only com· 
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pie ted church could possibly flow out to the world in fulfillment of 
Isaiah's prophecy: "For thou shalt break forth on the right hand 
and on the left; and thy seed shall inherit the Gentiles, and make 
the desolate cities to be inhabited" (Isa. 54:3) - the branches bear
ing the same relationship to the world as the children of Israel did 
to the Gentiles. 

It is said in "Permanency of The Mother Church and Its 
Manual," p. 25, that applicants for membership enter the branches 
as "soldiers," with expectation of being "gassed" in the conflicts of 
the church (the members of branch churches having been character
ized in this saIne article as "sinners" in the following words, If ••• 

mortals need church because they are sinners," p. 23). Is not this 
the very "disaster" of which Mrs. Eddy forewarned in the Mallual 
when she made the necessities of The Mother Church "unique," 
Mallual, p. 71, for the Bible had prophesied only Christian warfare 
as the travail of The Mother Church in lifting "primitive Chris
tianity," which says, "Think not that I am come to send peace on 
earth: I caIne not to send peace, but a sword," rVlalt. 10:34, to its 
scientific Christianity, which finds its crown in heaven and only its 
cross on earth - earth as "compound idea" (S. & H. 585:8) of earth 
and heaven being the habitation of the Bride. Thus Mrs. Eddy 
called the original Mother Church (founded on Truth) "the cross," 
and its Hexcelsior extension," "the crown," 1\-1)'. 6: 17. She further 
says of the mission of The i\Iother Church in its ascending course 
from priluitive warring Christianity to its crown of heavenly peace 
(where "mother [at last) finds her home and heavenly rest," Mis. 
389): "From first to last The Mother Church seemed type and 
shadow of the warfare between the flesh and Spirit ... ," Plll. 20: 14. 
Is it not the legal attempt to place the branches ill the same position 
as The l\Iother Church in violation of the Mallual that has made 
the branches accept such a warring fate for themselves as that pre
sented in the above-mentioned pamphlet. This superimposed limi
tation of Motherhood on the branches (contrary to the Mallual) has 
turned the entire organization back to warring "prill1itive Chris~ 
tianity," which even the heavenly warfare of The Mother Church 
had eschewed in its mission of world healing to the degree of its 
possibility. 

'Vas not the statement of the mission of the First Organization 
of the Boston church (founded in 1879) that was placed on the in
side of the front cover of the Quarterly for the first time in April, 
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1923 (thirteen years after l\Irs. Eddy left us in person), instead of 
the mission of the Second Organization (founded in 1892) a con
tinued manifestation of the original drag-on confusion which in 
1910 impelled the attempt to disobediently preserve an outgrown 
church design, and later, upon being challenged, appeal to law to 
sustain it. This confusion of the missions of the First Organization 
and the Second Organization was nlQst serious, since the First Organ~ 
ization demanded primitive Christianity and individual healing, 
expressed in the following language, <I ••• to comlnClnorate the 
word and works of our Master, which should reinstate primitive 
Christianity and its lost element of healing [for primitive Chris
tianity as presented by Jesus healed only individualsJ," JHanllal, p. 
17, and the mission of the Second Organization demanded world 
healing instead of individual healing, " ... designed to be built on 
the Rock, Christ; ... healing and saving the world ... ," Manllal, 

P·19· 
This notice even now appears as the sole mission of The Mother 

Church and the branches on both the inside of the front cover of 
"Permanency of The Mother Church and Its Manual" as well as on 
the inside of the back cover of the Quay/er/y. During Mrs. Eddy's 
presence with us, Science and Health and her other writings were 
always listed on the inside of the front cover of the Quarterly and 
remained in this position until October, l!:)lS, when this list was 
relegated to the outside of the back cover of the Quarterly and 
"Explanatory Note" and "Lessons for the Quarter" took its place. 

Even Mrs. Eddy as initial Pastor and a charter member of the 
First Organization of the Boston church could not sustain it as 
founded on mere commemoration of Jesus in his first coming as the 
demonstrator of Life as Fatherhood - "As Elias presented the idea 
of the fatherhood of God ['Father' being defined by Mrs. Eddy as 
possessing only one quality of the trinity, 'Life,' S. &: H. 586:9J, which 
Jesus afterwards manifested ... ," S. &: H. 562:3-5. Hence cruci
fixion, resurrection, and ascension were within her pale of revelation 
only as commemorative facts of Life upon which to build her revela
tion of Truth as the second appearing of Jesus, Ret. 7°:20-22, which 
the ascended Jesus prophesied as the Gockrowned ·Woman crowned 
'with twelve stars of generic being, Rev. 12:1, whose ~'Iotherhood 
phase would bring forth Jesus as her man child (S. &: H. 565:6-11) 
in his second coming as Truth - Mary having brought him forth in 
his first coming as Life as an infant son. Thus Mrs. Eddy, having 
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placed it on the commemorative foundation of Jesus as Life, made 
her first Boston organization so subject to the molestation of other 
Christian churches, who were founded on a like basis, that she "was 
forced to dissolve it for the following reasons, expressed in her own 
words: " ... I saw that the crisis had come when much time and 
attention must be given to defend this church from the envy and 
molestation of other churches, and from the danger to its members 
which must always lie in Christian warfare," Ret. 44: 19-23' Hence 
when she organized the Second Organization of the Boston church 
on "the Rock, Christ [Truth]," she placed it where its life (Life) 
was" 'hid with Christ [Truth] in God,' ... where human sense 
hath not seen man," S. &: H. 325: 17-19. 

'Was it not inevitable that the present replacing of the Boston 
church on the commemorative foundation of Jesus in his first coming 
as Life (thereby denying his reappearing as Christ, Truth) would 
bring about the reactive results of permitting Christianity to again 
overshadow the Science of Christianity as Truth? - outer com
nlemoration deadening the al'dor of inner utilization, and vicarious 
Christianity becoming the back pull on Science. 

In line with these changes that were made after Mrs. Eddy's 
passing, it is significant to note that to the heading "Present Order 
of Services in The Mother Church" on page 120 of the Manllal was 
added the words "and Branch Churches" in the first Manllal of 1911 

(as this heading now appears). From Mrs. Eddy's omission of the 
branches from this heading in the Manllal as she left it (and persis
tently theretofore), it will be seen how absolutely Mrs. Eddy left the 
branch churches to their own self-government, even in the choice 
of their order of services. The same three words "and Branch 
Churches" were also added to the heading "Order of Exercises for 
the Sunday School of The l\·lother Church," Manual, p. 127, after 
l\ofrs. Eddy's passing.- While Mrs. Eddy included both the branch 
churches and The Mother Church in the heading for the Thanks
giving Day Service, lHall1ll1l, p. 123, this was doubtless in deference 
to national demand upon all churches - symbolically speaking, 
Nation being a spiritual call beyond church, which demanded an 
exception as indicated by the requirement that the testimonies at 
this special Service be "appropriate for the [national] occasion," 
Manllal, p. 124. 

This omission by Mrs. Eddy of the words "and Branch Churches" 
in the heading for the order of regu lar services in The Mother 



Church is in keeping with the statement that she makes in the 
Manual under the By-law entitled, "For The Mother Church Only": 
"The Church Manual of The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in 
Boston, lIlass., ... is adapted to The Mother Church only," 
klanllal, Sect. I, p. 104. The startling meaning of this statement is 
seen in the fact that Mrs. Eddy even in her ordination of the Bible 
and Science and Health as the only Pastor over The Mother Church 
does not include the branches (M.anllal, Art. XIV, Sect. I, p. 58) -
not that she indicated any other plan for the branches, but she 
leaves them to follow the spirit of the ordination by their own free 
choice "in sound with" The Mother Church Manual but not by 
demahd thereof. This is just as she left their footsteps to them in 
their spiritual compliance with the requirement for four members 
of The Mother Church in the formation of their churches (Manllal, 
Sect. 7, Pl'. 72, 73) when The Mother Church had ceased to be after 
her passing, for Mrs. Eddy made provision in the Mallllal for the 
continuance of only the branches in the event of the relinquishment 
of her Leadership: "If the Pastor Emeritus, Mrs. Eddy, should 
relinquish her place as the head or Leader of The Mother Chmch 
of Christ, Scientist, each branch church shall continue its present 
form of government in consonance with The Mother Church 
:Nfanual," Af.anualJ p. 72: 19-2(1. "Consonance" lueans con-) together, 
+ S0110) sound - in sound with, or spiritually elnbracing; but not in 
obedience to, as was required of The Mother Church. On the other 
hand, Mrs. Eddy forbade continuance of The Mother Church under 
the direct requirements of the Manllal. 

"In consonance with" is illuslTated by the pictorial window in 
the original Mother Church (previously described) which portrayed 
the man child, typing the Branch, with his left arm embracing the 
lion, symbolizing the Manllal as a moral code, and the detached 
grapevine branch on his right shoulder, typing, /lAnd the govern
ment shall be upon his [own] shoulder," Isa. 9:6. 

In the January, 1896, JOllrnal (when Mrs. Eddy personally super
vised the JOllrnal, as previously presented), p. 439, the editor called 
the Mallllal merely a "Moral Code" - Mrs. Eddy mentally weeping 
over its necessity, calling it "laws of limitation for a Christian Scien
tist," and addressing it to only those Christian Scientists whose growth 
was still "taking in the Ten Commandments and [still] scaling the 
steep ascent of Christ's Sermon on the Mount [as Christianity only]." 
Thus Mrs. Eddy significantly added that "eternity awaits [or is 
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arrested awaiting the fulfillment of] our Church Manual," l'vly., 
pp. 229, 230, for "laws of limitation" could never be a part of 
eternity. So eternity, which knows none other than spirituality, 
must "await" the fulfillment of the moral demands of the Mallllal. 

l\.frs. Eddy was consistent throughout her presence with us in 
establishing the branches as self-creative, self-governed, and, thcre
fore, self-existent to the end of theil' spiritually (but embracingly) 
flowing on to the "eternity" that "awaits our Church ~Ianllal," 1Hy. 
230:2; for the "eternity" of the Branch-idea could be realized only 
in the unending spirituality of its initial and ultimate purpose
that of unifying the "two witnesses," the Bible and Sciellce alld 
Health, supplanting the respective manhood (Bible) and '-\Toman
hood (Science alld Health) in one great concourse of spiritual being 
natned "w0111an" as syn1bolizing "generic nlan," S. &: If. 5{h :22, or 
"a bride adorned for her husband," Rev. 21:2. Her adornment for 
her husband was symbolized by her jeweled walls (Rev. 21:18-20), 

these jewels being her spiritually crnbraced inner virtnes of manly 
character as the protective walls against outer immorality demanding 
denunciatory moral codes. Thus in a Inessage delivered in 1899. 
before the close of the nineteenth century as the time needed for the 
completion of the reascent of the "man child" as "bridegroom," Mrs. 
Eddy said, " ... the bride (Word) is adorned ... ," My. 125:26; 

for the City foursquare as the objective Bride "adorned for her hus
band," Rev. 21: 2, was prophesied by the ascended Jesus (whose 
1111s5ion was objective) to appear after the ascent of the "briclcgroOln" 
was cOluplete, Rev. 12:5. 

However, it will be remembered that Jesus' objective Bride of 
Revelation, which he called the City foursquare, was identical with 
the initial, subjective Bride prophesied by Isaiah as the forever 
"brallch" of God's planting, Isa. 60:18-21, - the symbols of walls, 
gates, sun, and moon having been used by both Isaiah and Jesus to 
express the same bridal thought as Branch-idea. 

But it will be noted that Jesus' prophecy concerning the City 
foursquare which reads, "And I saw no temple therein," Rev. 21: ~2, 

indicates the dissipation of the City foursquare's walls of protective 
limitation and precedes his further statement, "And they shall bring 
the glory and honour of the nations into it," Rev. 21:26; for the 
leaves of the "tree of life," which grows in this boundless City, are 
for the healing of the nations, Rev. 22:2, after they enter the spiritual 
gates (Rev. 22: 14) of this "city of our God," as Mrs. Eddy calls it, 
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saying that it as Bride "has no boundary nor limit," S. & H. 577: 12, 
13; 19'24. Thus it is that the wall·less Bride requires no manly 
adornment of protective walls, which she has spiritually dissipated 
in generic infinitude. 

'Vas not J'vIrs. Eddy's statement in December, 1900, prophetic of 
present conditions wherein "laws of limitation" are erroneously 
made synonymous with "eternity" (My., Pl" 229, 230) and wherein 
the Bible is persistently presented as unembraced by Science alld 
Health - her astonishing prediction of one of "the most imminent 
dangers confronting the coming [twentieth] century" then being, 
" ... the robbing of people of life and liberty under the warrant 
of the Scriptures ... ," My. 266:3-5' 

The Bible as an objectively saving phase of the Word (with its 
vesture "dipped" in the "blood" of sacrifice even at the point of its 
heavenly goal, Rev. 19: 13) will forever war with Science as the 
redeClner of man to his initial state of perfection, the latter expressed 
by St. Paul in his subjective declaration when he said of God: 
"According as He hath chosen us in [not outside of] Him before the 
foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without blame 
before Him in love [as redeemer, S. & H. 26:8, 9]," Eph. I:{. Thus 
Love alone could redeem the mission of a Saviour, as Jesus pitifully 
showed when he cried out in his final prayer, according to St. John: 
"And now, a Father, glorify [redeem] Thou me with Thine own 
self with the glory which I had with Thee before the world was," 
John 17:5. 

That no one can tonch the hem of the Christly robe of Science 
before he has fulfilled the saving demands of Christianity is seen 
in Mrs. Eddy's statement, "Christian Science may absorb the atten
tion of sage and philosopher, but the Christian alone can fathom it," 
S. & H. 556: 13-15. Hence the final weapon of the dragon of Old 
Theology undoubtedly is the water of the demand for constant 
"purification" which he, through the subtlety of his serpentine 
nature, casts "out of his mouth [channel for the "Vord of Old 
Theology] ... as a flood after the woman [typing initial 'purity,' 
S. & H. 561: 10, of the 'Vord as Bride], that he might cause her to be 
carried away of the flood" (Rev. 12:15) of old theological demands; 
for nothing so defeats initial purity as the protracted process of 
"purification" after one has accepted the revelation of his initial 
purity at the apex of Christianity (heaven) - Christianity's vesture 
always being "dipped" in the "blood" of purifying processes of the 
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manhood phases of the 'Vord. To use a paradoxical illustration in 
common parlance: "Praise the Lord" for His infinite allness in 
Science, but "pass the aUltnunition" of Christian warfare, for which 
The lvlother Church was established - thus bringing together two 
warring elements, Science and Health and the Bible as separated 
elltities, even though their processes are to the same end. 

However, !lIIs. Eddy has announced in Science and Heallli the 
channel for overcoming any "new flood to drown the Christ-idea," 
S. & H. 570:1 9, and that channel is "Receptive hearts" (S. & H. 570, 
marginal heading) "athirst in the desert" of purification as the sense 
of earth which "swallowed up the flood which the dragon cast out 
of his mouth," S. & H. 570: 15, 12, 13. Mrs. Eddy says, "The good 
man finally can ovetcotne his fear of sin. This is sin's necessity, - to 
destroy itself," S. & H. 405: 18, 19. 

So the "laws of limitation" of the Manual as founded on the 
Bible (the Ten Commandments and the Sermon on the Mount, 
My. ~29:21, 22, 26) ceased to bear witness against Christian Scientists 
by reason of the k[anuill provisions for the dissolution of The 
Mother Church, for which alone theMallualwasadapted.lvIlIl1uII1. 
Sect. 1, p. 104, and all that is left of the Mallual is its provision for 
the continuance of the Branch-idea as typing the Bride of subjective 
and objective purity, Mllnual, p. 72:19-24; and likewise all that is 
left unfulfilled in the Bible is the City foursquare and its outflow to 
the universe. 

Mrs. Eddy, therefore, required the "Daily [petitional, or negative 1 
Prayer" only of members of The Mother Church, lvIallual, Sect. 4, 
p. 41, and also required of only members of The Mother Church was 
the negative "Rule for Motives and Acts," involving guidance with 
reference to "anitnosity," "personal attachment," and so on, AlallualJ 

Sect. 1, p. 40. The requirement that the latter be read in both The 
Mother Church and the branch churches (Manual, Sect. 2, p. 40) 
Was doubtless for the reason that there were always members of The 
Mothe.' Church in the branch churches, particularly the Readers, 
who were required to be members only after the dedication of the 
Extension. However, no tnembers of the branches, other than the 
Readers, were ever required to be members of The Mother Church 
except in the initial formation of a branch church, the By-law govern
Ing which demanded in 1908, after the dedication of the Extension, 
thitt four of the minimum of sixteen Christian Scientists desiring to 
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form a church should be members of The Mother Church - doubt· 
less prosl,ective Readers, Manual, Sect. 7, pp. 72, 73. 

Concerning the "Daily Prayer" of The Mother Church, it might 
be interesting to remember that in the twenty·ninth Manual, in 
1903, p. 56, Mrs. Eddy changed the form of this prayer, but she did 
not broaden its application beyond the personal pronoun "me," 
nor did she change its introductory petition, "[Let) Thy kingdom 
come," at that time or later, despite the fact that in Science and 
Health in 1907 she did change her spiritual interpretation of "[LetJ 
Thy kingdom come" in the Lord's Prayer to the triumphant declara· 
tion, "Thy kingdom is come." As showing the impotence of "Thy 
kingdom come," Mrs. Eddy stopped The Mother Church from pray
ing for the peace of nations in 1905 (in the war between Russia and 
Japan), stating that "a spiritual foresight ... awakened a wiser 
want, even to know how to pray other than the daily prayer of my 
church, - ,(Let) Thy kingdom come,' " My. 281: 1'4. 

Thus it is significant that when Mrs. Eddy changed the form 
of her ordination of the Bible and Science and Health so that they 
became permanent Pastor over The Mother Church, saying that 
they "will continue to preach for this Church and the world," in 
the twenty·ninth Manual, Sect. I, p. 44 (as in our present Manual, 
Art. XIV, Sect. I, p. 58), she in the same Manual limited the scope 
of The Mother Church in its relationship to the world to only "in 
some degree" reflect "the Church Universal and Triumphant," 
IHallual, p. 19. The question might here arise, How did the By.law 
regarding the ordination of the Bible and Science and Health as 
impersonal Pastor read before the twenty· ninth Manual? - for eight 
years (1895.1903) prior to the twenty·ninth Manual, Mrs. Eddy 
ordained the Bible and Science and Health to be Pastor over The 
Mother Church only "so long as the Church is satisfied with this 
Pastor," no mention being made of the world. Hence in 1903 Mrs. 
Eddy made permanent the ordination for The Mother Church only, 
she never having included the branch churches in either form of the 
ordination, 

Mrs. Eddy had always limited The Mother Church in its demon· 
stration of Truth, Life, and Love to the degree of only "healing and 
saving the world from sin and death," Manllal, p. 19, and its preach. 
ing to the world naturally had always been restricted to this design 
of a saviour; while she left to the Branch·idea the hiller world 
mission of redeeming the world to the consciousness that God 
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"will bless all the inhabitants of the earth, and none can stay His 
hand nor say unto Him, 'Vhat doest Thou? Out of His allness He 
must bless all with His own truth and love" - the latter statement 
also having becn made in connection with asking the members 0/ 
The Mother Church to cease their special prayer for peace between 
Russia and Japan, 1\-1y. 280: 19-22. 

Referring again to changes that have been made since Mrs. Eddy's 
passing, a "Topical Index" has been added recently at the back of 
the Man1lal with evident intention to guide Christian Scientists to 
all that they need to know of the contents of the Manual. In this 
Index the By-law entitled by Mrs. Eddy, "Local Sel/-government," 
on page 70 of the Manual, has been retitled, "Local Government," 
omitting the key-word "Self." Also the By-law which states that the 
klanual "is adapted to The Mother Church only," and which was 
specifically entitled by Mrs. Eddy, "For The Mother Church Only," 
Manual, p. 104, has been omitted from the Index entirely (the 
Index heading "Manual" for page 104 without doubt referring to 
the title of the entire Article, "Church Manual"); whereas another 
By-law on page 72 has been retitled, "Manual, re Branches," in this 
Index_ Likewise the By-law entitled, "Designation of Deeds," 
Manllal, p. 102, concerning the deeds to the property on which the 
Extension was built, and wherein the demand is made that the 
phrase, " 'JlJary Baker Eddy's Church, The Mother Church or The 
First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mass.,' " shall be "incor
porated in all such deeds," has been omitted in its entirety from 
this new Index_ 

It will be no led in this "Topical Index" that the heading entitled, 
"Directors," significantly omits page 26, which contains the By-law 
demanding Mrs. Eddy's approval for the perpetuation of the Direc
tors as church functionaries. 

During the Litigation between the Board of Directors and the 
Trustees of the Publishing Society, many questions came from the 
Field to the Board of Directors bearing upon its activities in Boston. 
In order to satisfy these inquiries, the Board of Directors requested 
the Readers in each of seven cities selected by the Directors to send 
a representative from their own city to Boston. This group was to 

be known as the "Committee on General 'Welfare," and its specific 
"uthorization read as follows in a resolution passed by the Board 
of Directors on June 2nd, 1919: "'It is hereby resolved by The 
Christian Science Board of Directors, under Article I, Section 8, 01 



our Church l'vfanual, which provides for the formation of Syndicates 
[but, be it remembered, only as "subject to the approval of the 
Pastor Emeritus"], that a Syndicate shall be formed to be called the 
Committee on General 'Velfare, to be composed of seven members 
of The Mother Church, and to continue its duties until the next 
Annual IVleeting of this Church,''' RelJort of the Committee all 

Gelleral Welfare, p. 12. 

As a Committee thus authorized by the Board of Directors, it 
made a Report of its findings concerning the activities of the Board 
of Directors, from which Report (entitled, Report of the Committee 
on General Welfare) the following quotation is taken, p. 57: "The 
Committee on General 'Velfare finds that since the passing of Mrs. 
Eddy the policy of the Board of Directors has been based upon the 
assumption that the Church By-laws 'place the direction of the 
sPi"itllal and business affairs of the Church entirely in the hands of 
The Christian Science Board of Directors.' (Excerpt from statement 
issued by the Board, December 7, 1910, and given to the press 
through the COlllmittee on Publication.)" 

The assumption in this statement was entirely opposed to the 
demands of the Manual. It will be noted that the sentence enclosed 
in parentheses (which is a part of this direct quotation from the 
Report) indicates that the preceding statement regarding the direc
tion of the spiritual and business affairs of the church being placed 
" 'entirely in the hands of The Christian Science Board of Directors' " 
was made by the Board of Directors itself. Thus the Directors not 
only annulled By-laws but had assumed to be l\'lrs. Eddy's successor 
four days after she passed on. The conclusion is inescapable that the 
Committee on General Welfare must have found this assumption by 
the Board of Directors difficult of acceptance in view of its own 
statement on the preceding page, p. 56, of its Report: "Furthermore, 
while she [Mrs. Eddy] was present to guide them, even the directors 
functioned more in the capacity of her agents than as actual direc
tors. " 

Under the By-law in the Mallual bearing the prophetic title, 
"Provision for the Flltll1'e," Mallllal, Sect. 6, p. 77, Mrs. Eddy gave 
the Finance Committee (appointed by the Board of Directors 
annually, but ollly with the consent of Mrs. Eddy, Mallllal, Sect. 4, 
p. 76) the power to admonish the Board of Directors for any violation 
of the By-laws of The Mother Church - failure to heed such 
admonition by the Finance Committee rendering any Director liable 



to dismissal from office. So the Finance Committee was placed by 
Mrs. Eddy in the same "overlord" position with reference to the 
Board of Directors in case of the Directors' violation of the By-laws 
as the Board of Directors was placed in its "overlord" position under 
the Manual with reference to the removal of any of the Trustees of 
the Publishing Society in the event of their violation under the 
Manual of the Trust of the Publishing Society, Mallllal, Sect. 3, p. 80. 

Therefore, operating under the By-law of the Manulll entitled, 
"IJrovision for the Future," the Finance COlnnlittee would have been 
forced to demand the Directors' obedience to the By.laws of the 
Manual or to act to remove the Directors as church functionaries 
immediately after the Board of Directors' failure or refusal to dis· 
solve The Mother Church when the Board violated the By-laws by 
its election of the officers of The Mother Church without the written 
consent of Mrs. Eddy in her own handwriting or her approval 
(according to Manual demand, Sects. 2, 3, Pl" 25, 26) when her 
written consent or her approval was no longer obtainable. This 
would have torced the Directors as five in number (even before the 
passing of one of the Directors) to fall back to the four in number 
under their original financial Deed of Trust, Mallual, Pl'. 128-135. 

It is apparent that the Finance Committee could no longer func· 
tion under this "provision for the future" after Mrs. Eddy's consent 
for its appointment was unobtainable, for it is farcical to assume 
tbat a committee appointed solely by the Board of Directors as its 
creative source could continue to function as having power to rel11QVe 

its creator - the Board of Directors - without Mrs. Eddy's personal 
supervision. As further pointing to the sig11ificance of the title, 
"Provision for the Future," this By-law originally contained the 
following statement in the first edition of the Manual: "This By-Law 
is designed, not as nluch for this hour, as for future years, and for 
the disobedient ... ," p. 38. However, the word "future" in the 
present title of the By-law conveys this full meaning. 

The ludicrous aspect of the disobedient perpetuation of this 
Committee after 1\Irs. Eddy's annual approval of its members was 
no longer possible is fully sustained by the following statement 
regarding the Finance Committee made in the Report of the syndi
cate called the Committee on General 'Welfare: "The Committee 
finds that the duties of the Committee on Finance are officially 
conceived of as being limited to the approval of bills covering 
expenditures previously authorized by The Christian Science Board 



of Directors. Acting on the assumption that it has no power to 
overrule a decision of the Board in incurring financial obligations 
except in so far as it may know the smne to have been entered into 
from improper motives. the Committee on Finance has never failed 
finally to approve a bill for expenditures [in contrast with the broad 
powers given the Finance COllllnittec over the Board of Directors 
in the lHanual beyond its functions as mere accountants]." Reilort 
of the Committee on General Welfare, p. 42. 

The Committee on General 'Veifare, authorized by the Board 
of Directors. also stated in its Report that the Board of Directors 
told this Committee that Mrs. Eddy had prepared a package of her 
miscellaneous writings since the publication in 18gG of the book 
bearing this title. Mrs. Eddy sealed this package on August 21St. 
1909. writing on the wrapper. "Nobody shall open this or read its 
contents during Illy lifetime without lny written consent," After 
Mrs. Eddy's passing. the package Was given to Mrs. Eddy's publisher 
for the purpose of preparing the book now entitled. The First 
Church of Christ, Scientist, and Miscellany. The RejJort of the 
Committee on General Welfare continues with the statement: "At 
the same time ·'·Vays that are Vain' and additional articles by Mrs. 
Eddy which had appeared in the periodicals subsequent to August 
21st, 1909, were included," p. 21. The result of such aggressive and 
disohedient use of "vVays that are Vain" and subsequent articles, 
wholly unauthorized by Mrs. Eddy for implied perpetuation in her 
sealed package of manuscripts, is shown in the facts which follow. 

The article ",Vays that are Vain" was published in 1887. nine 
years before Mrs. Eddy published Miscellaneous Wr'itings, and, 
therefore, it is one of the seasonal articles which Mrs. Eddy had 
pruned £roln her previous writings in the lnanner and for the reason 
expressed in her Preface to Miscellaneous W,.itings, p. xi:27-S. 
Furthermore, "'Val's that are Vain" was published in Miscellany on 
the same page with the admonition entitled, ",Vhat Our Leader 
Says," which was written twelve years later than the article "'Vays 
that are Vain" and cOlnpletely reverses the more primitive message 
of this earlier article selected by the Board of Directors for inclusion 
in Miscellany. 

The Committee on General 'Velfare also reported it was told 
by the Board of Directors that the Board had added to Miscellany, 
after it was initially published. the announcement entitled. "Take 
Notice." My. 2,12, which was written by Mrs. Eddy during the time 



that such responsibilities as it mentions properly belonged to the 
Board of Directors, Rel,ort of the Committee all Gelleral Welfare, 
p. 21. Doubtless Mrs. Eddy did not place this announcement in her 
package of manuscripts for the reason that to have perpetuated such 
an allocation of responsibilities beyond her passing would have been 
contrary to her provisions in her Mml1lal. 

The Board of Directors also added to the material which Mrs. 
Eddy had placed in the sealed package of manuscripts the record of 
the controversy which had arisen in First Church of Christ, Scientist, 
New York City, after she had sealed her package, My. 360:7 to 352:8. 
This record contains a letter by Mrs. Eddy written to First Church 
of Christ, Scientist, New York City, urging the church to support 
the Board of Directors in reg'ard to dismissing a mem bel' of The 
Mother Church at a time when it was properly one of the functions 
of the Board of Directors, under the Mallual, so to do, for the 
controversy arose over a year before Ml"S. Eddy's passing. This letter 
has often been used to justify the position of the Board of Directors 
in claiming the perpetuity of their authority since Mrs. Eddy left 
us in person, when Mrs. Eddy douhtless had refused to place it in 
her material for Miscellany lest it should contribute to just such 
false conclusion as this. 

These additions to the material which Mrs. Eddy had sealed in 
her package were undoubtedly made by the Board of Directors for 
publication in M iSCeUllllY upon the assumption that they were Mrs. 
Eddy's successors, even to the point of seeing beyond her own vision. 
Likewise undoubtedly in line with this assumption, immediately 
after Mrs. Eddy's passing the Board of Directors removed "Rev. 
Mary Baker Eddy," together with "Pastor Emeritus" on the next 
line, from the head of the list of "Church Officers" in the Manual, 
substituting therefor its own title "Christian Science Board of Direc
tors" at the head of the list, with the names of the members of the 
Board beneath, Manllal, p. 21. This substitution of officers was made 
in 1911, in the next Manllal after i\Irs. Eddy's passing, called by the 
Board of Directors the eighty-ninth edition. The Directors did not 
restore i\'irs. Eddy'S name to the list of "Church Officers" until 1924, 

fourteen years after her passing. 
In the eighty-ninth edition of the Manllal, in 1911, the Directors 

did not, however, alter Article I, Section I, which begins the Manual 
By-laws and reads in part as follows: "The Church officers shall 
consist of the Pastor Emeritus ... ," Manual, p. 25; for to have 
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done so, they would have literally amended the By-laws of The 
Mother Church, which the Manllal forbids "without the written 
consent of Mary Baker Eddy ... ," Mallual, Sect. 3, p. 105. Never
theless, in the name of all moral honesty, has not the Board of 
Directors more effectively amended the By-laws by its subsequent 
acts in disobedience thereto, extending through every major provision 
thereof, than if it had merely textually omitted "Pastor Emeritus" 
from the By-law Section I of Article I, which was certainly implied 
in the correlative omission of :t\'frs. Eddy's name as Pastor Emeritus 
from the list of officers of The Mother Church. 

In the sealed package of her previously published articles, Mrs. 
Eddy placed one containing a statement which should have precluded 
the assumption that any person or persons could be her successor. 
The title of this article is "Mrs. Eddy's Successor," and the state
lllcnt is as follows: "} did say that a tllan would be my future SHew 
cessor. By this I did not mean any man to-day on earth ... "Vhat 
rcrnains to lead on the centuries and reveal my successor, is man in 
the image and likeness of the Father-Mother God, man the generic 
term for mankind," My., pp. 346, 347. 

Even the Christian Science Field later recognized this truth, for 
immediately following the paragraph quoting the Board of Directors' 
statement to the press regarding its being Mrs. Eddy's successor in 
the "direction of the spiritual and business affairs of the Church," 
the Rellor! of the Committee all Gelleral Welfare continues with 
these remarks: "The Committee finds, however, that there is a 
sentiment in the Christian Science Field that the passing of Mrs. 
Eddy did not automatically vest all of the authority of the government 
of the Church in The Christian Science Board of Directors, but 
that those reservations of authority retained by Mrs. Eddy for herself, 
passed legitinlately to her successor as nallled in her statement on 
page 347 of 'Miscellany,' where she refers to 'man in the image and 
likeness of the Father-~lother God, l11an the generic tcnn for Inal1-

kind' as her successor ... That the significance of ]\frs. Eddy's 
statement regarding her successorship above referred to was not 
more definitely appreciated at the time of her passing either by the 
Christian Science Board of Directors or by the Christian Science 
Field may be accounted for by the fact that the book 'The First 
Church of Christ, Scientist and Miscellany,' which now contains the 
statement, was not then published, and the original text had appeared 



only in the CllTistian Science periodicals sonle ten years em'lier," 
Pl" 57, 58. 

Sibyl Wilbur's book, The Life of Mary Baker Eddy, which Mrs. 
Eddy permitted to be sold, has undergone rnany textual changes 
since Mrs. Eddy's passing, as well as the addition of two chapters, 
and even hnportant changes in one of these two added chapters. For 
instance, in the added chapter, "Life at Chestnut Hill," the letter 
written by Mrs. Eddy to the New York church during its controversy 
was printed with the omission of almost three lines from the complete 
letter as published in Miscellany, p. 300. The portion of the letter 
containing the omission read as follows in The Life of 1Vlary Baker 
Eddy: " ... I advise you with all my soul to support the Directors 
of the Mother Church, and in this way God will bless and prosper 
you. This I know, for He has proved it to me for forty years in 
succession," p. 381, edition copyrighted in 1913. 

By comparison with the complete letter as published in Miscel
lany, p. 300, it will be seen that this omission made it seem that 
Mrs. Eddy had supported the Board of Directors for forty years 
instead of having abided "in fellowship with and obedience to The 
Mother Church," as stated in her letter; and in the interpretation 
of l\Irs. Eddy's meaning which was added to Sibyl Wilbur's book 
at the tilHe of the oll1ission of these lines, the following statelnent 
Was made: "'When Mrs. Eddy wrote that she had for forty years 
supported the directors of the church, she did not write an absurdity 
but the veritable truth," The Life of Mary Baher Eddy, p. 382, 
edition copyrighted in 1913. 

Later, when the Olnitted lines were restored to the letter in a 
subsequent edition of Sibyl 'Wilbur's book, the same argument that 
Mrs. Eddy had supported the Board of Directors for forty years was 
coutinued and re-emphasized by the following additional statement: 
"In Science and Health, page 107, Mrs. Eddy says: 'In the year 1866, 
I discovered the Christ Science or divine laws of Life, Truth, and 
Love, and named my discovery Christian Science.' For Mrs. Eddy 
these divine laws were the Directors," The Life of MmJ Baker 
Eddy, p. 368, edition copyrighted in 1923. 

Since this edition copyrighted in 1923, however, the interpretative 
statement has again been changed by omitting the reference to Mrs. 
Eddy'S support of the Directors for forty years in the following words: 
"'Vhen Mrs. Eddy wrote this letter, she did not write an absurdity 
but the veritable truth concerning her long experience of forty 
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years." The additional interpretative statement then was also 
changed to culminate in the substitution of the word "Immanuel" 
for the words "the Directors" as the "divine laws of Life, Truth, and 
Love," p. 3G8, edition copyrighted in 1929. It will be noted that the 
last copyright obtained by Sibyl ~Wilbur of her book, The Life of 
Mary Bailer Eddy, was taken out by her in 1913, and that this book 
was copyrighted by The Christian Science Publishing Society (after 
the Litigation had placed the Publishing Society under the super
vision of the Board of Directors) in 1923, in 1929, and in 1938. 
Inasmuch as these are new copyrights secured by the Publishing 
Society and not renewals of old ones, all of them indicate persistent 
changes of sufficient importance to demand a new copyright. 

Also those who have had the privilege of access to copies of Christ 
and Christmas issued between the first edition, in 1893, and the last 
edition, in 1910, as Mrs. Eddy left it (and for a number of years 
thereafter), could not fail to observe the blurred condition of the 
illustrations in the present issues of Christ and Ch,'istmas to the 
degree of the effacetnent of some of its nlost salient features, particl1~ 
lady in the first and eleventh pictures. These effacements have 
occurred despite the fact that in the article entitled, "Christ and 
CIll'istmas," in Miscellaneous Writings, when speaking of the sym
bolic features of the pictures, Mrs. Eddy says that "the art [italics in 
original] of Christian Science" brings out the "true hue [color] and 
character of the living God"; while in the same connection Mrs. Eddy 
says of even Science and Health that it "gives scopes and shades 
[merely] to the shadows of divinity . .. ," Mis. 372:27-30. 

In the Sentinel of June 5th, 19.13, the Board of Directors, under 
the title of "JI'Irs. Eddy's Place," made the following statements: "2. 

Mrs. Eddy regarded portions of Revelation (that is, Chapter 12) as 
pointing to her as the one who fulfilled prophecy by giving the full 
and final revelation of Tl'Uth; her work thus being complementary 
to that of Christ Jesus. 3. As Christ Jesus exemplified the fatherhood 
of God, she (Mrs. Eddy) revealed God's motherhood; she represents 
in this age the spiritual idea of God typified by the woman in the 
Apocalypse. (See Science and Health 565: 13-22.) ... 5. This recog
nition of her true status enabled her to withstand the opposition 
directed against her by 'the dragon' (malicious animal magnetism); 
she was touchingly grateful to those who saw her as the woman of 
prophecy and who therefore tl'Usted, obeyed, and supported her in 
her tllission," p. 985. 
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Thus when the Board of Directors in this Sell/illel admitted that 
lIIIs. Eddy was the God·crowned 'Voman of Revelation, twelfth 
chapter, with the implication that The Mother Church was a symbol 
of this truth, their statements carried the (by them unexpressed) 
conclusion that The Mother Church was an impermanent in its 
symbolic expression as was Mrs. Eddy in her lIfotherhood aspects 
(the trammels of which she threw off before her departure). Hence 
The Mother Church, too, should have accepted the final "half a 
time" of Motherhood prophesied in Revelation 12: q at the same 
time that Mrs. Eddy did, in order to yield to Love as Bride, Mother
hood's original estate as the full-crowned, twelve-star Bride of Spirit, 
Rev. 12: I, before it brought forth in its Mother phase the "man 
child" as Truth ("Truth" being the highest footstep of even "the 
ideal man" as "creation/' Ifintelligence," and "Truth/' S. & H. 517:8), 
Rev. 12:5. This would have left the branches as subjective "Life" 
as one with objective "Love" (the definition of "the ideal woman/' 
S. &: H. 517: 10), with Truth as the gift of salvation by The lIJother 
Church. 

May not the holding of the highest church consciousness on earth 
(the Christian Science Church) to the symbol of Motherhood beyond 
the God-appointed time for its expression be the chief obstruction 
to the peace of the world, in view of the fact that Mrs. Eddy says of 
this Motherhood phase of church, as previously presented: "From 
first to last The Mother Church seemed type and shadow of the 
warfare between the flesh and Spirit ... ," Pui. 20: "1, and she says 
further of the Motherhood phase of the twelfth chapter of the 
Apocalypse that it "typifies [merely] the divine method of warfare in 
Science, and .the glorious results of this warfare," while subsequent 
chapters show "the fatal effects of trying to meet error with error," 
S. &: H. 568:5-8? Mal' not the prophecy of these subsequent chapters 
(and Jesus said of Scriptural prophecy that it "cannot be broken," 
John 10:35) be the reason for Mrs. Eddy's necessity to make financial 
provision in her 'Will (entirely outside of church) for the continu
ance of The Mother Church until it could see the spiritual promise 
of her nullification of its possibility of continuance? 

Mrs. Eddy prophesies the "glorious results" which would follow 
the acceptance of "the divine method of warfare" set forth in the 
twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse (S. &: H. 568:5), wherein the final 
"half a time" of even divine lIIotherhood (Rev. 12: "1), after fulfill
ing its "time, and times" as periods of necessary unfoldment in the 
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human consciousness, must yield to the Bride, typing Love as one 
with divine Principle, which is the Hdiviner consciousness" than 
divine Father and Mother of which Mrs. Eddy speaks in lVI iscel· 
laneolls Wn'tings, page 96, lines 8'15. And has not the refusal of 
the Field to accept this limitation of Motherhood as demanded by 
the By·laws of The Mother Church after Mrs. Eddy's passing opened 
up to the church Mrs. Eddy's prophecy concerning the chapters of 
the Apocalypse following the twelfth, of which Mrs. Eddy so 
pungently warned as presenting "the fatal effects of trying to meet 
errol' [disobedience to the prohibitions of the .Manllal] with errol' 
[legal justification for this disobedience],,? S. 8.: H. 568:8. 

In the twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse, the Motherhood phase 
of the God·crowned vVoman fought the heavenly dragon which had 
"seven heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upoh his heads," 
Rev. 12:3. and also fought the same dragon after it was cast down 
to the earth; but there was a further prophecy for this same dragon
that it would yet have to be fought in the sea after the final "half a 
time" of Motherhood, this prophecy being declared by a loud voice 
from heaven (after the dragon was "cast out into the earth," Rev. 
12:9). saying, ""Voe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the seal 
for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath .. 0'" Rev. 
12:12. After the passing of Motherhood in its final "half a time" in 
the twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse (Rev. 12: 14), this same 
dragon with seven heads and ten horns arose out of the sea in the 
very next chapter. 

The only difference between the dragon in the twelfth chapter 
and the same dragon which rises out of the sea (of confusion) after 
the "half a time" of Motherhood is that its horns are all crowned 
with seeming success in the thirteenth chapter. Rev. 13'" Mrs. Eddy 
interprets "horns" as Hpower" in the statement, "The ten horns of the 
dragon typify the belief that matter has power of its own" by which 
divine "Commandments [in this instance, those of the Manllal] can 
be broken," S. 8.: H. 563: 1\'14. It will be remembered that it was 
the seven heads. typing claimed intelligence. instead of the ten horns, 
typing mere power, which were initially crowned and subsequently 
defeated in the dragon's warfare with Motherhood in the twelfth 
chapter. It does not take any assumption of intelligence to break 
divine cmumandlnents but only the assumption of "power" - aggres
sive power. It is this self·assumption of power (even though 
animated by the highest Christian intentions to steady the "Ark of 
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the Covenant") which established the "seat" of "great authority" for 
about eleven yeats before the Litigation gave it legal justification; 
however; one of the heads of its self-assumedlJowet received a deadly 
wound, Rev. '3'3, - a legal challenge to its self-assumption (the 
Litigation), - which is finally healed by legal authority versus divine 
law and its cOlnmandments. 

This horned power is secondarily reflected in the land dragon 
with "two horns like a lamb" (when lambs have no horns), which 
horns sustain the dragon's self-assumed power, Rev. '3: II, 12, - such 
horned-Iamb symbolism (as typing the Field's unthinking, but 
aggressive, defense of the "seat" of "great authority") being contrary 
to the nature of the Lamb that stood on Mount Sian, Rev, '4: 1. 

The dragon which established the "seat" of "great authority" 
was none other than the prophesied same drag-on of Old Theology 
which warred with Motherhood in the twelfth chapter of the Apoc
alypse and that was defined by Mrs. Eddy (in the words of St. Paul) 
as "'spiritual [not physical, moral, or mental) wickedness in high 
places,' " S. & H. 563:30, such as animated the descendants of Noah 
in their confusion after the flood to build a structure to hold the 
brethren together lest they "be scattered abroad upon the face of 
the whole earth," Gen. II :4, and Uzzah in his well-intentioned 
attempt to steady the Ark of God in violation of the divine com
mandment that no human hand should ever touch it, Num. 4: '5; 
II Sam. 6:6, 7. (Was not Uzzah's violation of the commandment 
concerning the Ark of God a prototype of the violation of Mrs. 
Eddy's command concerning her "Ark of God," the Mallual, that 
no one should touch it - amend its By-laws in word, or deed by 
which the same annulment has been accomplished, Art. XXXV, Sect. 
3?) Thus the drag-on of the twelfth chapter, the drag-on of the 
thirteenth chapter, and the sea beast to whom the drag-on of the 
thirteenth chapter gave "his power, and his seat, and great authority" 
(Rev. '3:2, from colon) as his manifestation are one and the same. 

In regard to the division of the word "drag-on," while l\Jrs. Eddy 
forbids the dissection of a word only when the dissection does not 
accord with its metaphysical derivation (S. & H. 338: 25-27), this 
division of drag-on is in line with her specified distinction, as well 
as in line with the usage that was made of the word "drag-on" in the 
Journal of November, 1887, p. 4,8, which had her approval. 



FADELESS DAY AS VIRGIN BEING 

"As . .. a ra)' of light [is] aile with the Sllll, even so God and 
lIlali ... lire aile ill being," S. &: H. 361: 16-18. 

Immediately after the thirteenth chapter of Revelation, the 
Scripture reads, Rev. 14: 1, 4: "And ['and' signifying concurrence] 

. . . 10, a Lalnb stood on the 111QUnt Sian [Zion], and with hinI an 
hundred forty and four thousand, having his Father's name writ
ten in their foreheads [typing scientific Christianity intelligently 
embraced] ... These are they which were not defiled with women 
[a false sense of the compound Bride (Word), My. 125:26, which is 
indivisible]; for they are virgins," or symbolic expressions of the 
virgin '""ord which was "in the beginning ... with God," John I: 1. 

This viJ'gin '""ord is expressed in the first verse of the first chapter 
of Genesis in the following words, "In the beginning [that l\.frs. Eddy 
interprets as 'the ani)'; S. &: H. 502:24,25] God created the heaven 
and the earth," which Mrs. Eddy interpreted in the third edition of 
Science and Health as, fl, •• and this earth and heaven are now 
and forever the male and female of Spirit ... ," Vol. II, p. 120. 
Mrs. Eddy says in our present edition of Sciellce alld Health, "Union 
of the l11asculine and feminine qualities constitutes cOlnpleteness/' 
p. 57, line 4. Thus it is readily seen that the virgin '""ord was the 
forever oneness of earth and heaven as the indissoluble oneness 01 
the male and female idea as typing Life, Truth, and Love. And 
this is the virgin revelation of Christian Science as the compound 
(01' generic) '""orel, Bride, upon which the Branch-idea was initially 
founded. 

The "hundred forty and four thousand" which stood with the 
Lamb prefigured the objectified Bride as demonstrated 'Vord that is 
symbolized by the descended City foursquare (after the work of 
The Mother Church had accomplished its prophesied mission of 
lifting The Mother Church's "man child" as Truth to his heavenly 
Bride as Love) following the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb 
in heaven, typed by the Extension, Rev. 19:7-9, and their descent to 
earth as objectified virginal Bride, Word, Ivfy. 125:26, which was "iii 
the beginning ... with God," John I: 1, for "an hundred and forty 
and four" was the measure of the City foursquare ("an hundred and 
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forty and four cubits, according to the 111easure of a man," Rev. 
21: 17, - generic l11an, typing compound Bride, or \Vomanhood, 
inasmuch as Mrs. Eddy says that the objectified male and female of 
Genesis, first chapter, twenty-seventh verse, is "generic" l11an, S. & H. 
5,6:29, which, in turn, she calls "woman," S. & H. 561:22). Thus 
the original Bride of Genesis, first chapter, first verse, as "the only" 
subjectively embraced the work of the entire first chapter of Genesis, 
which demonstrated its objective Bride through the process of ascent, 
typing manhood, in Genesis, and descent in the Apocalypse, typing 
vVomanhood. 

So the City foursquare was the objective estate of the Branch·idea 
after The Mother Church had accomplished its full purpose and had 
descended as the Bride, or objective Branch·idea, typed by the 
Extension in its later Branch·phase; while the Branch·idea which 
was established thirteen years before The Mother Church typed 
the subjective Bride as the 'Word which was "in the beginning ... 
with God:' John 1: 1, and 'which to its own consciousness sees the 
"beginning" as "the only" (S. & H. 502:2'10 25) in one fadeless day. 

Thus the virgin Lamb (which was glorified "before the founda· 
tion of the world," John '7:24, but never "slain from the foundation 
of the world," Rev. 13:8) as "the spiritual idea of Love" (S. & H. 
590:9) was always carried in the arms of Love, and was so carried 
as the Branch·idea by Mrs. Eddy as a symbol of her initial revelation 
of the 'Vomanhood of God, typing generic Love. Hence the Branch· 
idea was the symbolic witness of l\Irs. Eddy's initial revelation of 
the vVomanhood of God as Bride, for "spiritual teaching must 
always be by symbols" (S. & H. 575: 13, 14) lest the divine idea be 
lost to human consciousness. On the contrary, the older sheep (in 
human opportunity for instruction and direct guidance by Mrs. 
Eddy) when refractory must be forced by the shepherd's rod into the 
sheepfold, as typed by the necessity for The Mother Church and its 
Alallual as the "rod" of correction for Mrs. Eddy's own students, 
who alone founded and built The Mother Church -'''And there 
shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall 
grow out of his [Jesse's, typing 'self·existent') roots," Isa. 11: 1. 

WATER AS A DEMAND FOR INTELLIGENT DEMONSTRATION 

"As a drop of water is one with the oeeall ... even so God and 
mall . .. are one in being," S. & H. 361: 16'18. 

Mrs. Eddy says, "In metaphor ... water symbolizes the elements 



of kfind," whereas "the dry land [which emerged therefrom) illus· 
trates the absolute formations instituted by Mind," S. 8: H. 507"'3' 
Thus while, in the first part of the division of the first day in the 
first chapter of Genesis, Mrs. Eddy interprets heaven and earth to be 
"Life, Truth, and Love" as the only "creative Principle," S. & H. 
502:27, 28, water in the latter part of the division of the first day 
types Mind only as the medial position of "intelligence" between 
"creation" and "Truth," S. & H. 517:9. Thus Mind as separated 
from "Life, Truth, and Love" ("the [only) creative Principle," 
S. & H. 502 :27, 28) is never creative, but sterilizing to the human 
consciousness and productive only of "dry land." This "dry land," 
however, as the wilderness·abode of lVIind is subsequently quickened 
by the light of Truth into "spontaneity of thought and idea," and 
thus beconles the Inedial consciousness, or Hvestibule in which a 
material sense of things disappears, and spiritual sense unfolds the 
great facts of existence," S. 8: H. 597:16.19. So we leave the first 
division of the first day of the first chapter of Genesis and approach 
the latter portion of the first day, remembering that Mrs. Eddy indio 
cates that the days of the entire first chapter of Genesis unfold stages 
of Christian Science demonstration when she interprets the third 
day of the lirst chapter of Genesis as, "The third stage in the orde,' 
[progressive snccession) of GiI"istian Science," S. & H. 508:28. 

Inasmuch as Mrs. Eddy says, "Union of the masculine and 
feminine qllalities constitutes completeness," S. 8: H. 57:4, the Adam· 
dream of the symbolic separation of these qualities must be the error 
of which Mrs. Eddy speaks when she says, "Ever since the foundation 
of the world, [interpreted by her as) ever since error would establish 
material belief ... ," S. 8: H. 568: 1-3. But Mrs. Eddy also says of 
the basis of error: " 'There went up a mist from the earth: This 
represents error as sta1'ting f1'om an idea of good all a material 
basis," S. 8: H. 546: 12·14. 

Now, where did Mrs. Eddy locate the error from which this 
Adam-dream of the separation of the male and female qualities 
arose? The answer is, ,vhen she identifies AdaIn as "a dam} - or 
obstruction" in the second verse of the first cilaj)ter of Genesis, there 
spoken of as the "darkness ... upon the face of the deep" (our 
present S. & H. 338: 15, 18) which obstructed the flow of limitless 
good expressed in the statement, "In the beginning [as 'the only,' 
S. 8: H. 502: 25) God created the heaven and the earth," Gen. 1: 1. 

This heaven and earth Mrs. Eddy interpreted in the third edition of 
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separated from its generic source before consciousness Can claim to 
become one with God as a ray of light with no clouds of darkness 
obscuring that light. Darkness can only be dispelled by intelligent, 
individual demonstration from a drop of water to the great ocean 
of generic Mind, which l\Irs. Eddy has made the only medial course 
to Truth as initially one with Life and Love. So objective demon· 
stration demands the water course towards heavenly light. 

Small wonder that Jesus (whom John the Baptist had prophesied 
would baptize with fire, Luke 3: 16) should have been driven of the 
spirit "into the wilderness" (';r "dry land" of Mind), Mark 1: 12, 
after submitting to his objective water baptism by John the Baptist, 
whose mission was, "Repent ye"l Small wonder that Jesus was able 
to preach "the kingdom of God [heaven] is at hand" only after 
John was put in prison, Mark 1: 14, 15, for heaven types fire, light, 
and the water of purification extinguishes the fire of ptnity. Jesus, 
however, did not quench his own light of a fiery mission with the 
water baptism of others, as did his disciples, who were in the main 
previously John the Baptist's disciples, John 4:2. It is interesting to 
remember that the entire Litigation in the Christian Science Move
ment was started through the medium of a pamphlet called, "Pmi
fication." 

Someone may ask, \Vhy is the errol' of division of the waters in 
the second day unblessed, and yet each and every day (as progressive 
footsteps) in succession thereto blessed? The reply is, that divisiou 
(after unified light) could never be blessed, yet each and every 
objective footstep (leading to the demonstrable regaining of that 
original unification) rests under the divine blessing of its increasing 
light as its successive evenings and mornings of revelation ascend 
to the point of its final goal- its original position of "the only"; for 
Mrs. Eddy says that these successive evenings and mornings "indicate 
... spiritually clearer views of Him [God] ... ," S. 8: H. 504:17-19, 
and in her interpretation of the fourth day she says that "the 
changing glow and full effulgence of God's infinite ideas, images, 
mark the periods of progress," S. 8: H. 511: 17, 18. 

In line with the thought, " 'there went tIp a mist from the earth' " 
representing "error as starting from an idea of good on a material 
basis," S. 8: H. 546: 12-14, each subsequent day of consciousness found 
its counterfeit in the footsteps of Adam as starting from the ·first 
day. Thus the division in the second day was counterfeited by the 
division of Adam and Eve, the fruit of the third day counterfeited 
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in the material generation of Cain and Abel as (to use a Biblical 
term) "the h'uit of" the "body," and so on, - which counterfeits in 
the second and subsequent chapters of Genesis could only be met by 
their basic ideas in the lirst chapter of Genesis. 

In the fiftieth edition of Science Glul Health, in 1891 (one year 
before Mrs. Eddy requested her own students to 1;eorganize the 
Boston church fOl' its. medial work of The Mother Church), Mrs. 
Eddy not only planted herself in the vVord "on the teachings of 
Jesus, of his apostles, [and] of the prophets;' but most significantly 
added thereto "and on the testimony of the Science of l\-lind" (S. & 

H. 269:23'25), which she had indicated elsewhere that Jesus and the 
prophets did not have when she said: "To those natural Christian 
Scientists, the ancient worthies, and to Christ Jesus, God certainly 
revealed the spirit of Christian Science, if not the absolute letter;' 
S. & H. 483: '9-2'. Thus when Mrs. Eddy had her students reorganize 
the Boston church in its Second Organization upon "the Rock, Christ 
[Truth]," Manual, p. '9, Science Ilnd Health contained a demand 
beyond that of the institutional foundation of the First Organiza
tion, founded on Jesus below "the Science of Mind." This demand 
was that its members rise to heavenly Truth through "the Science 
of Mind," which she characterizes as the first chapter of Genesis when 
she speaks of it as "the Science of Genesis" (S. & H. 5.25:22) and "the 
Science of Mind" (S. & H. 557:24, 25) - its Science starting hom the 
division of the waters in the second day, since "water symbolizes the 
elements of Mind," S. & H. 507:3. 

Only through "the Science of Mind" ("intelligence") could the 
human consciousness reach generic Truth in order to heal the world 
of its false systems of thought, which St. Paul characterized as: "For 
we wrestle not against flesh and blood [individual healing as the 
foundational mission of the First Organization of the Boston church], 
but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the 
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places 
[which last-mentioned Mrs. Eddy calls the dragon - drag·on, S. & H. 
563:30]," Eph. 6:12. 
- St. Paul doubtless understood Jesus' subjective consciousness of 
his (Jesus') mission of both Life and Truth better than any of Jesus' 
disciples except St. John, because St. Paul received his initial vision 
from the ascended Jesus as Truth, Acts 9:3-5, hence he said, "But 
when it pleased God, 'Vho separated me from my mother's womb, 
and called me by His grace ... immediately I conferred not with 
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flesh and blood," Gal. I: 15, 16. This enabled St. Paul to see that 
Jesus had already destroyed "him that had the power of death, that 
is, the devil," Hebr. 2: 14, and that "he [Jesus] is our peace, who 
hath made both one, and hath broken down the middle wall of 
partition between us [God and man]; ... for to make in himself 
of twain one.,new man, so making peace," Eph. 2: 14, 15. St. Paul 
was also enabled to see the vision that declared, "He [God] hath 
chosen liS in Him before the foundation at the lUorld, that we should 
be holy and without blame before Him in love," Eph. 1:4. 

Thus vicarious, emotional Christianity, based on the Adam-dream 
of origin with Jesus as objective Saviour from "the tree of knowledge 
of good and evil," became the theological drag-on to scientific Chris
tianity, which works subjectively to the end of objectively healing 
the "world [as declared by Mrs. Eddy to be the mission of the Boston 
church in its medial Motherhood] hom sin and death [but not 
sickness. as in the First Organization, lHanllal) p. 17] .. ,J" A1anual) 
p. Ig. In his prophecy of his second coming as "the Spirit of truth," 
John 16: 13, Jesus generically defined the world's sin as, " ... he will 
reprove the lU01'ld of sin ... because they believe not on me," John 
16:8, g, which corresponds with Mrs. Eddy's generic definition of sin 
as, "The belief of life in matter sins at every stell," S. & H. 542: l. 

This definition of the world's sin would cover every system of 
thought in the world which does not see Jesus in his second coming 
as the impersonal Christ, Truth, rather than the personality of the 
luan Jesus. This definition ·would even carry with it in condelnna
tion every religious system of thought that is based on the "knowledge 
of good anel evil" as the drag-on of Old Theology. Inasmuch as 
j'vIrs Eddy defines the dragon as "the sum total of human error," 
S. & H. 563: 10, and "his angels, or messages," as "lust and hypocrisy," 
S. & H. 567:26-28, the sin of the worlel could be specifically defined 
as mad ambition or lust for power and dishonest means for obtaining 
it, which would delnand the warfare "against principalities, against 
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against 
spiritual wickedness in' high places." 

'With reference to The Mother Church's mission of healing the 
world of "death," to spiritual sense, a consciousness closed to Goel as 
the only source of life is dead. Mrs. Eddy defines death as "buried in 
dogmas," Mis. 168:g, and "dogmas" in a worldly sense are expressed 
in "heathen philosophy, modern geology, and all other material 
hypotheses [which] eleal with causation as contingent on matter" 
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that are today taught by "the ordinary scientific schools, which 
wrestle with material observations alone," S. &: H. 552:5'7; 483:23, 
2'1. Such systems of thought are death to spiritual consciousness, for 
as Spirit is Life, and Life is God, any denial of spiritual causation is 
seeming death to the Life that is God. Thus Adam as error in the 
first chapter of Genesis is the division between generic Truth and 
genetic error, so·called, which latter is the world's sin and death. 

Jesus in his mission of Life only in his first coming was the 
Saviour for the Adamic division of "the tree of knowledge of good 
and evil" in the second chapter of Genesis, for his mission was 
accepted by his mother as that of Saviour when she named him Jesus, 
meaning "saviour" (at the demand of Gabriel in his manhood phase, 
Luke 1 :31, and further can finned by Joseph's angelic vision, wherein 
he was commanded, " ... thou shalt call his name JESUS: for he 
shall save his people from their sins," l\htt. 1: 21), which the First 
Organization of the Boston church was founded to COffilllemorate. 

His second coming as generic Truth was the Christ, that heals the 
false systenlS of thought on the basis of the division of the waters 
above and below the firmament in the second day of the first chapter 
of Genesis - but even this second day fell below God's blessing, for 
(to repeat for emphasis) the second day was the only one which God 
did not bless with His approbation of "good." 

Inasmuch as the Hebraic religion was founded on the Adam· 
dreanl oE Blan as sinner, and Jesus in his first cOlning was the child 
of the Hebraic prophets (so to speak) in his earth·mission, he was 
forced to found Christianity on himself as a saving idea from the 
knowledge of the Adam-dream of so-called good and evil; while to 
Jesus' own subjective, or virgin, sense (and that of Mrs. Eddy) as 
Truth he unfolded the "remedy" for Adam as "error" in the first 
chapter of Genesis, S. &: H. 534: 12, 13. Hence IIIrs. Eddy's necessity 
to demand of her students the medial self-redemption of emotional, 
vicarious Christianity (each and every demand of which was founded 
on the Adam-dream of man's origin) to scientific Christianity as "the 
Science of Mind" before reaching what l\Irs. Eddy says that she alone 
revealed - "the spiritual origin ot man" (S. &: H. 534:5-7), which 
she subjectively discerned to be both earth and heaven as "forever 
the male and female" (S. &: H., 3rd ed., Vol. II, p. 120) of God's 
creating that she has called "the only," S. &: H. 502:25. This male 
and female of God's creating as the ultimate of church consciousness 
is the male and female of the sixth day of ascending demonstration. 
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The object of institutional church was the necessity of the "Science 
of Mind" to collect its materials as the result of collective activities 
in the ,Vord of Science and Health, so that the \Vord as heavenly 
Bride might embrace the fullness of manhood corresponding "to 
creation, to intelligence, and to Truth" (S. & H. 517:9) before Truth 
was received into the heavenly embrace of "Life" and "Love" as 
,Vomanhood (S. & H. 517: 10), thence to descend to earth as the 
"adorned" Word, or Bride (My. 125:26), on earth, which church 
ultimate was Mrs. Eddy's initial vision. 

This was prophesied by Jesus in his progressive revelation to St. 
John in fulfillment of the inescapable demands of the first chapter 
of Genesis as "the Science of Mind" (S. & H. 557:24, 25), "the Science 
of creation" (S. & H. 537:23), or "the Science of Genesis" (S. & H. 
525:22'24). Mrs. Eddy used "the Science of creation" in connection 
with, "Subsequent Bible revelation [to the 'second account in 
Genesis'] is coordinate with the Science of creation recorded in the 
first chapter of Genesis," S. & H. 537:20-24. This C<Science of crea
tion" is also a medial term; for shortly after Mrs. Eddy interpreted 
"beginning" as "the only" (S. & H. 502:24, 25, instead of "the first," 
as previously), she changed the statement, "The eternal Elohim has 
created the universe," to, "The eternal Elohim includes the forever 
universe," S. &.: H. 515: 16, which displaces the word "created" - the 
latter change having been made in 1907. The "Science of Genesis" 
is really a fuller term, for it takes in the light of the first day and 
the ultimate effulgence of its heavenly glory in the sixth day, with 
which sixth day Mrs. Eddy alone associates the term "the Science of 
Genesis" (S. & H. 525:22-24) as indicating the objective attainment 
of the male and female of God's creating of the first day, which Mrs. 
Eddy calls "the only," S. & H. 502:24, 25. l\hs. Eddy also says of the 
first day of the first chapter of Genesis, ",Vas not this a revelation 
instead of a creation?" S. & H. 504: 14, 15. 

THE SCIENCE OF GENESIS AS THE UNFOLDING WORD OF 

SCIENCE AND HEALTH 

Thus, in summary, when the first edition of Science and Health 
was written in 1875, it (in the words of Mrs. Eddy) but prefigu"ed 
divine Science (Womanhood), S. & H. 558:9, 10; for it was brought 
down h'om heaven by a man angel clothed with a cloud of obscurity 
and having only a promise of W'omanhood - the promise being 
symbolized by the rain bow upon the head of the angel, and ,Voman-
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hood being symbolized, or prefigured, by the light of the man angel's 
face, which "was as it were the SHU," Rev. 10: 1, the prefigure of the 
'Voman "clothed with the sun," Rev. 12: 1. The masculinity of the 
angel which brought the first edition of Sciellce {(lid Health deter
mined the limitation of its message, for !lhs. Eddy says an angel is 
his or her own message, S. & H. 558:9; 566:29, 30. No church could 
be sustained under this revelation of mere promise (as was shown 
by the church started by Mrs. Eddy's students in 1875, which shortly 
ended in rebellion, as previously stated). 

In 1879, Mrs. Eddy as one of the charter mcmbers formed the 
First Organization of the Boston church as subjective Branch-idea 
founded upon her own consciousness of the male and female idea as 
expTessed in the third edition of Sciellce and Health, which she 
wrote befoTe the formation of this church but could not release from 
press because of the lack of funds (the second edition of Sciellce alld 
Health, published in 1878, being but a dal-k ahstraction therefrom, 
Intl'Oductory, 2nd ed., p. 5, the male and female idea being unex
pressed in it, and it having had on its front cover a Noah's ark with 
clouds overhead and troubled waters beneath). The third edition 
was founded on unified Life, Truth, ancl Love - Love, as the only 
added quality to those of "the male idea," being the encompassing 
idea as "the generic term [or God," My. 18S: 14, for this edition read, 
"The male idea corresponds to creation, Life, ancl Truth; the female 
idea to Life, Truth, and Love," S. & H., 3rcl ed.~ Vol. II, p. 118. This 
third edition, released frOtH the press in 1881, was the consciousness 
of Mrs. Eddy, who was the Boston Branch's channel for light (she 
being its Preacher). On the contrary, all the other branches of the 
revealed -Word during this period were rooted in the impersonal 
'Vord as Bride as presented in this third edition, wherein the male 
idea was completely encompassed by the female idea as typing generic 
Love, for the third edition was the only revealed light through the 
channel of the male and female idea until the sixteenth edition, in 
1886. 

While the sixth edition of Sciel/ce alld Health, in 1883, contained 
no change in the qualities of the male and the female ideas, and was 
thus identical with the third edition, the "Glossary" as the sale "Key 
to the Scriptures" was added thereto for the first time. The "Glos
sary" gives credit to the prophets and saints (Rev. 11: 18) before 
'Vomanhood in the twclfth chapter of the Apocalypse is interpreted 
in the sixteenth edition. 



It will be noted that no woman has been given place in the 
"Glossary" of Science and Health but Eve, and she nnfavorably 
defined. Yet it might be well to also note that Eve is not charged 
with any fortn of sin but with I'error" - the false premise that there 
was a beginning and that man had a Inaterial origin (which woman 
dispelled when she revealed "the spiritual origin of man," S. & H. 
534:7, and later dissipated "origin," 01' "beginning," with "the only," 
S. & H. 502:24, 25); while all forms of sin were charged to Adam, 
such as "the belief in 'original sin,' sickness, and death; evil; ... a 
curse ... ," S. & H. 579: 15-17, - for woman was beguiled from 
without, whereas man was deilloralized frOln within because of 
knowing disobedience, S. & E. 533: 11. Thus man was forced to 
produce a Saviour, and WOlllan divine Love as the redeelner, S. & H. 
26:8, g. 

In the sixteenth edition of Science and Health, in 1886, three 
years before the dissolution of the First Organization, institutionally 
founded on Jesus as Life, Mrs. Eddy divided the male and female 
idea into two separate parts which were so dissimilar in quality as to 
be impossible of reunion except through intelligently progressive 
demonstration of the male idea to the point of Truth (which is 
spiritually inseparable from Life and Love), in the sense that she 
defined the male idea as corresponding to "creation, to Intelligence 
and Truth," and the female idea to "Life and Love" (S. & E., 16th 
ed., p. 444). Thus l\Irs. Eddy separated Truth (as now, S. & E. 
517:8-10) from Life and Love for intelligent (scientific) demonstra
tion, for she linked, 01' wedded, intelligence to Truth (as well as 
Life to Love) with then indissoluble bonds. So she made a demand 
in consciousness for a medial, intelligent demonstration of Truth 
before opening the underlying and overlying arms of Love as 
'·Vomanhood to the end of embracing Truth as the gift of manhood 
to ·Womanhood. Not until 1907, however, a year after the original 
Mother Church was closed and the Extension as typing descending 
Love was dedicated (opened) did she unlink wilderness "intelli
gence" from Truth and unlink Life from Love as separate footsteps 
by inserting the word "to" before each quality of "the ideal man" 
and "the ideal woman" as they are now called in the present inter
pretation of the male and female of the first chapter of Genesis, 
which Mrs. Eddy has termed "generic" man, S. & H. 516:29, and in 
turn named "woman," S. &: H. 561:22. 

Returning to the sixteenth edition of Science alld Health, in 
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.886, not until Mrs. Eddy in this edition divided the qualities of 
the male and female idea into two divisions wherein not a single 
quality of one was reflected by the other did the dragon of animal 
magnetism (so interpreted in the same edition) appear in Science 
and Health, in the sense that Mrs. Eddy added to the sixteenth 
edition the twelfth chapter of the Apocalypse, typifying "the divine 
method of warfare in Science" (S. & H. 568:6) to be fought wholly 
by woman's "man child" as Truth. :Most significant, however, is the 
further fact that l\Irs. Eddy simultaneously added to the main body 
of Science alld Health (in its very heart) the descended City four
square typing the vVord, Bride, as the basis of the Branch-idea, and; 
further still, she gave it the same chapter number as that of "Animal 
Magnetism," as if to show that one must be a substitution for the 
other in church consciousness, for both could not stand together. It 
will be remembered in this connection that it is Michael, the 
W01l1a'n's "IHan child," which 111USt war against the dragon, such war
fare typing that of The Mother Church; while "the Gabriel of His 
presence [typed by the Branch·idea 1 has no contests," S. & H. 
566:30-7. Thus the division between man and woman in the Adam
dream was cursed; and the second day of consciousness in the first 
chapter of Genesis, which divided the waters above the firmament 
and the waters below, was the only day that God did not bless. 

Hence "the Science of Genesis" as an ascendillg idea concludes 
with the sixteenth edition of Sciellce and Health, for the next revi
sion, the fiftieth edition, added the descendillg idea to the Apocalypse. 



t'iWGRESS OF NATIONS AND INDiViDuALS AWAITS 
CHURCH DEVELOPMENT 

After the unlinking processes in 1907 (previously presented), 
which spiritually opened the way for the male idea to be embraced 
by the female idea, as in her initial vision, J'vIrs. Eddy never again 
changed the divided qlialities of the male and female idea. Thus 
demonstration was demanded of others as their only approach to her 
initial revelation, the Branch-idea (but not necessarily its members 
Ulitil they meet the deniands of this Idea) forevel' remaining as a 
witness to het initial vision, to which all must ultimately come. 

In view of this delnand for del1l0nstration, therefore, no l1H:!mber 
should leave the branch church until it has come to full expression 
by its obedience to the l)rovlsioilS of the ,\fan"al that prohibit the 
continuance of The ilIother Church after Mrs. Eddy's prophetic 
passing, Rev. 12: 11. If he does, he will find himself in the worldly 
position of the church behind the door at which the 'Voman is 
knocking in the tenth picture of Christ and. Christmas, in which all 
the women, in their ,issumption of individual sufficiency, are clothed 
in white imitative of the ,\Toman knocking at the door (as typing 
the descending light of the City fOlIrsquare as Branch expression); 
for the Christ and Christmas "Glossary" Biblical text corl'esponding 
to the tenth picture pertains to the church of the Laodiceans, who 
claim that they are "rich ... and have need of nothing ... ," Rev. 
3: 17,20. Else such member who leaves the branch church will, after 
deserting the church prophecies of the ascended ] esus concerning 
the progressive footsteps of Church and Mrs. Eddy's demanded ful
fillment thereof, find his consciousness wandering in the "tangled 
wilderness" of spiritless metaphysics, worldly philosophies, social en
deavors to help others with ethics that lack a church basis, or worldly 
pleasure in the name of the "pursuit of happiness." Either of the 
foregoing courses would be an inevitable result, for the reason that 
church must be collectively worked out and its collective privileges 
appropriated in one's life "unto the end" of prophecy and its spiri
tual fulfillment. 

Inasmuch as Mt. Sion (Zion) is defined by Mrs. Eddy as "spiri
tual foundation and superstructure," S. 8: H. 599:6, this indicates 
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that the true idea of Branch neither ascends to reach its heavenly 
bridal estate nor descends to earth to reach its earthly expression as 
Branch-idea, such ascent and descent being the necessities of The 
Mother Church alone, which followed the course of Mother's "man 
child" (typing Truth), that was "caught up l!,'to God, and to His 
throne" (Rev_ 12:5) to the end of objectively becoming one with 
the heavenly Bride as Love, thence to descend to earth embosomed 
in the Bride as the oneness of heaven and earth on earth, typed by 
the Branch-idea; for the Branch-idea was founded on the \Vord as 
Bride (lvfy. 125:26) of both heaven and earth, since the "spiritual 
sense" of earth is "a compound idea," S_ & H. 585:8. Thus Mrs_ 
Eddy protected the Branch-idea's forever detachment from the trav
ailing necessities of The Mother Church by her provision for the 
Branch-idea's self-creativeness, self-existence, and self-governillent 
during her presence with us, Manual, Art. XXIII, Sect. I, and, in 
line with its distinctive mission and destiny as distinguished from 
The Mother Church, made provision for its continuance as the sole 
expression of Chmch after her passing, Manual, Art. XXIII, Sect. 6, 
lines 19-24. 

When Mrs. Eddy says in her g>-eeting to Concord, New Hamp
shire, "I love its people ... I respect their religious beliefs, and 
thank their ancestors for helping to form mine," 11'1y. 163:25-28, she 
undoubtedly refers to her own ancestral religion - the Congrega
tional Church, which was also her own, and only previolls, church 
affiliation. In the CongTegational Church, each church rests under 
"authority of the local congregation suprelne within its own dotnain" 
(Standard Dictionary) with no central governing councilor head. 
Conld Mrs. Eddy have failed to perpetuate this witness of individual 
self-government in her own church? An admission to the contrary 
would contradict her statement about rounding "the gospel of g>-ace, 
in the circle of love" with her own orthodox heritage, this statement 
reading in full: "I never left the Church, either in heart or in doc
trine; I but began where the Church left off. \Vhen the chmches 
and I round the gospel of g>'ace, in the circle of love, we shall meet 
again, never to part," Message 1902, page 2, lines 26-29. 

Thus the Branch-idea as typed by the Lamb that stood on Mt. 
Sian was protected by her in the Manual from The lVfother Church's 
prophesied (disobediently continued) warfare with the drag-on after 
her passing, for even to the objective City foursquare there is "no 
more sea" (Rev. 2" I) from which the Se3 heast could arise. The 
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Branch-idea remains forever a witness to such expressions in the 
Word as Bride: "Man is as perfect now, and henceforth, and forever, 
as when the stars first sang together ... ," Mis. 188:3,4; "God never 
said that man would become better by learning to distinguish evil 
from good, - but the contrary, that by this knowledge, by mau's 

. first disobedience, can1"e 'death into the world, and all our woe,' " Un. 
14:27-2; and, "I do not find my authority for Christian Science in 
history, but in revelation. If there had never existed such a person 
as the Galilean Prophet, it would make no difference to me," ]\,fy, 

" 318:3 1-2 • 

So Mrs. Eddy based Christian Science as typed by the Branch-idea 
upon her revelatory interpretation of the light of the first day of the 
first chapter of Genesis as corresponding to the ascended Jesus' 
prophecy of the City foursquare. Thus she embraced in the Branch
idea the ascent and subsequent descent in the 'Vorel typing the 
necessities of The Mother Church, whose mission was to demon· 
strate scientific Christianity, in line with Mrs. Eddy's demand: 
"Christianity will never" be based on a divine Principle and so found 
to be unerring, until its absolute Science is reached. ,Vhen this is 
accomplished, neither pride, prejudice, bigotry, nor envy can wash 
away its foundation, for it is built upon the rock, Christ [Truth]," 
S. & H. 483:32-5. 

Hence the Branch fell heir to the very first promise in Christian 
Science that was ever added to the ,Vord of Science and Health (all 
previous promises having been made in divine Science), which prom
ise reads: "St. Paul says, "Vork out your own salvation with fear and 
trembling:' Jesus said, 'Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father's 
good pleasure to give you the kingdom.' This truth is Christian 
Science," S. & H. 142: 21;-29. This promise was added to Sciellce and 
Health in 1907, one year after the dedication of the Extension, and 
almost immediately after the opening of the arms of Life and Love 
as 'Vomanhood to receive manhood as Truth (typing the finished 
work of The Mother Church) in its forever embrace, S. & H. 517:8-10, 
which latter change was simultaneous with the addition of "Thy 
kingdom is come" to the spiritual interpretation of the Lord's 
Prayer, S. & H. 16:31. 

Inasmuch as the Branch-idea is rooted in the ,~rord as Bride, My. 
125:26, could it have fulfilled its full chu.rch mission until the Word 
had restored Truth to its original position in the trinity of Life, 
Truth, and Love? And can it yet do so while the "tabernacle" for 
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labor and travail is "yet standing" (I-Iebr. 9:8) in consciousness as 
the symbol of separation of Truth from Life and Love? In the words 
of St. Paul, ",Ve have an aitar, whereof they have no right to eat 
which serve the tabernacle," Hebr. 13: 10. And could this altar be 
seen "while as the first tabernacle was yet standing"? Hebr. 9:8. 

Jesus said: "Ye can discern the face of the sky; but can ye not dis
cern the signs of the times?" (Matt. 10:3), and Mrs. Eddy says: "The 
hour has struck for Christian Scientists ... to appreciate the signs 
of the times ... ," Mis: 317:5, 6. Both Jesus and Mrs. I{ddy un
doubtedly referred to the "signs of the times" in their relationship to 
Chnrch expression, for the mental and spiritual position of the 
church undoubtedly determines the character of human events. In 
this vein of thought, it is more than interesting to note that the 
word "uranium" is derived from a Greek ·word nleaning "heaven," 
and uranium is the substance from which the atomic bomb was made 
as the result of the splitting of the atom with its terrifying potential
ities. There is nothing so antagonistic to earth as heaven when the
oretically separated from earth, for it destroys the spiritual concept 
of earth as "compound idea," which is the "Glossary" definition of 
earth "to spiritual sense," thus reducing earth to "matter," which is 
its definition "to material sense," and this leaves it to its own self
destruction. 

The tree of life, whose leaves are for "the healing of the nations," 
in Revelation the twenty-second chapter, must be preceded by the 
City foursquare, which is the union of heaven and earth on earth, 
where God dwells with men, Rev. 21:2, 3; and yet The Mother 
Church has not advanced beyond the twelfth chapter of Revelation 
as an ascending, heavenly idea. Even the Extension has not been 
discerned beyond the marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in 
heaven, Rev. 19:7-9, which immediately shows its heavenly limita
tion, as previously presented. A League of Nations could and did 
hold together for a time on a divided ideological basis; but the 
United Nations cannot be thus sustained, for union of ideologies 
mllst be the goal of the very movement itself, the highest ideology 
being the tree of life among the nations whose "leaves" are for their 
((healing," 

Thus the electrical atom never should have been split; since the 
split atom is the outcome of the endeavor to separate heaven from 
earth, Science from Christianity, or Christianity from Science. Re
ligion alone can control and prevent the dire consequences of this 
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division, for, "One infinite God, good, [alone 1 unifies men and 
nations" and "ends wars," S. &: H. 340:23, 24. As showing how the 
counterfeit bites at the heel of Truth, the split·atom bomb claims 
to have accomplished the latter result in the ending of 'Vorld 
War II. 

l\Irs. Eddy said in the third edition of Science and Health 
(through the fifteenth edition) that electricity is the "unholy" coun· 
terfeit of the Holy Ghost, her statement reading: "Electricity is the 
essence of mortal and erring mind, that counterfeits that essence of 
the unerring and eternal Mind, termed Holy Ghost, the great differ
ence being that one is divine and holy, and the other human and 
unholy," Vol. I, p. 29. (Our present edition of Science and Health, 
page 293, presents electricity in no better light.) Mrs. Eddy defines 
the "Holy Ghost" as " ... the development of eternal Life, Truth, 
and Love," S. &: H. 588:7, 8. Does not the alarming "development" 
of electricity to such dire proportions since Mrs. Eddy left us in per
son suggest the arrested development of "Life, Truth, and Love" at 
its "Truth" stage (as the foundation of The Mother Church); 
whereas development to the point of "Love" is the final demand of 
the Holy Ghost? And does not this arrested development leave 
"unholy" electricity to its full counterfeit godless sway? And, more
over, is not a church founded on the bridal Love of both heaven 
and earth in indestructible (and undestroying) oneness needful to 
tame the wild force of so-called nature founded on friction and call
ing itself "electricity" and also needful to harness it only for the 
building force of divine Love, since Mrs. Eddy says: "'There went 
up a Inist fron1 the earth.' This represents error as starting from an 
idea of good on a material basis"? S. &: H. 546: 12-14. 

Thus both physical science and mental science disassociated from 
morality and Christianity are the devil of the twentieth century, and 
which the ascended Jesus prophesied must be chained with a chain 
brought from heaven in the hand of an angel, Rev. 20: I. Is not this 
chain "the chain of [Christianly] scientific being reappearing in all 
ages ... and uniting all periods in the design of God" (S. &: H. 
271: 2-5) - not of men? and this only after the marriage of the Bride 
and the Lamb in heaven, Rev. 19:7-9, - a step (or link) beyond that 
of Motherhood, Rev. 12:21 Its "reappearing in all ages" shows that 
each link was a projectively progressive vision of the subjective Bride 
of the first day, which vision was (heavenly) completed only with the 
marriage of the Bride and the Lamb in heaven prior to the Bride's 
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final descent to earth. Thus the destructive force of the atomic 
bomb must be chained and not shared. 

The "design of God" is clearly delineated in the progressive 
prophecies of the Bible, particularly those of the ascended Jesus in 
the Apocalypse. These Apocalyptic prophecies directed wholly to 
church show the footsteps of church to the "tree of life," the leaves 
of which "'were for the healing of the nations," Rev. 22:2, which 
shows that nations are not healed until church as typing the tree of 
the corrective knowledge of good over evil yields to the "tree of life" 
within the "city of our God," whose "holy habitation has no bound
ary nor limit," and so is beyond church walls - even the walls of the 
Cily foursquare, S. &: H. 575 and 577. 

While Jesus and Mrs. Eddy subjectively saw beyona church 
walls, the ascended Jesus was forced to objectively prophesy of their 
necessity as the only channel through which the healing of the 
nations could be progressively reached as the universal goal of 
Christian Science; and Mrs. Eddy was forced to objectively (for the 
redemption of others) fulfill these church demands, for "the scrip
ture [prophecies] cannot be broken," John 10:35. Thus St. Paul 
says, "Quench not the Spirit. [But] despise not prophesyings" 
(I Thess. 5: '9,20), as the only means by which spiritual vision can be 
sustained. Isaiah prophesied of the City foursquare; the ascended 
Jesus made it a church demand; and Mrs. Eddy fulfilled it in the 
Branch expression. The ascended Jesus said: "He that overcometh, 
and keepeth my works unto the elld [of church prophecy], to him 
will I give power over the nations," Rev. 2:26. 

The world's spiritual needs have been enumerated by Mrs. Eddy 
in the seven footsteps of progTcssive activity which follow: jjOne 
infmite God, good, ullifies men and nations; cOllstitutes the brother
hood of man; elllis wars; fllifils the ScriptlU'e, 'Love thy neighbor as 
thyself;' allllihilates pagan and Christian idolatry, - whatever is 
wrong in social, civil, criluinal, political, and religious codes; eq ual
izes the sexes; annuls the Cllrse on lnan, and leaves nothing that can 
sin, suffer, be punished or destroyed," S. &: H. 340:23-29. Is not this 
the world mission of the Branch-idea founded on the 'Vord as Bride? 
It is significant that Mrs. Eddy adds the word "good" after the words 
"One infinite God," thus giving the power for full accomplishment 
of the Branell-idea's world healing (which The JI-fother Church, 
founded on "the Rock, Christ [Truth]," could accomplish "[only] 
in some degree," Mallllal, p. 19); for Mrs. Eddy'S definition of 
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"good" in th~ "Glossary" of Science and Health adds a fourth eI~-
111eut to the trinity of spiritual forces - I<oninipotence; omniscience; 
omnipresence" - and that is "omni-action," which is needed to ful
fill the progressively active mission assigned to "One infinite God, 
good." 

In her request that members of The Mother Church cease special 
prayer for peace between two warring nations, previously l11entioned, 
My. 280:28'4, Mrs. Eddy showed that the objective Lord's Prayer of 
Jesus as vicarious Saviour in his first coming (The Mother Church's 
Daily prayer of, "(Let] Thy kingdom come") would never meet the 
subjective needs of the peace between nations. This was for the 
reason that the objective mission of Jesus reaches the subjective re
demption of nations only after it has completed its spiritual evolu
tion through church to the point of its completed goal; while the 
subjective mission of the Christ redeems nations through basic one
ness with God, the consciousness of the Branch-idea, which alone 
could unite all nations in their basic oneness, S. &: H. 565: 16, - this 
oneness declaring: "Man is as perfect now, and henceforth, and 
forever, as when the stars first sang together, and creation joined in 
the grand chorus of harmonio\ls being," Mis. 188:3-5' In Mrs. Eddy's 
declaration of, "One infinite God, good, unifies ... nations ... ," 
S. &: H. 340:23, she shows. by that which follows that this redemption 
solves all of the problems of nations (which they are so assiduously 
trying to accomplish objectively) through basic subjective unity as 
the expression of the one God, ,Vho alone is good, rather than 
through man's endeavor to objectively obtain that good through 
devio\ls religious and ethical processes objectively tending to the 
same end. 

St. Palll wrote to the Ephesians as a previously heathen people 
that God "hath chosen us in Him before the foundation of the world, 
that we should be holy and without blame before Him in love 
(redemption]," Eph. 1 :'1, and Jesus prayed for his own redemption 
from his saving mission on the basis of his oneness with God before 
the world was, John 17:5. 

Thus when Mrs. Eddy in preparation for the twentieth century 
(the domain of the Branch-idea with its world mission) added to 
Science and Health for the first time (in the ll3th ed., in 1896) the 
only panacea for world problems as given in the last statement on 
page 340 of Science and Health, which commences in our present 
edition, "One infinite God, good, unifies men and nations," she had 
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previously (in the 106th ed., * in the same year of 1896) removed 
from the last paragraph of the chapter entitled "Genesis" the words, 
"and the immacnlate conception of Jesus," substituting therefor the 
words, "when God, Mind, spake and it was done" (with the excep
tion of the word "God," which was added later), S. &: H. 557:26, 27· 
The effect of this change was to include all mankind in God's 
"iuunaculate conception" - a forever whole idea "as never born and 
as never dying," S. &:. H. 557: 20, 21; £01' "Spirit, God, never ger
minates ... ," S. &: H. 546:4, and infinitude is limitless. So "One 
infinite God, good," is lnore primal than Uthe immaculate concep
tionll of motherhood Inanifested by ] estls in his first cOluing and 
even the ill1personal conception of Jesus in his second cOIning as the 
"man child" of the Mother phase of the God-crowned '·Voman. 
I-Ience the necessity for the removal of the specific "immaculate con
ception of Jesus" before "One infinite God, good" could be realized, 
just as the necessity exists for the renloval of lllotherhood in church 
in order that the Branch-idea may shine forth in its pristine bridal 
glory. 

Thus the objective "tree of life" in the Apocalypse, whose leaves 
"were for the healing of the nations" (Rev. 22:2) in the "city of our 
God" (S. &: H., p. 577), became one with the subjective "tree of life" 
that grew in the garden of Eden in Genesis (S. &: H. 526: 17-19) be
fore the divisibility of Adam and the subsequent sin of finity - "The 
first iniquitous l11anifestation of sin was a finity [divisibility of an 
individual or nation]," Ret. 67:9. 

So when she provided the only basis for world union as being 
the eternal infinitude of God, good, after having previously removed 
"the immaculate conception" as limited to Jesus, Mrs. Eddy showed 
that even virgin motherhood as expressed through Jesus was too lim
ited to bear the weight of man's universal in11l1aculate virginity in 
the infinitude of "God, good," as Love CLove that is Olnnipresent 
good," Mis. 8: 15). She also showed that the motherhood of God it
self conld not bear the weight of this oneness; for a child is always 
an outer, divided conception, whether that child be expressed as 
tHan, church, or nation. Thus Isaiah's prophecy of the virginity of 
the Immanuel conception (Isa. 7: 14) supplanted Mary's conception 
of] esus as a Saviour, IvIatt. 1: 21, 

In the words of Zechariah's prophecy of the true Branch-idea and 

'" There were two lo6th editions of Science and Health~ the second of which con· 
tainc~l the change herc mcntioned. 



its universal mission: "TIllIS speaketh the Lord of hosts [universal 
God - 'One infinite God, good'), saying, Behold the man whose 
name is The BRANCH; and he shall grow up out of his [own) 
place, and he shall build the temple of the Lord" (Zech. 6:12) 1JJ 

universal consciousness as the "house not Inane with hands," 



PURPOSEFUL BOOKS 

Isaiah prophesied: "There shall come forth a "ad alit 
of the stem of Jesse [meaning 'self-existence'], al1d a 
Bmnch shall g"ow out of his roots [not 'stem']," Isa. 11: 1 

AS IT IS, a book containing over nine hundred pages, presents "the 
[medial] stem of Jesse," The (medial) IV10ther Church, as grow
i;"g from its roots in the Branch-idea as the basic First Organiza· 
tion of the Boston church, and thus fulfilling as church the 
ascended Jesus' prophecy of the medial Mother phase (Rev. 
12:2) of the basic God-crowned 'Woman, Rev. 12:1. The Appen
dix of this book contains a copy of the following legal documents: 
Last Will and Testament of Mary Baker Eddy (including its two 
Codicils), the Deed of Trust of The Christian Science Publishing 
Society, and the Decision of the Full Bench of the Supreme Judi
cial Court of Massachusetts. 949 pages. Price $3.50. 

" ... and a Bmnch shall grow out of his [Jesse's]1'00ts." 

THE DETACHED BRANCH, The Olive Bmnch of Peace, a book 
containing over five hundred pages, is based upon Isaiah's proph
ecy of the Branch-idea as growing hom the roots of the generic 
God-crowned ''''oman in her basic revelatory estate (Rev. 12") 
preceding her Mother phase, Rev. 12:2. Its detachment hom its 
heavenly source is evidenced by the fact that the Branch-idea of 
the First Organization of the Boston church was founded thirteen 
years (1879) before The (medial) IIIother Church (1892), and 
evidenced by the further fact that field branches grew and flour
ished even after the First Organization of the Boston church had 
been dissolved in 1889 as a Branch as well as after its re-formation 
in 1892 as The (medial) Mother Church - its initial Branch as
pect having been founded on Jesus in his first coming as Life, 
S. & H. 561:16-20; Mal1ual, p. 17, and its Motherhood aspect hav
ing been founded on "the Rock, Christ [Truth 1." Manual, p. Ig. 
503 pages. Price $2.50' 
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"There shall come forth a rod alit of the stem of Jesse . ... " 

STORY OF THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH MANUAL, 
Proving Its Immortality, a book containing over three hundred 
pages, spiritually follows the By-law footsteps of the Christian 
Science Church Manllal as proving Mrs. Eddy's trenchant state
melH, "Spiritual evolution alone is worthy of the exercise of 
divine power," S. & H. 135:9, 10. So the Manual evolved towards 
the point of the "eternity [that] awaits OUr Church i\Ianual," 
1'1'1y. 230:2, despite the initial fact that Mrs. Eddy lamented over 
its necessity as "laws' of limitation for a Christian Scientist," My. 
229:26, 27; for she well knew the ilianual and 1m-manuel cannot 
abide together until the two become one, at which point the 
ilianual reaches Ihe embrace of 1m-manuel. Thus the "rod" 
becomes the spiritual staff upon which to lean in reaching its 
awaited eternity. 331 pages. Price $2.00. 

" •.. the b"ide (Word) is adorned, and 10, the bridegroom 
cometh!" My. 125:26,27 

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF MARY BAKER 
EDDY'S PROGRESSIVE REVISIONS OF SCIENCE AND 
HEALTH presents the spiritual evolution of the Word of 
Science and Health in its step-by-step process of the initial, sub
jective revelation of the God-crowned vVoman (Rev. 12:1) as 
symbolizing generic man, S. & H. 561:22, to the objective Bride 
as Word-"the bride (Word) is adorned," My. 125:26; Rev. 
21:2, together with the objective bridal estate in the City four
square as the church demonstration of, " ... and 10, the bride
groom [estate) cometh!" My. 125:26, 27. When the City four
square appears as "a bride adorned for her husband" (her initial 
estate of adornment having been with a crown of twelve stars of 
heavenly glory), her adornment is the collective demonstration 
of Christian manhood virtues, as symbolized by her jeweled walls, 
which must yield to the originally wall-less estate as "the shrine 
celestial," "And I saw no temple therein ... ," S. & H. 576: 10-14, 
marginal heading. 80 pages. Price $1.00. 
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"Angels, with owrtmes, hold charge OVe1' both [Christian 
Scknc~ and its 4\·t] ... ," Mis. 374: \ld5 

ANGELIC OVERTURES OF MARY BAKER EDDY'S "CHRIST 
AND CHRISTMAS," a book containing over nine hundred 
pages, associates each picture and corresponding verse or verses 
in Christ and Cll1-istmas with the Hangels, with overtures," which 
Mrs. Eddy says "hold charge over both" Christian Science and its 
art, i'vIis. 374:1 \-15, these angels having held guard over their 
spiritual songs since "creation joined in the grand ellOrus of har
monious being," i\Iis. 188:4, 5. Thus Mrs. Eddy places the time
less message of the art of Christian Science above the letter of 
Science and Health when she says that "Science and Health gives 
scopes and shades to the shadows of divinity," while the art of 
Christ alld Christmas presents the "true hue and character of the 
living God," Mis. 372: 27-30. The distinguishing characteristics 
of Angelic Overtures of "Christ lind Christmas" are the co· 
ordinate footsteps of the Bride as 'Word from its initial revelation 
to the final goal of boundless I¥ord as Bride, described by Mrs. 
Eddy as, "This spiritual, holy habitation has no boundary nor 
limit ... ," S. & H. 577:12, 13. This book also includes a chap· 
tel' entitled, "The Tents of Issachar," which has a documental 
account of the Litigation, presented in the light of inescapable 
Apocalyptic prophecy. g80 pages. Price $5.00. 

"Thy kingdom is come [on earth]," S. & H. 16:31 

FOOTSTEPS OF MARY BAKER EDDY'S PROGRESSIVE IN
TERPRETATIONS OF THE LORD'S PRAYER follows the 
co-ordinate footsteps of the spiritual evolution of the Lord's 
Prayer as progressively interpreted in Science and Health by 
Mrs. Eddy, together with those of all its collaborating forces as 
seen in the constant progressiveness in Science and Health of 
the "Scientific Translation of Mortall'vfind," the "tenets of Chris
tian Science" (as simultaneously appearing in Science and Health 
and the Manllal), and the "platform" of Christian Science, to the 
point of their conjunctive goal, when Mrs. Eddy added through 



her interpretation of the Lord's Prayer in 1907, "Tlly kingdom 
is come." \Vhereupon there followed a return in expression to 
the highest initial truths of her l'evelation, that had progressed 
through the nine years of her spoken Word (1866-1875) and then 
through six revisions of Science and Health, which carried it 
from eight chapters to eighteen - her revisions consisting not 
only of added chapters but of progressive changes in text and in 
additions to old chapters. 135 pages. Price $2.00. 

Further ill/ormation in ,oegard to an)' or all of these books will be 
furnished upon request. 

Mail order address 
for each and all of the above books, postage prepaid: 

Mrs. Alice L. Orgain, C. S., 
300 Riverside Drive, New York 25, New York. 
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